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Abstract: This paper presents findings, results, and metatheory that verify proofs of various mathematical problems, theorems, metatheorems, and principles that enable and sustain them (their possibility, existence, and validity). It refers to and supports the results and proofs of earlier projects, re: the nature of mathematics and being. These results are supported by numerous discoveries, proofs, and visible examples presented by competent physicists, astronomers, geometers, and mathematicians. The astrophysical evidence of metalogical principles (enabling it and geometry) was presented in a video on a lecture by Richard Feynman, Phd., Nobel Laureate and master educator.
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S.1 INTRODUCTION

Other than virtual patterns and the shapes we can see, it may seem that astronomy and geometry have little in common. What they have in common with logic may seem even less obvious. Solving that problem was the purpose and result of this project.

So, while watching a video about Dr. Richard Feynman’s lecture on why and how planets have elliptical orbits, I realized that it provided another absolute proof of the existence and potency of the principles enabling the geometry of nature and mathematics (maths). Fortunately, Feynman’s brilliant yet complex mathematical proof of the astrophysical mechanics enabling orbital motion was made visible with animated graphics. Equally fascinating sets of graphic examples were provided by the presenter, Grant Sanderson. Many other excellent examples and proofs were developed and presented by Burkard Polster and Marty Ross for their “Mathologer” series of videos.

However, this project started a few mornings earlier, while considering several possible improvements to previous papers (in preprint draft form). The first examples that came to mind were molecular structures centered at carbon rings, then “Bucky balls” (C_{60}) and single thickness atomic sheets of graphene. More musing and contemplation then led to remembering to revisit some of the videos that provided new insights and helpful references for the paper—Riemann, Metatheory, and Proof—on the Riemann hypothesis (RH), metathematics (metamaths), solutions and proofs (of RH, etc.). I realized that paper supports my second major work, A Theory and Metatheory of Atemporal Primacy. Yet, the scope of each paper prevents including more extensive coverage of nature’s geometry and the enabling principles.

Now, the following section—on some key terms and definitions—is useful. Yet, effective analysis of the principles enabling nature and maths (etc.) requires more than a fractional dictionary of physics, ontology, and metatheory. Of course, this is not an upgrade of the whole of physics. So, the focus is on the key essentials.

Section 2 states and analyzes the nature and scope of the problem, using examples from scientific works, technology, society, and nature (the cosmos). Next, the solution and set theoretic equations, theorems, metatheorems and proofs are provided. The translations and explanations are supported by graphics that express and demonstrate properties and potentials of the enabling principles. Section 2 also includes helpful endnotes. Section 3 expands on some of the proofs, issues, and implications. It also provides more references, examples, and commentary relevant to proof of RH. The predictions help support verification of theoretic effectiveness. Citations for the sources and works referenced are provided Section 4.
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SS.1 Terms & Definitions

“A mathematical problem should be difficult...to entice us, yet not completely inaccessible, lest it mock at our efforts. It should be...a guide-post on the mazy paths to hidden truths, and ultimately a reminder of our pleasure in the successful solution.” – David Hilbert

As much as possible, this glossary of next-generation scientific terms and definitions is designed for scientists, logicians, and mathematicians, but also for reasonably intelligent lovers of science, mathematics (maths), numbers, mazy paths, hidden truths, and wisdom. Hopefully, the results foster ultimate success and much needed repair of civilization’s deficient paradigm.

After all, Hilbert’s quote about problems and pleasure rings true for any branch of science. Yet, as in maths, almost all “standard model” (SM) educators and practitioners of physics and astronomy seem to be having too much fun on their mazy paths to visit the scary heights and depths. So, many self-evident realities remain hidden by ever more mystifying SM hypotheses, illusions, and anomalies. That keeps the basic theories and metatheories of the sciences disunited.

Hence, seeing how and why mazy paths now lead to more anomalies than hidden truths and wisdom is critical to success. For example, most of us seem unaware of the difference between pure science (and maths) and the more popular, commercialized, technical disciplines. Of course, general ignorance of the history of science and maths, and of epistemics, semiotics, and the history of language and philosophy aggravate the problem. So, hopefully, this introduction to the essential terms fosters understanding of holonomic ontology of science and mathematics (maths).

For clearly, like popular games and successful societies, good science and maths require a shared context, the definitions and effective usage of all the key terms, the elements of a paradigm (the foundation of any society’s model of reality). However, using English—or any other human language—to consider principles of a future paradigm of science requires a new way of thinking about communication and reality. For example, consideration of Einstein’s new way of describing reality required courageous openness, willingness to question the basis of socially accepted ideas about reality (and religion), and unusually great mental effort.
Likewise, a new metatheory of being and science poses a similar challenge, calling for equal or greater openness, courage, and commitment. That could enable the paradigm upgrade we need to enable more realistic science and saner society.

First, for a major paradigm upgrade—to unify the theories of science and math—the deficiencies of semantics, ontology, society, culture, and our institutional ethics must be exposed, examined, and then remedied. To succeed, we also need to see how a language embodies and expresses inherent bias, taboos, and illogic of the society’s paradigm. The languages of mathematicians and physicists prove and maintain the ancient linguistic norm. In fact, the incredible pronouncements and exotic rhetoric of pop-star quantum mechanics (QM) have become the anti-theistic Word of god (endowing their anti-logical zoo of supernatural particles with magic powers, colors, extra dimensions, etc.). So, anomalies propagate like a virulent infection.

Nietzsche intuited our current crises, with increasing horror and dismay. Among others, Hilbert, Gödel, and Einstein (among others) were confused, baffled and, eventually, gave up on their projects. Of course, unifying the sciences (with realistic theory and a solid foundation of logical metatheory) requires previously absent knowledge—ideas, concepts, words, and shared meanings. Otherwise, more effective thought and communication about the nature of nature, being, and reality will remain absent or unlikely, and preventing or retarding progress to success.

Hence, the following work in progress covers the core logic of a) a next-gen SM of science and society, b) the context and basics of essential metatheory, and c) of the next sociocultural paradigm. Redefinition of some key terms and principles of ontology and its enabling domain of discourse is meant to evaporate the fog of normalized confusion and illogically unrealistic rhetoric. Yet, the nature of being and reality (its nature) transcends the domains of the physical sciences. So, for the sake of unification and real progress, some terms and definitions reflect or refer to the whole of being and its nonphysical realities (enabling principles, etc.).

Clearly, without better concepts and terms—and upgrades of others—better metatheory would remain impossible or unlikely. Since maths is so essential to modern science and technology, completing the unfinished foundation of mathematical logic is a necessity. So, re-interpretations of some existing concepts and theorems are provided to enable more congruency with nature and its enabling principles. In some cases, new theorems and metatheorems are provided. Reasons and examples accompany the definitions, redefinitions, and re-interpretations.

However—for sustainably satisfying results—unlimited thinking, investigation, discovery, new theory, and communication are essential for integrating the sciences (and theories). To help foster that result, some of the key terms and definitions are listed in approximate order of significance, with priority given to commonly misunderstood terms (re: science, logic, mathematics, etc.).
Some key terms and definitive explanations

**Science:** Before it was modernized, science was called natural philosophy. As always, science is study, investigation, experimental and/or theoretical work. Scientific praxis is also testing and verification, performed for the sake of discovery and understanding.

When other purposes are the prime motives, the work should be understood as (and called) either applied science or commercial research and development. However, the prime motive for the new definitions (presented below) was prompted by realization that popular assumptions and misconceptions of and about science and nature have infiltrated nearly all domains of thought and discourse.

For example, the Quine-Putnam indispensability thesis (QPIT) is important for the development of better metatheory of metamathematics (metamaths) and next-gen mathematics (maths). It, the QPIT, relies on the assumption that maths is indispensable to science. The authors claim that we can rely on valid theories of science. Also, since many believe in current theories of science, we should believe in the indispensability of maths.

However, like any other scientific theory, the QPIT is disputable and falsifiable. Yet, maths is a science and a semiotic system (a language). Therefore, it can also be a scientific toolset for doing technical work, or for proving or disproving any kind of theorem. For example, to disprove the QPIT we need only 1 example of science that does not depend on maths. For instance, philology is a science, an investigative discipline performed for the sake of discovery and understanding. So, we can use philology to test the QPIT.

Philology requires studies of language, culture, literature, and history. Yet, maths may be part of a culture and its linguistic paradigm, but not necessarily required to do the research and new theory of philology. The best example though, from Riemann via Hilbert, is maths itself. Consider this, instead of using many complicated mathematical operations and exotic symbology, Riemann preferred explaining “the ideas” required for a theorem or proof (with words).

Clearly, that may sometimes seem more difficult. Yet, any principles, phenomena, or processes we understand well enough can be proven and explained without using symbolic values (numbers) and the semiotics of maths. So, that falsifies the QPIT.

Still, mathematics is a logical language and a way of understanding realities. Thus, using ordinary language to study and describe mathematical realities is a valid use of the concepts, logic, and methods of science, mathematical thought, and theory. So, that validates the QPIT. QED.

Obviously though, both modern maths and most sciences now suffer from inherent linguistic, theoretical, and logical deficiencies, paradoxes, and absurdities. Therefore, a prime aim and use of real science is discovering or recognizing and correcting current deficiencies, paradoxes, and absurdities that prevent or limit progress and better results. Clearly, ignoring or trying to deny discoveries and better theory (to hide or maintain defects of obsolete theory and inadequate results) is anti-scientific.

**Anomalies:** Realities that exist despite the inherent deficiencies of a current theory and its sociolinguistic paradigm (the conceptual context of current thinking and discussion.
about being, etc.) are called anomalies. Clearly, at best, theories are composed of ideas, beliefs, assumptions, facts, and truths represented by words, nomenclature (the names of observed phenomena only partially described by current theory).

Obviously, the whole duration of a natural phenomenon (and its ever-changing totality) can never be fully described by a theory, which is why all valid scientific theories are falsifiable. Anomalies are landmarks, blind-spots, misconceptions, misperceptions, misinterpretations, and warning signs at boundaries of a society’s paradigm, its mental territory and worldview. They reveal weaknesses, inadequacies, and fallacies built into languages and incomplete theories about being (and nature).

The exceptions to these truths are holonomic metatheorems based on understandings of the basic principles of being, or the whole basis of a logical system, such as a language or game, or maths, geometry, software, and so on. So, unlike immature theory, viable theory based on holonomic metatheory eliminates or minimizes anomalies and inadequate axioms (etc.).

Axiology: Axiology is the little-known, under-appreciated, and under-developed science of value and values. Now, in Euro-American academia, axiology is considered a branch of philosophy. However, philosophy and all other branches of science are really branches of macro-ontology. So, good ontology and philosophy both require optimum axiology.

It may seem odd to include axiology here, but not doing so would be a mistake. In fact, not understanding the true nature of value helped subvert modern society, economics and, thus, also physics and maths (etc.).

For example, deficient axiology fostered and maintains chronic deficiency of ethical integrity and intellectual responsibility. Even the practice of axiology itself suffered from over-technicality and the pandemic penchant for valuing quantitative materialism and sciencey rhetoric (for conformist credibility) over substantial benefits and progress. That lets it ‘work’ inside the social silos of a tiny minority of academics.

To foster better, truly holistic science and maths, we need bio-ethical axiology. If we achieve that, as an essential element of macro-ontology and meta-ontology (the science, theory, and holonomic metatheory of being-as-a-whole), axiology can foster and support ecospheric consciousness, a saner paradigm of society, and a new era of STEM education (and cultural wellness).

Ontology: It (ontology) once was and still should be the scientific study of the totality of being. Ontology was hijacked and subverted by medieval Western theologians and, most recently by neo-sophists and technologists.

The ontology of classical and post-classical philosophy were limited by the acceptable knowledge and languages of society. This era of civilization and science needs truly holistic ontology. Yet, to be sustainably viable, it must consider and address the actual wholeness of being. It must also be as evolutionary as being, a holotrophic holontology (macro-ontology and meta-ontology), as if the whole of reality matters. Naturally, being-as-a-whole is the only all-inclusive, all-encompassing reality (the universe, and its meta-energetic, metalogical nature). Therefore, all other sciences (and fields of philosophy) are subordinate subsidiaries of holontology.
Hence, holonomic phenomenology is essential to macro-ontology. Of course, nobody can know everything about all phenomena, but we can understand the nature of being and reality. The nature of being is its elemental, enabling, sustaining principles. Physicality is only one of being’s subsidiary principles, balanced and complemented by mentality. Thanks to it we may perceive and understand the other principles of form, structure, functionality, and relativity enabling and sustaining being, the cosmos, and experience. (See def., Principles)

**Philosophy:** The love of wisdom (philosophy) existed long before the philosophers of ancient Greece. Yet, most of history was written by conquerors, most of whom were cultural chauvinists. So, the paradigms and attitudes of ancient Greece and Rome heavily influenced those of more modern European societies.

Therefore, the modern Euro-American sociocultural paradigm and basic attitudes still foster and support chauvinistic philosophy, narcissistic egoism, and subliminal conceit. Hence, students, teachers, and practitioners of Western philosophy are free to ignore superior examples of more holistic, realistic philosophies of India and Asia. For example, the purpose and focus Buddhist and Vedic philosophies is the development of a more realistic understanding the nature of reality and being, not just the nature of a philosopher’s ideas, assumptions, rhetoric, and systemization (of concepts).

The rise and fall of Friedrich Nietzsche and Nazi Germany provided one of the most tragic counter-examples. Of course, if Nietzsche had studied all of Asian philosophy and devoted himself to Buddhist training, Adolph Hitler may have done his worst anyway. Yet, it seems very unlikely that Hitler could have perverted a Buddhist Nietzsche’s realizations so easily and atrociously. It also seems unlikely that Nietzsche would have suffered totally crippling, terminal mental illness.

That seems probable because the context and aim of Buddhism is serenity, harmony, ecospheric awareness, and appropriate interaction. Now, that requires more than an intellectual attitude of utilitarian pragmatism. It takes progressively constant practice, more like dynamic psychotherapy. However, success is fostered and supported by the results of progressively effective phenomenology, ontology, axiology, psychology, and training methods developed over nearly 3000 years.

In other words, until modern western philosophy fosters, achieves, and sustains an integrative, truly holistic paradigm and domain of discourse, it will not equal the logical, intellectual, and functional integrity and results of Buddhist philosophy and practice. Of course, getting tens of thousands of modern western philosophers to give up their addiction to disintegrative academic competition, mental gymnastics, and egoic supremacy seems like an insurmountable challenge. Regardless, IFF the holotrophic paradigm of holontology goes viral, the best-case results may be possible before mass-extinction resolves our problems.

**Phenomenology:** A phenomenon (*pl.*, phenomena) may be physical and/or only virtual. It can be a thing, being, or event. It may exist in/as a form, an object, a process, an event as a group or set. So, principles, concepts, and other nonphysical entities are actual virtual phenomena.

Knowing everything about the totality of phenomena or even just one phenomenon
is impossible. So, holonomic phenomenology is the science that studies and tests the nature of phenomena and what we can know them.

For example, we can know about “external” and “internal” phenomena because of mental and physical phenomena. So, we can understand them as physical and virtual or nonphysical a) things, b) processes, and/or c) events. The cosmos is a perfect example of a thing that is also an event enabled by its integral processes and all other phenomena. So, we can consider the cosmos as a whole as the totality of being, including all its enabling metalogical principles, because of our sensory processes and mental abilities.

We can also consider all phenomena as exhibiting properties of several kinds or classes, for example: a) real and unreal, b) logical, metalogical, and illogical, c) physical, energetic, visual, sonic, and mental, and/or as d) knowable and unknowable properties. So, we can understand the nature of truths because they are congruent with reality; and lies, delusions, illusions, and erroneous theorems & opinions depend on unreality. Thus, we can also understand logical and metalogical principles that enable real phenomena, like good theory, valid metatheory, and being; and we may then detect what fails to enable realities and good theory or metatheory.

Of course, the various kinds of natural phenomena enable our experience of the “field” of being’s energetic and meta-energetic phenomena as a) objects of perception & consciousness, ideas, etc., b) sounds, light, colors, forms & places, electrical & magnetic processes, forces, effects, matter, events, and as c) knowable things and events, or as unknowable phenomena. Fortunately, nature’s metalogical principles include and enable mentality and its properties & potentials. So, ideally, we can discern the knowable from unknowable phenomena, and recognize both reality and unrealities.

However, we can also classify phenomena as either natural or artificial. That can be useful in determining whether a thing (or effect) is a product of natural processes and principles or of unnatural processes and illogic (or defective mental functioning). For example, claiming knowledge of unknowable events is a product of artificial illogic. Reality, the natural presence (of being) expresses and embodies itself as phenomena. They are enabled and characterized by their innate principles and properties that determine their nature and potentials. Each apparent expression of being is a distinct yet ever-changing form of presence.

So, although properties of transient phenomena and conditions may change, the nonphysical phenomena we can call intrinsic enabling principles remain reliably constant. The relativity and interdependence of principles, forms, and modes of being enforce the interdependent relativity of all phenomena. Whether virtual or overt, the individual identity or actuality of a phenomenon is a subsidiary aspect or element of the wholeness of being. So, for example, a sentient being’s perceptions are always psychophysical phenomena.

Yet, not all such phenomena are simply perceptual. Theoretically, the existence of the universe and other phenomena (events, etc.) require no perception, nor individual perceivers. Yet, we exist, and phenomena are compound results of dependent origination and transformative interaction. However, the intrinsic metalogical principles of nature are exceptional, essentially atemporal attributes of being (as a whole). So, being neither transient nor separate from the universal nature of being, its metalogical enabling principles enable presence and our awareness of phenomena, mentality, and
minds (etc.).

**Ecology:** “Eco-“ comes from ancient Greek oikos, originally referring to hearth and home. Realistic ecology is holistic ecology. So, bio-ethical axiology, holonomic macro-ontology, and a valid metatheory of meta-ontology the foundation of good ecology.

For example, for the ancient Greeks and cultures more well-connected with the nature of being, the meaning of “ethos” related the nature, essence, and ways of a place. For people of the most ancient cultures, the nature and spirit of home—shelter, habitat, cosmos—and their world were not separate. Even today, some members of the Hopi, Lakota, Cheyenne, and all other traditional indigenous cultures are more truly expert ecologists than most post-grad students and practitioners of the modern discipline. In other words, without unlearning modern civilization’s disintegrative socialization (of ego, cognition, consciousness, and habit), realizing ecospheric awareness, ecological insight, and reintegrating our nature and mind that the nature of being and reality is virtually impossible.

So, if the future and fate of all life on earth matter, then optimizing modern ecology matters. Naturally, they do matter—now more than ever—and so, truly holistic ecology, bio-ethical axiology, and holonomic macro-ontology are essential for achieving our best-case results. Of course, that implies and requires much more than reform of education and politics. Rescuing civilization from itself requires a global psychosocial quantum leap, equivalent to an unstoppable nuclear fusion chain-reaction (or a miraculous spontaneous remission of normally incurable stage-four cancer).

For the fast track to success, ideally, all the Life Sciences, biologists, climatologists, and ecologists will start practicing and supporting interdisciplinary research and development. Obviously, that requires a unitive paradigm and domain of discourse that can only be enabled by optimum theory and metatheory of macro-ontology.

**Semantics:** Semantics give languages their currently accepted meanings and nuances. Hence, the unfinished definitions and metatheorems of the philosophies of science and mathematics were limited by deficient a) philology, b) linguistics, and c) semantics. As in all languages, the semantics of science and mathematical linguistics and semiotics are equally definitive. Likewise, they deserve and need evolutionary revision, better theory, and better metalanguage of the governing metatheory. Hence, effective semantics are critical elements of post-modern science, maths, metamaths, and proofs.

Unfortunately, generally accepted theories, assumptions, and beliefs of groups of users of languages determine the scope, content, and intentions implicit in their languages and their semantics. So, societies’ different languages tend to limit ‘subversive’ communication with inherently dynamic conservatism. Groups of mathematicians of the various subdisciplines are no less subject to currently accepted norms of their current paradigms.

Only when a group’s fundamental paradigm, its standard model (SM) of ‘reality’ is revised does its language change or evolve. Yet, a group’s semantics reinforce and limit the scope of its inherent philosophy, its paradigm, its current understanding of reality, and what thoughts are thinkable. Neils Bohr thought that major scientific revolutions happen when the last of a paradigm’s defenders are buried. Until then, new theory,
meanings, and new philosophy generate negative reactions, hostility, and worse.

**Epistemics:** Meta-ontological epistemics is the holonomic study and praxis of the modes and mechanics of knowing, meaning, connotation, interpretation, implication, reasoning, and nature of knowledge. Of course, mastering all that requires extraordinary knowledge of anthropology, sociology, philology, semiotics, linguistics, semantics, world history, literature, and philosophy.

Optimal science and metatheory require optimum phenomenology, ontology, semiotics, and epistemics. Yet, the sociocultural paradigm of modern science and maths failed to foster and support adequate study of the basics of holistic epistemics. Limited by psychosocially enforced deficiencies, the domains of discourse, theory, and metatheory of modern science and maths were retarded and (mostly) subverted (for the sake of commerce and normalized greed).

Unfortunately, any group’s semantics are enculturated psychosocial constructs. So, without adequate epistemics, optimal semiotics, semantics, and communication are impossible.

**Semiotics:** Semiosis, communication, is an integral functional principle of being, life, and intelligence, also an intrinsic property of life. So, cells, flowers, and most animals use chemo-semiosis. Some beings also use sonic semiosis for direct expression and interaction. Our human languages are semiotic and mostly symbolic.

Semiotics is the logic, praxis, and/or use of symbolic communication. Natural metalogical principles make linguistics (and its branches) subsidiary to semiotics. Its purpose and aims involve **a)** transmission of information or meaning, **b)** increasing knowledge, **c)** developing wisdom, understanding, **d)** gaining advantage, and/or **e)** enhancing quality of life.

For example, mathematics and semiotics are inseparable, but semiosis is an expression of metalogical principles and properties existing independently of and prior to maths (and all other human languages). Hence, semiosis proves the existence and nature of mind, and mentality, its prime enabling principle. Semiotics also proves the existence of logic, activity, and the trinity of mind, voice, and body.

Some physicists believe that information is a primordial constituent of universal reality, intrinsic to all forms and structures. Yet, without minds and communicators—and without any mentality, receptivity, transmittivity, and other natural principles of being—information would be meaningless, at best.

Information and concepts are objects of consciousness, ideas, illusions, assumptions, opinions, and facts, enabled by principles and semiosis. Without communication (transmission and reception by sentient beings), information is a meaningless impossibility. Anyone who thinks otherwise is either confused or incredibly ignorant or both.

The linguistic nature and functionality of mathematics exist in interdependent relativity with its enabling principles and semiotic expressions. The sublanguages of mathematical logic are perfect examples of semiotic code, enabled by its extensible systemic operational logic. The self-evident importance of semiotics makes it essential to
holistic science, macro-ontology.

**Systems:** Many ordinary scientists and people seem to misunderstand the difference between systems and living organisms, cultures, and biomes or habitats. For instance, a living being’s “nervous system” is not a system; and neither is an immune system. The functioning and interactions in and between cells and organs of living beings are enabled by the metalogical principles of being (its nature), by life, not a system.

However, nature’s enabling principles make logical systems possible. For example, a system can be an abstract mental construct or process, like an algebra or algebraic formula, the whole of mathematics, or any kind of logic system. A system can also be a physical invention, or a transfinite phenomenon, like a language, a software program, its defining content, or its output.

Naturally, systems can also be much more complex. For example, societies and nation states are complex inventions made of beliefs, ideas, assumptions, illusions, delusions, opinions, rules, and laws. They enable the limitation of groups, association, relationship, interaction, and governance. In other words, a social system limits a group’s cultural activity.

Because a social system can and usually does subsume and determine the nature and potentials of a culture’s language, a society can cause mass-confusion for the sake of a current state of relations that favors maintaining a social power structure. For example, keeping 99.9% of people confused about society, culture, nature, and systems favors ongoing social control by elitist exploiters, typically 0.01% of a population. Hence, those who understand the differences between themselves and essentially mechanical elements of a system of systems have an exploitable advantage over the others.

What should seem the most obvious and horrific example of that is the ongoing ruin of our psychophysical habitat (our world and Earth’s biosphere) to maintain ecocidal consumerism, pandemic hubris, also the whims, status, and profits of less than seven million psychopathic egos. Yet, the solution is possible and growing more likely, daily. That possibility is enabled by the nature of both reality and humanity.

For example, human societies are systems made up of concepts, illusions, and arbitrary rules that change over time. Most causes of social change are problems caused by the system’s defects and deficiencies of the cultural paradigm (the current set of notions and beliefs about reality). So, when a society’s problems, defects, and deficiencies become generally intolerable, radical change can the pervasive and rapid. Of course, depending on the final severity and extent of the problem’s consequences, a whole civilization may not survive a long era of defective society. Obviously, world history is littered with the remains of deficient civilizations, ruined empires, and societies that failed to correct their defects.

Clearly, a general understanding of what systems are, and are not, is important to realistic ontology, science in general, and resolution of the world’s rapidly worsening multi-crises.

**Principles:** Principles enable natural phenomena, including other principles. They can also enable the existence and expression of new principles that were only pre-existent potentials of an enabling principle or ensemble of enabling, empowering principles. So,
though principles are immaterial (nonphysical) phenomena, they have morphic, structural, functional, and relative priority over all the mental, semiotic, and physical phenomena they enable and sustain.

For example, though no other existential phenomena can have priority over a universe of all possibilities, potentials, and actualities, we can admit that it and all its virtual and material actualities are enabled and governed by its intrinsic metalogical principles, the most irreducibly elemental constituents and properties of its nature.

Remember, the word “principle” comes from *principium* and *princep*, for first, primary. Unlike other universal phenomena, principles are the most primal, primordial enabling elements of the universe. They enable the properties, qualities, and potentials of physicality (the principle) and energetic phenomena.

So, our perceptions and sensations of solidity and forces are actually of the embodiments and/or expressions of nature’s enabling principles. However, a principle is either a purely noetic (virtual or psychic) phenomenon, or else a nonphysical element of logic or metalogical meta-energy. Primal principles enable the beginning, foundation, and existence of everything. The primality and immutability of principles ensures that.

As elements of being, its most primal principles are generative elements of universal phenomena, the universe, and its infinite totality. Being’s intrinsic creativity is an example of a primal generative principle, enabling and being enabled by the other basic principles of being, like physicality and mentality. So, we can understand the realities of psychophysical energy and matter as complex results of the principles of nature’s logic.

However, consider the prime dilemma of modern SM science. Some physicists believe that there is information—independent of any mind or mentality—in seemingly mechanical (non-living) phenomena, elementary particles, or in ‘dark’ phenomena. Yet, they offer no explanation of how or why information could be present without mentality and semiosis.

In fact, materialists offer no explanatory information about mind; and a truly satisfactory definition of “matter” has been missing for more than a century. Yet, mentality is a functional principle that enables our creativity, intelligence, awareness, thought, and communication—as integral, universally pervasive potentials of being (the cosmos).

**POP**: In mathematics, the principle of permanence (**POP**) enables proof and verification of technical functionality (of equations, formulas, operations, theorems, etc.). The **POP** also enables durable reliability, because no natural forces can change nonphysical principles (enabling it, etc.). So, the **POP** remains durably changeless, and permanence is not simply an idea or concept dreamed up by mathematicians.

The **POP** exists because the enabling principles of semiotics, maths, logic, and being cause and sustain the changeless constancy and reliability of nonphysical, logical and metalogical phenomena (including mentality, maths, theory, and proofs). Of course, if that were untrue, there would be no durably persistent natural patterns, forms, and modes of being (and its elemental energy, matter, us, etc.). So, we can rely on nature’s principles to keep on enabling its actual and virtual reality.

Obviously, definitive holonomic macro-ontology and meta-ontology of actual and virtual reality, of nature and science are enabled and sustained by the **POP**. It enables
and sustains all valid maths, science, proofs, verification, and technical methods.

**Logic:** Typical dictionary definitions of logic usually rely only on logic’s relationship with language, maths, propositional logic, and what makes sense within a context of shared knowledge, beliefs, biases, agreements, and artificial systems of axioms and rules. Yet, DNA encodes a quadrinary language of life. RNA embodies and expresses life’s intelligence using a biochemical (molecular) quadrinary code (its language).

So, we can accept the reality of nature’s logic as a metalogical language of being. Clearly, nature’s enabling metalogical principles are intrinsic expressions of its intelligence and mentality (the functional principle that enables mind, thought, science, etc.). Otherwise, DNA, RNA, human beings, and our languages and artificial logics would be impossible. In fact, maths can correlate with nature because its logic is enabled by natural metalogical principles.

Nature helps us describe natural events, processes, and so on. So, maths may seem to be the language of nature or God. Yet, clearly, DNA and RNA prove that nature’s language is being and all forms of expression and communication, its semiotics and meta-semiotics. Its meta-language is its metalogical principles, enabling and informing the meta-semiotics and existence of all things, all processes, and all beings.

Also, all ways of communicating depend on and express the meta-semiotics enabling them and their potentials. So, the principles and semiotics of the universe and all beings are nature’s language, not maths, and not artificial logic. Nature’s meta-logic is clearly sufficient, and necessary for enabling the totality of universal presence, and life.

Being’s metalogical principles are of several basic kinds/classes:

- Original/actual: primal generative principles enabling all phenomena
- Formal/morphic: enabling all types, modes, and properties of form
- Structural: enabling all modes and properties of structure
- Functional: enabling and governing all kinds of functions
- Operational: primal principles of relativity and interaction

Clearly, the levels of nature’s principles are nested, arising with and enabled by the original metalogical principles (of being). Morphic, structural, functional, and operational levels of principles are interdependent yet ordered per priority of their nature and potentials. Some principles, expressions, and embodiments evolve or derive directly or indirectly from and with the deeper levels of being.

For example, all embodiments and expressions of metamorphic principles derive directly from and depend on the generative original principles. Yet, forms require and enable structure; and they enable functionality and operations, all empowered and enabled by relativity, actuality, energy, and meta-energy (the primal expression of activity). Unlike artificial systems and principles of logic, all principles of morphic, structural, functional, and operational metalogic are interdependent, ordered, and nested. They are emergent potentials and results, enabled by the more primal principles. Maths provides examples of practical systemic logic we can categorize as ordered, and others as bivalent, existing as both nested and ordered expressions of semi-artificial logic.

Some of the greatest hypotheses, conjectures, and theorems of the great pioneers of
science and maths deal with multivalent nested logic. Yet, all kinds of logic depend on
and express enabling metalogical principles. Therefore, understanding natural
principles enables the best proofs of hypotheses, theorems, and realities expressing those
principles.

**Property:** The principles that enable and govern all phenomena give them their
characteristic properties. Properties are integral to principles and to being. Form,
structure, function, and all the other principles and modes of being, give each
phomena its unique properties, its actuality, its identity. For example, the sequential
arithmetic progression $S_{n\to\infty}$ (from $0 + 1, + 1…\to\infty$) is unique, always what it is, not
like any other operation or result of maths. The changeless principles and properties that
make it so, ensure identical results with every instance of its use.

Property, the principle, is essentially important to the holotropic metatheory of post-
modern metamaths and holonotology (macro-ontology & meta-ontology). The defects
and crises of metamathematics, economics, QM physics, and cosmology are partially
due to failure to understand the true nature of property and properties.

**Metamorphism:** Physical forms constantly change, but not the metamorphism of the
metalogical principles of form and structure. That is so because the nonphysical, meta-
energetic, meta-structural integrity of natural principles keeps them beyond all causes of
change.

So, the ensembles of principles that enable the forms, properties, functions, and
potentials of phenomena (including principles, properties, processes, and events) are
sustained by the intrinsic metamorphism of all enabling principles of being. In fact,
being’s nature is its elemental metalogical principles.

**Form:** Form is the primal morphological principle of being that enables appearance,
presence, shapes, and the modes of things, processes, events, and bodies.

Despite the opinion of architectural sophists, form does not follow function. Form,
structure, and function are inseparable, interdependent, and integral to all phenomena,
either virtually or overtly. To exist, everything must have a form, even the undetectable
seemingly formless field of ‘dark’ stuff we thought was empty space.

Even the most basic principles, at the very subtle level of nöetic phenomena, have
form, logical structure, functionalities, and operational potentials. Elements and
components of structure have forms. Without form there can be no structure. However,
because of relativity and integrity, the metalogical principles, there can be no form
without formlessness.

Like nothingness, formlessness has only virtual existence (as a concept) relative to
what it is not, each and every actual thing, however subtle or virtual. The primality of
form is self-evident by the fact that every kind of structure is the structure of a form of
being or a thing, and every component of a structure has some kind of form.

Forms can be seen and known as dimensional, as shapes or appearances, or as
nondimensional, like principles of logic and ideas, or other subtle, virtual forms. So, the
form of form, the principle, is all forms, including itself. Emotions, speech, and sounds
are examples of subtle, transfinite forms. For example, numbers and other symbols have
very subtle, virtual forms, expressible as actual forms, symbols, objects of perception and consciousness. The ensembles of metalogical principles they embody and/or express determine the nature, attributes, properties, and potentials of forms.

**Structure:** Structure enables and sustains the forms and integrity of phenomena, things, all forms of being, even principles, numbers, and identities. Meta-structural principles enable the integrity and durability of principles, elements, molecules, cells, organs, bodies, groups, cultures, societies, organizations, systems, and languages. For example, maths is a systematic language of symbols, values, functions, protocols, rules, and procedures enabled by the principles, attributes, properties and potentials that constitute its structural logic and geometric relativity. The nature, properties, and potentials of a structure are determined by the ensemble of metalogical principles it expresses or embodies.

**Functionality:** Without understanding the nature, meta-logic, and actuality of functionality, fully understanding the nature of numbers, maths, functions, and semiotics is impossible. The functionality of maths and maps is not a magical invention of mathematicians.

Minds and logicians exist because functionality is essentially a metalogical principle of being. The convenient relationships of mathematical functionalities to physical functionalities are no accidents of a mechanical cosmic automaton. In the explicate, overt order of existence, function is subsidiary to form and structure. Yet, in principle, functionality is integral even to the basic generative principles of being, the primal metalogical principles, and to every embodiment and expression of form and structure.

Thus, we can understand the metalogical principle of functionality as intrinsic to all expressions of activity and energy, to the nature of being-as-a-whole, and its momentary totality. We can also understand the functional properties of physical forces, processes, and events as expressions of nonphysical functional principles: actuality, causality, activity, motility, mutability, luminosity, visibility, etc. So, functionality enables the properties [of the principle] of physicality and its energetic expressions and embodiments.

**Relativity:** Albert Einstein did not invent relativity or dream it up. Universal integrity enables and sustains the logical relativity of all principles, phenomena, and potentials.

Without relativity, the principle, the whole of being would lack integrity, symmetry, asymmetry, nondual polarity, complexity, simplicity, and other complementary relations required for being, life, awareness, consciousness, maths, and science. The distinct relativities of overt phenomena (we think of as physical) are expressions of actual relativity and the other principles (that enable and sustain everything).

Plato was relatively correct, in principle. Nonphysical and mental phenomena are more real to us than all the ever-changing phenomena we perceive and think of as purely physical. Yet, science and maths were retarded by the idea that governing principles, symbols, numbers, functions, and their potentials are purely mental fabrications, unrelated to being and the enabling primal principles of its nature.

However, mathematical symbols, protocols, and operations are natural, logical,
psychophysical phenomena, relative to everything else.

For example, all phenomena—including mathematical expressions and the realities they represent—are as inseparably interdependent as the principles of physicality, mentality, and the other nonphysical principles that enable and sustain them. In fact, the whole of being, the totality of absolute reality, is nondual, neither purely physical nor only virtual/illusory.

Essentially, all beings and our phenomena are enabled by relativity and/or virtuality, physicality, and mentality. Our dichotomies and anomalies are artifacts and defects of human languages, sociocultural conditioning, and normal modes of thought, not defects of natural relativity (which is constantly perfect). Therefore, fully understanding the metalogical principle of relativity is essentially important to the theory, metatheory, and understanding of being, science, maths, and proof.

**Activity:** Energy is action. The essence of energy is activity, the functional principle. Activity, an essential functional principle, enables energy, being, life, and the other functional principles.

Though potency may not seem to need it, without activity the expressions and effects of functionality (and all the other elemental enabling principles of being) would be impossible. For example, the instantaneous interaction of causes and effects of being, expresses its energy, its activity. So, activity, energy, interaction, transactions, liveliness, physicality, and mentality are essential, equally interdependent elements of the functionality of being (and its natural actuality).

Obviously, without the active expressions of mentality, there could be no mental activity, and no intelligent living beings. Yet, we are living proof that activity enables even the meta-energy enabling the many expressions and embodiments of mentality and intelligence. So, the interdependence of activity, functionality, physicality, mentality, and being are self-evident.

**Creativity:** Creativity, the functional principle, is intrinsic to being as a whole. Whether there was a sudden beginning from absolute nothingness nowhen—with a big bang of everything in the middle of nowhere (prior to the existence of explosive processes), or an evolutionary emergence from a beginningless infinity—creativity was essential, at least as a potential or implicite principle of being.

The universe clearly exists, as it is, thus creativity exists, and vice versa. So, we see creativity in the existence of the universe itself, as physical and nonphysical elements, in the ways of living beings, in artists, even in the works and results of the pioneers of maths. In fact, this dictionary of holontology (macro-ontology and meta-ontology)—the definitions and explanations of natural reality—is enabled by natural creativity.

For example, the ideas that enabled discovery of the structure of DNA and the amazing mathematical discoveries of Ramanujan were inspired by dreams. Likewise, the results of this work (of research and development) were enabled by a combination of conscious and subconscious causes, processes, and contributing factors, enabled by the principle of creativity. Obviously, creativity also enables the cosmic balance of entropy and negentropy. Also, the Nobel prize winning work of Dr. Ilya Prigogine proved that negentropic complexity is counteracting cosmic entropy. So, illogical notions, unrealistic
absurdities, and obsolete hypotheses to the contrary are unnecessary.

**Poesy:** Poesy is a principle of being. It, and the other enabling principles of semiosis (communication) and creativity, enable the creative use of language. So, the principle of poesy enables far more than poetry, lyrics, prose, and verbal fictions.

All great breakthroughs of scientific discovery and theory required and involved use of creative communication and explanation, enabled by poesy. Before the advent of writing, reading, and general literacy, the transmission and recording of knowledge was enabled by memorization, enhanced by using poetic phrasing, chanting, and/or singing. In fact, archaeologists and paleo-anthropologists have ancient evidence that music was more important to our early ancestors than it is for us now.

In fact, living cultural memory of ancient indigenous nations is still preserved and enhanced by traditional songs and chants. Therefore, the development of language and the evolution of different languages must have been caused or influenced by the songs, poetry, and chanted histories and legends of our ancestral poets and storytellers. By the time of Plato, some noticed that changing modes of music and song preceded major social change, revolution, or civil war. But the 1300s, poesy enabled wandering troubadours, bards, poets, and other free thinkers of Europe to exchange and support new ideas and radical social change.

Otherwise, there could have been no scientific revolution, no evolution of modern civilization, no rock & roll, and no rap or hip-hop. Of course, it may not be able to save the world from our monstrosity, but the best of humanity would be impossible without poesy. Clearly, the principle of poesy is as essential for meta-ontology and good education as it is for poetry, literature, opera, and religion.

**Serendipity:** Like synergy and synchronicity, the principle and phenomena we call serendipity are enabled by creativity, a functional principle of being. The phenomenon is normally associated with luck, divine grace, and/or supernatural causes.

However, as shown in the meta-ontological definition of creativity, serendipity is possible only because the nature of being enables it. Of course, it implies and requires the existence of mentality, human beings, the principles of creativity and synergy, and the ensemble of natural metalogical principles that enable serendipity and our experiences of its expressions and embodiments. For example, since most of us are usually unaware of the seamless unity and interdependence of the energy and meta-energy enabling physical and mental phenomena, the results of unseen causes and effects seem amazing, mysterious, or miraculous.

Yet, realizing the nature and potency of being’s enabling metalogical principles lets us understand the nonduality of universal and personal expressions and results of creativity. In fact, the vast majority of major scientific breakthroughs and great masterpieces of the fine arts are examples of serendipity, enabled by creativity and synergy, the universal principles.

**Synergy:** Dr. R. Buckminster Fuller realized that the nature and totality of universal being make the wholeness of a thing (or an event) greater than a sum of parts. He also realized that the nature of being always enables evolutionary creativity with a synthesis
of integral dynamics and interactive processes. “Synergy” is what he called it. Despite its essential reality, Fuller and his followers never looked for or discovered the natural metalogical principles that enable, empower, and sustain synergy and its results. Also—despite Dr. Fuller’s interest, discoveries, and increasing fame—synergy was not recognized as a primal principle of being until the beginning of this project.

So, the powers, properties, and potentials of being’s metalogical principles (its nature) were unrecognized, unrealized, and ignored.

The essay on “The Linguistic Problem” reveals and explains the psychosocial biases and dynamics that prevented deeper, further discovery of the nature of being and reality. Fortunately, the results of this project enable further discovery and positive evolutionary development of science, maths, society, and civilization.

**Synchronicity:** Fuller realized that natural synergy enables events and results that may seem like coincidences, but are actually the results of complexes of causal factors. He called such phenomena the results of “synchronicity” (without defining, describing, or explaining it as a primal principle of being).

Clearly though, synchronicity is a subsidiary functional principle of being, enabled by a complex ensemble of metalogical principles, including mentality and physicality,

**Virtuality:** One of the metalogical principles enabling and sustaining phenomena that exist beyond materiality and physical interaction is virtuality. Fundamental principles, such as logic, mentality, personality, and materiality (physicality) are virtual yet actual elements of being.

Just as water is not in or behind ice, data and metadata are not in or beyond the semiotic representations used for transmitting or computing with them. Similarly, mental or virtual phenomena and principles are not in or over or beyond any forms we normally think of as physical. Thanks to the metalogical principles of form, structure, integrity, physicality, and dimensionality, we can use the properties and concepts of dimensionality to help us think about reality.

For example, they are virtual mental constructs, but we can think of various domains and properties of form as dimensions or spaces. We can understand virtual expressions of nature’s metalogical principles as pervading space (etc.), yet belonging to different orders of being.

Physicist David Bohm saw the universe as having implicate and explicate orders of being, enabling holonomic theory. Despite that possibility, Bohm missed seeing physical phenomena as embodiments and expressions of nonphysical principles (required for their being). Yet, domains of meta-energetic and nöetic (cognitive or psychophysical) phenomena are virtual modes of being. So, holonomic theory and metatheory provide more descriptive and suggestive explanations than all the fantastic pronouncements about “dark” stuff and “God particles” (causeless, accidental, virtually magical cosmic glue).

Bohm’s holonomic hypothesis was inspiring, but incomplete, a promising yet inadequate explanation of what modern science knew via technology of the 1970s. However, we all live, interact, talk, and think by virtue of nonphysical enabling metalogical principles, knowable as such. In other words, our theorems and equations
are linguistic, semiotic expressions and results of the actual elements of nature, and its metalogical principles.

So, nobody will ever discover a subatomic particle that generates, empowers, and sustains gravity, awareness, and the principles enabling, empowering, and sustaining universal phenomena. Clearly, looking for physical causes of nonphysical phenomena and principles that enable, empower, and sustain physical, psychophysical, and mental realities is an absurd exercise in futility.

**Actuality:** Like energy and reality, actuality is enabled by activity and the other principles that enable all the expressions and embodiments of being. Actuality is a subsidiary principle and property of being enabled by the interactivity and potencies of form, structure, functionality, and relativity (the metalogical principles of nature). Clearly, relativity (and its nature) make actuality and reality mutually interdependent properties of each other. However, no matter how subtle the energy, activity is essential for and in all expressions and embodiments of actuality, but not necessarily for all realities.

For example, illusions and hallucinations are actual realities, but their “contents” are unreal. Also, while seemingly opposites, actuality and virtuality are complementary logical relatives.

**Reality:** Most of us seem to take “reality” for granted, except when thinking and acting as if it must be a matter of opinion. However, that notion is a prime motivator of corruption, institutionalized confusion, and normalized social delusion.

For example, for effective science and maths, a valid, unambivalent definition of reality is essential for proof of truth and untruth. Hence, if science and ontology are to progress to a superior, post-modern era of theory, metatheory, and praxis, disambiguation of “reality” is a nonoptional necessity. Consider maths, metamaths, QM, SM cosmology and physics in general. They all started stagnating as popularization of notional/personal reality was increasingly accepted and institutionalized as the new, post-theistic justification for ethical & anti-ethical, moral & immoral, and amoral ‘relativism’ (with decreasing interest in valid logical relativity and actual reality). The worst of it is QM cosmology, now based on illusion, conjecture, misconception, misinterpretation, and fantasy.

So, we now need an accurate, viable, holonomic definition and understanding of reality that supports transition to better science and society (and to survive the consequences of modern civilization’s deficiencies and atrocious excesses). Also, in general, what is real is whatever is truly expressive of the principles and actualities of universal being. Naturally, that requires valid, or at least optimal theory and metatheory of valid macro-ontology, and acceptance of the actualities of being. Still, acceptance is optional.

However, disputing and attempting disproof of the necessary sufficiency of good theory, its basis in actuality, and logical truth, makes realism’s opponents guilty of foolish self-negation. For example, the relativity of personal/conceptual ‘reality’ and pre-existent cosmic reality can be falsified by disproving the validity of logic and actuality.

Yet, arguments against reality would invalidate the viability of mentality and being
Sanity: The nature of being and relativity enable the potentials and phenomena of possibility, causality, mentality, and sentient beings. However, because of possibility and mentality, phenomena may be illusory or actual or virtual or a combination of those qualities. Sanity, a subsidiary principle of mentality, enables discernment and realization of the different qualities and properties of actual and illusory phenomena.

Sanity is enabled by mentality, rationality, intellectual integrity, responsibility, sensitivity, perceptual viability, cognitive validity, self-honesty, and appropriate action. Therefore, sanity enables psychophysical and psychosocial wellness. However, the nature of humanity permits both physiological and psychological deficiencies, defects, and illness. They may be caused by harmful, traumatic, and/or disruptive influences, conditions, or interactions (or a combination of causes).

For example, because of the interdependent interactivity of emotional and biochemical phenomena, sentient beings may suffer genetic and neurological defects, deficiencies, and changes that diminish their ability to discern the difference between realities and fantasies, delusions, illusions, hallucinations, and imaginary phenomena. That limits or prevents appropriate mental, physical, and social responses to stimuli (events, changes, challenges, dangers, deceptions, etc.).

Mathematician and Nobel laureate John Forbes Nash, Jr., provided a historically tragic example. Though gifted with rare genius, Nash was plagued by physiologically induced schizophrenia, hallucinations, and paranoid delusions. Sadly, for too long, that was not noticed by his academic colleagues. So, his major contribution to the maths of game theory, the Prisoners’ Dilemma scenario (PDS), was partly inspired by and based upon Nash’s delusional paranoia. Then—partly due to the mass-trauma and insanities of World War 2 (and the Nuclear Age)—Nash’s game theory inspired the Cold War strategy of “détente” and social control.

Many years later, the schizoid fallacy of the PDS was realized and proven. Yet, it still maintains the competition for military, industrial, and sociopolitical dominance (at any cost, even ecocide). So, the PDS proves Nash was right, at least about psychopathic leaders of military-industrial societies. Clearly, both sanity and insanity cause realities of human being and civilization. However, sanity enables recognizing and understanding the goodness and benefits of psychophysical and cultural wellness. Sanity also enables recognizing and understanding the causes of wellness and its benefits, and what limits or degrades or prevents them.

Being highly social primates, we naturally tend to favor wellness of mind, body, and culture. Still, bad habits and corrupting influences can subvert our natural preference for optimum wellness.

Thus, being such a mentally interactive species, our general quality of life is largely determined by the ratio of sanity to insanity maintained by our social norms, beliefs, habits, fears, hopes, and addictive tendencies. So, it is clearly good to understand and recognize the causes of mental and cultural wellness and illness. It is also important to remember that personal and cultural sanity and insanity can coexist (as in a range of degrees), alternate and transition, even from super-sanity to monstrosity.

We should also remember that there are 2 basic kinds of mental illness, a) neuro-
genetic physiologically-induced dysfunctions, and b) culturally-induced normalized delusion, dysfunctionality, and neurolinguistic deficiencies. Unfortunately, the insanity of the dominant sociopolitical game and its socioeconomic system maintain all the conditions and biochemical factors causing more of both kinds of insanity. Now that the scale and impacts of monstrosity are so massive, eliminating or minimizing normalized delusions, erroneous beliefs, and deceptive rhetoric is a critical necessity, especially in the arenas of science, maths, media, and governance.

**Monstrosity:** An ontology of civilization (and the meta-ontology of science and technology) would be incomplete without optimal definition, analysis, and critique of monstrosity, its modes, and its effects.

A well-known, updated definition and general understanding of monstrosity may not eliminate it, but may help to minimize it. That should seem important for real progress of science and civil society, because modern monstrosity is pandemic, chronic, and mostly systematic. Also because morality and moralism could never prevent or stop either atrocity or monstrosity. Yet, like morality, monstrosity (the principle) could never exist without atrocity and humanity.

Atrocity is bad enough, but monstrosity extends and expands it to the limit. For example, though mass-atrocity and horrific monstrosity existed prior to 1170 BCE, increasingly large populations, urbanization, and increasing systemization led to increasingly systemic corruption, social decay, an increasingly systematic monstrosity. Of course, the process required increasingly traumatized, demoralized, desensitized, and confused, often terrorized populations. In other words, from the first civilization or earlier, they tended to become increasingly anti-ethical, authoritarian, monstrous, self-destructive and worse.

Though some outstanding examples of earlier civilizations prove that sustainably egalitarian societies can last for centuries or millennia, even the ancient Greek and more modern experiments with democratic government prove them all exceptions to the monstrous trend. Obviously, despite political and commercial rhetoric, massive poisoning and systematic destruction of habitats and species keep accelerating despite wishful thinking, mass-protests, and promises of seemingly honest politicians.

The global war industry, wars, global crime cartels, the prison industry, big Agribiz, big Pharma, the atrocities maintained by the for-profit illness care industry—and the parasitic debt-for-profit national currency system—provide more recognizable proof of pandemic monstrosity. A more extensive analysis is provided by a recent paper, *Trump, Hitler, Freud, and Monstrosity*, a preprint draft in progress. (Mon, 2019) The books by Dr. Anne W. Schaef, *When Society Becomes an Addict* (among others), enable a much better perspective on the nature of mass-monstrosity.

**Beauty:** Beauty is a principle of form enabled by relativity, mentality, and humanity, and all their enabling principles. So, more than 2600 years ago, Lao-Zi, the author of *Dao De Jing* (*Tao Te Ching*) emphasized the fact that seeing something or someone beautiful makes other things or beings ugly or mediocre, at best. Now, that is still true, because the functionality of the metalogical principle of relativity is constantly reliable.

Despite those truths, misunderstanding and confusion about beauty can and have
caused or aggravated historic problems, malignant jealousy, systemic corruption, horrific crimes, and social decay. For example, although the legendary Helen of Troy was probably not the real reason for the Greek war against the Trojans, it seems likely that beauty, envy, and jealousy make the excuse seem more glamorous and glorious. Yet, starting a genocidal war and launching a thousand ships for just one pretty face or one man’s vanity seems extremely unlikely. However, from 1177 BCE (if not earlier), envying and desiring the beautiful things an ultra-wealthy kingdom could afford was a fairly common cause of all-out war.

Dao De Jing also warns against accumulating and/or wearing lovely and precious possessions that can inspire envy, jealousy, and theft or worse. Of course, all the ancient religious traditions mention or imply the troublesome fear of losing many beautiful things acquired at great expense and/or with great effort. World literature and ancient legends also include examples of how superficial, socially-induced conceptions and standards of “beauty” can mask and enforce exploitative social control strategies, systemic corruption, and pandemic self-delusion. Thus, we still respect the old sayings, “there is no accounting for taste” and “beauty is in the eye of the holder.”

Still, it may seem ironic that anyone would realize that what we see as beautiful always contains an element of the grotesque, the ugly. Yet, relativity constantly enforces the integral, virtual and/or physical relationship of complementary opposites. However, in human realms, the perception and psychological effect of experiencing a beautiful thing or being may not make any defects or ugliness apparent. The intrinsic relativity may also manifest as opposites of physicality and mentality or personality. So, a person or thing may look beautiful externally, but not internally.

In maths and the sciences, an equation or theorem may seem elegantly beautiful, but have unintended consequences that enable ruin or destruction of great beauty and horrify the theorist. Einstein’s equations and the horrors of the nuclear age are atrocious examples of that dichotomy. An equally atrocious example is the millions or billions of people seeing weapons and military regalia as beautiful. Unfortunately, architecture, engineering, and industry have produced beautiful things throughout world history, but most of those things have caused and are still causing ever greater ruin, poisoning, and destruction of species, habitats, and earth’s biosphere.

Therefore, it should seem self-evident that a good, generally shared understanding of the relativity of beauty is critically important for real progress of science and society.

**Stupidity:** In this universe of all possibility, naturally, mistakes exist, some of them foolish mistakes. Low intelligence and ignorance are often thought of as stupidity, but it is a principle, not the opposite of high intelligence. The principle of stupidity is the relative opposite of high sanity, AKA wisdom.

For example, a highly intelligent person may lack sufficient experience or maturity to attain and sustain wisdom sufficient for optimum activity and responsiveness. So, a highly intelligent child may suffer arrested development—from inadequate or traumatic socialization, or a neurological cause—then suffer from inappropriate choices, actions, and consequences.

In other words, avoiding inferior quality of life requires sufficient wisdom. So, people who are smart and highly educated can choose not to make the most of
dangerous situations, to the best of their potential ability. Therefore, when they lack or reject a) wisdom, b) optimal options, and c) superior possibilities, highly intelligent individuals, groups, and societies can make the worst, most foolish mistakes.

Clearly, under-estimating the potential of stupidity is an extremely serious mistake. The ills, crises, disasters, and atrocities of modern civilization prove and verify this definition and the enabling ontological metatheory.

**Identity**: Identity is a primal metalogical principle of being, intrinsic to the nature of the universe. The existence of intelligence, knowledge, and consciousness imply and confirm the existence of identity. However, the nature of identity seems generally unknown, often deeply problematic, potentially catastrophic.

So, naturally, the nature of identity is essentially determined by other enabling principles, for example, individuality. Obviously, there are personal and impersonal kinds of identity. For example, an entity may be a form or object without any personal qualities, thus no sentient identity.

Yet, the existence of any kind of identity requires and involves the enabling principles listed below:

- Actuality, physicality, mentality, reality, and presence
- Form, structure, functionality, relativity, activity, and energy
- Individuality/singularity, integrity, unity, duality, and multiplicity
- Primality, relativity, reciprocity, regularity, immutability, and mutability

**Personality**: It, the principle, is enabled by the ensemble of metalogical principles of being that give personality its properties and qualities. So, it enables personhood, personal identity, but egos and animals do not have personalities. Being confused about that seems pandemic and endemic in modern societies.

However, Buddhism proves that the nature of the problem is ancient. It is also clearly nontrivial. Common confusions about personality, ego, self, and realities are common causes of misunderstanding, conflict, and war. For example, misunderstanding the nature of personhood also causes inappropriate ideas, opinions, and attitudes that cause or aggravate fear-based emotional reactions, foolish actions, and unfortunate consequences.

In fact, as Buddha realized, confusion about selfhood maintains confusion about the world, reality in general, and the causes of suffering. Of course, that problem prevents or limits our ability to generate and sustain the causes of wellness, joyful contentment, serenity, and harmonious interactions. Sadly, excessive enmity, hostility, and violence— of and between individuals, families, genders, religions, nations, species, and other groups—confirm Buddha’s diagnosis of civilization’s chronic illness.

Obviously, the most severe symptoms occur in societies afflicted by pervasively pandemic authoritarian personality disorder combined with the malignant narcissistic personality disorder of a megalomaniac, like Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, and too many others to list here. So, a good definition of the principle of personality is clearly essential for optimum ontology, sociology, psychology, and society (etc.).

**Individuality**: Individuality, like personality, is a commonly unrecognized principle of
being. Individuality is an aspect and interdependent expression of identity, singularity, integrity, and relativity. The universe is the primal embodiment of individuality, expressed in and as the unity of its wholeness. Each principle, each idea or thought, each symbol, every elemental form and function of being (every molecule, compound, cell, organ, and body in the universe) embodies and enacts individuality.

Without the intrinsic metalogical principle of individuality, there could be no identity or unity, nor relativity and complexity, and no diversity. Logical, virtual, and actual individuality can be finite, definite, and infinite. For example, the actual individuality of phenomena and forms of being can be as transfinite as any infinite set of unique totalities.

So, macro-ontology, meta-ontology, and holonomic metamaths affirm individuality as a primal enabling principle of form.

**Multiplicity:** It enables the existence of more than one thing, place, and being, multiple identities, quantities, qualities, and properties. Metalogical principles of being enable multiplicity, a subsidiary principle of form.

Multiplicity also enables totality, numbers, multiplication, productive replication, and procreation. Therefore, understanding the principle of multiplicity is as important for optimal number theory and metamaths as it is for good physics, biology, and ecology. Obviously, an optimum definition and effective use of the term is necessary for sufficiently definitive theory and metatheory macro-ontology and meta-ontology.

**Possibility:** Like reality and actuality, possibility is a subsidiary metalogical principle enabling the presence and actualizable potentials of a) being, b) beings, c) non-illusory things, d) events, e) their properties, and f) processes that really exist.

Possibility enables causality and the other principles required for actuality, reality, being, and sanity. However, naturally, possibility also enables the realities we call illusion, delusion, and imagination, among other potentials of being. Clearly, realities are possible and possibilities can be realities. Of course, possibilities and impossibilities may seem to be potentially real, but never become actual realities of being.

So, understanding the difference between possibility, potential, and impossibility enables good science, maths, valid proof, and optimum explanation of realities.

**Potentiality:** Like ability, the principle of potentiality enables what can or may come to exist, at least in principle. Unlike possibility and causality, potentiality does not always enable and sustain what can or may come to exist in reality. So, like probabilities, potentials are not always actualized realities. However, potentiality and possibility enable probability and our ability to realize the evolutionary potentials of mentality and being. (see def., Power)

**Probability:** It, the principle, is a subsidiary principle enabled by potentiality and possibility, but does not enable reality.

The possibilities of reality do not require probability, but the metalogical principles of reality enable and sustain it. So, probabilities may be potentials, but they never equal realities.
Thus, concepts, theorems, equations, maps, graphs, and models—based on approximations, calculation, and probabilistic statistics—and the realities they symbolically refer to are neither actually equivalent nor logically identical. Pandemic misunderstanding or ignoring of that fact maintains the current deficiencies and crises in science (especially physics), maths, metamaths, and society.

**Intentionality:** Intentionality is clearly a principle, property, and element of the ensembles of metalogical principles that enable identity, mentality, and being (etc.). So, even in the most primitive modes of transactive being—from prions, virions, viroids, RNA, mitochondria, bacteria, and our own cells on up—we find evidence and proof of intention or proactive purposiveness, at the least.

Of course, since human beings are embodied expressions of being (and its nature), we are living proof that intentionality and intentional interaction are enabled, sustained, and empowered by nature’s elemental principles. Indeed, if that were not so, there could be no adaptive (or maladaptive) development enabling the evolution (and devolution) of human societies, cultures, arts, sciences, and technologies. Clearly, the good, bad, and ugliest results of intentions are enabled by the natural principles required.

The potentials of intention are tightly intertwined with the needs, desires, and interactions of all beings, with each other, and with their inner and outer biomes, or habitats. That makes intentionality a key element of the habits of living beings, for better and worse.

For example—because of causality and psychodynamics—intentions, attitude, and emotions drive simultaneous neurochemistry. So, even in the arenas of science, maths, and STEM education, not realizing the critical importance of intentionality (and the power of habit) enables and supports ineffective analysis, policy, strategy, and actions. Of course, the worst examples we see in government, politics, corporate finance, big industry, and war, affecting every other realm and level of society.

Thus, for realistic ontology and good science in general, considering the nature and effects of intentionality is essentially important. That is especially true in the arenas of theory, metatheory, critical analysis, R&D, and educational policy.

**Effectivity:** Activity, causality, and effectivity are prime functional principles enabling energy, interactions, causes, and effects. In human life, effectivity also enables effectiveness and efficiency. Obviously, a deficiency of effectiveness prevents optimum a) thought, b) understanding, c) communication, d) interaction, e) science, f) theory, g) maths, h) proofs, and i) civilization, among other deficiencies. So, effectivity is an essential enabling principle of being that enables quality and its physical and virtual expressions or embodiments. In fact, like power, effectivity enables the potency and effectiveness of the nonphysical principles enabling physicality, being, life, and our sensory perceptions of energetic phenomena (matter, forces, etc.).

**Mutability:** Like activity and motility, mutability is a subsidiary principle of functionality, the primal metalogical principle enabling it (i.e., transformability). Obviously, mutability enables and sustains the evolutionary changes caused by activity and actual interactions. Fortunately, as is the case for other functional principles of
being, mutability’s nature is immutable.

So, because activity and energy are intrinsic to physical actuality—unless a process, function, operation, or event is enabled by an ensemble of principles that enable immutable virtuality—change and transformation continue. In other words, the principles and potentials of being cause and sustain the constant transformation and reorganization of all its physical and energetic phenomena.

**Entropy:** Because physicality is enabled and sustained by causality, activity, and mutability (etc.), energetic events express principles, properties, and potentials of entropy and/or negentropy. In other words, entropy and negentropy are nonphysical principles of being and its nature (the metalogical principles that enable everything else).

So, like all other functional principles, entropy and negentropy are enabled and sustained by ensembles of natural principles, including regularity, normality, and actuality (etc.). So, the reality and potentials of entropy are determined by its enabling and sustaining principles. Yet, the actualities and potentials of negentropy are enabled by immutable principles of being. Thus, nature’s balance of energetic transformation, flow, and momentary presence is sustained by its intrinsic metalogical integrity.

Clearly, entropy and negentropy are not simply accidents of chaos and causeless physical processes. They are subsidiary principles of being’s metalogical functional principles. Hence, we can admit that Newton left half of energy’s reality out of his theorem of thermodynamics (etc.). The best proof of that is visible in the interaction of plasmas and the hyper-plasma regimes in and around all galaxies, nebulae, stars, and the ultra-colossal currents of energy in which they move (and spin).

So, instead of believing that the cosmos is running out of energy and order (while infinitely expanding beyond possibility), we can see galaxies, stars, and vast currents of energy showing us ultra-colossal circuits—some spanning many billions of lightyears (LY) across the detectable “field” of being. Hence, that lets us understand galaxies, stars, and cosmic energy currents as nature’s recycling centers and high-voltage conveyors of luminal and hyper-luminal energy. In other words, there will never be a shortage of energy or structure, nor anywhere else they could go.

Being’s cosmic energy budget is always balanced by transformational, multi-modal exchange, and increasing complexity. Forms and modes of energy (and effects) are always exchanged between the various modes and regimes of luminal (and subluminal) and hyper-luminal energy that enable and sustain every mode of physical form (matter, etc.).

**Reciprocal:** Reciprocity is a functional principle inherent in all phenomena, however subtle or meta-energetic. Relativity and functionality enable reciprocity and the relationship of all relationships, AKA the cosmos, or being. So, actual reciprocity requires energy or its essence, activity, the principle (and its meta-energy).

The reciprocity of relativity and identity, and of physicality and mentality (the principles) enable our understanding of reciprocity and its expressions. Clearly, intellect would be impossible without the reciprocity of perception and cognition, enabling and enabled by reciprocal awareness and appearance. All relationships, whether elemental, biological or mathematical would be impossible without reciprocity.
The principles of unity, primality, duality, relativity, symmetry, integrity, activity, and functionality enable reciprocity and everything else. So, because of causality and primal (original) reciprocality, all things and beings are subject to the functional principles that sustain interdependent interactivity (cause & effect). From the level of basic meta-logic and elemental physical phenomena to the astrophysical and psychosocial fields of being, reciprocity ensures that the constancy of interdependent interaction sustains the evolutionary creativity and reciprocal potential of universal being and its nature.

Thus, the properties and usefulness of mathematical reciprocals are no accidental invention of mathematicians. The reciprocal relationships of the reciprocals to their denominators—and of the sequences and patterns of all the primal and nonprimal numbers in the serial progression of the whole numbers—are enabled and sustained by relativity and integrity (etc.).

Hence, original reciprocity and duality are inherent to all mathematical progressions and functions, shown by all sums and zeros of Riemann’s Zeta function and formula (ℜζ) and by the enabling reciprocity of 1/2 and −2. That is true because numbers, complex terms, polynomials, algebraic equations, geometrical relations, and trigonometric functions require reciprocity, and reciprocity, the natural metalogical principle enabling it.

**Electricity:** Reciprocality (among other things) enables the “electricity” we normally take for granted—as an independently real thing or mysterious force of nature. So, it can now be understood as a functional principle that enables the mode of energy (and effects) we call electricity.

For example, the nature of the “field” of being’s cosmic energy makes it magneto-dielectric, not electro-magnetic. Electro-magnetic force is an effect of energy’s magneto-dielectric properties. That redefining distinction may seem too trivial. Yet, without better definition of energetic interaction, the crises of modern science will keep festering.

Otherwise, gaining and sustaining a real understanding of being and science requires rethinking the nature and reality of energy. For example, the nature of energy is its enabling, sustaining, and empowering principles. They determine the possible forms, modes, and effects of energy. So what was called electricity is one of the modes and effects of energy. Yet, labeling it and thinking of it as an independent phenomena or force was confusing and totally unrealistic.

In fact, all kinds of force are effects of energy and its modes of being and doing what they do. For instance, because primal relativity makes its electric and magnetic properties interdependent functions of each other, they enable the effects of all energy’s inseparable modes. So, the so-called “weak” and “strong” elemental forces, the force called “gravity” and the “electro-magnetic” forces (EMF) are already united by the nature of energy, its empowering metalogical principles. The only thing that makes those modes and effects of energy seem mysteriously different is confusion, immature theory, and chronic illogic.

Consider the self-evident integrity of energy’s modes and effects at the elemental scale. Allegedly, probable particles (of QM maths) are good representations of the realities. Yet, seemingly, both EMF and kinetic forces, KF (angular momentum, etc.),
enable the energy and motions that make all the interactions and potentials of matter and chemistry possible.

So, clearly, the interactive union of EMF and KF properties and effects are enabling and sustaining the morphological, structural, and functional modes and dynamics of the elemental forms of energy. Of course, that enables macro-scale fluid mechanics and the realities enabling electrical engineering, plasma phenomena, galaxies, and cosmic currents carrying them (etc.). Thus, we also see the interdependence of EMF and KF in orbital mechanics, solar systems, and satellites (etc.). Likewise, the nature of energy enables seeing the effect called gravity as a side-effect of the interactions of EMF and KF effects. For example, gravity (G) is actually well-defined as acceleration, not attraction. Now, it is clear that the universal “field” of energy and its forces are omnipresent, all-pervasive, and reliable.

So, attraction to “centers of mass” could only exist relative to repulsion or expulsion from beyond. In the unified field of real energy the ‘pull’ of a force can only exist with an equal push from the other side. Thus, thanks to the laws of cause+effect and mechanics (action+reaction, etc.), ‘quantum gravity’ and magic particles (with uncaused supernatural powers) were never necessary. Yet, we can look at gravity from a disintegrative perspective and want a description of the evidence in terms of EMF only, ignoring the KF involved. Still, because modes of energy are interchangeable, we can do that without breaking any ‘laws’ of physics.

So, the effect we call G can be related to the phenomena labelled as the Lorentz, Lenz, and Hall effects, or simply described in terms of lossy dissipation due to complex interactions of interpenetrating “fields” of energy. That would still be silly, because there is no way to separate EMF and KF and their interdependent effects.

A better way to understand the dynamic interdependence of energy’s EMF and KF modes is by seeing them in action in the heliosphere and beyond. Naturally, it helps to think in terms of fluid mechanics, and forget about weird particles. Now, astronomers and astrophysicists recently found that plasmas streaming “out” of the sun keep accelerating, not losing energy and slowing down. That happens because of the magneto-dielectric nature of the field of energy and its luminal and hyper-luminal subfields.

Yet, the hyper-luminal subfield has dielectric properties (among others), meaning that it can act as an insulator or transistor. So, like the ultra-colossal currents carrying super-clusters of galaxy clusters—across billions of light-years (LY) at 1000s of kilometers per second—the sun is in a mostly resonant cosmic circuit. However, clearly, if the sun is like a cathode, then rest of the galactic subfield is the anode, which is what was discovered at the heliopause (the boundary of the Suns’ electromagnetic system).

We can also see a small analog of that in ornamental high-voltage plasma globe lamps. Naturally, the realities pose a problem for QM cosmetologists (finding it ever harder to cover up their blemishes & deficiencies). For, if the field is only an empty vacuum made of ’dark’ mystery stuff and/or undefined ‘electronic fluid’ (or gelatinous QM foam)—without any electrical or magnetic properties—then why did they find the cosmos doing what it does (and always did)?

In other words, since there are EMF and KF effects in the allegedly inert, empty field of extraterrestrial and extrasolar space, then QM cosmology, physics, and astronomy
need a major upgrade, from the unfinished foundation up. Obviously, it helps to rethink the antique ideas and terms of the pioneer electricians.

For example, instead of taking the labels “dielectric” and “static electricity” for granted, we can deconstruct them and unpack their real significance. We can do that because the pioneers were very intuitive and insightful. However, thinking that are 2 kinds of ‘electricity’ was due to incomplete understanding, due to not understanding either the nature of energy (E) or being’s enabling metalogical principles. Of course, it can seem that there are 2 different kinds of electrical force, but we now know the reason.

In the absence of motion (and KF dynamics), the energy of a form of matter is busy doing whatever it does. Then, the dielectric mode of the E field (E_r) and its local subfields (of matter, etc.) remain in dynamic balance, relative harmony. Yet, “permanent magnets” show us that the dielectric mode of the E_r is as magnetic as its active modes. So, recalling that the magnetic and electric modes of E are inseparably interdependent, we can see the magnetic properties of the E_r as the unifying enabler of its modes of interactivity. Hence, calling the E_r a magneto-dielectric field of energy (E_MDF_o) is more realistic and more useful. It lets us de-confuse the issues and untangle the maths and rhetoric of QM physics (etc.).

Thus, we can now understand the E_MDF_o having 2 modes of EMF, a) its relatively stable, internal or latent mode of activity, and b) its more externally interactive mode of flow and generative change. So, the local effects of E in the E_MDF_o of being are caused by and depend on the changing levels and intensities of E as subfields change, move, and interact.

Clearly, the scale of form is irrelevant, the nature of the E_MDF_o never changes, because nothing exists that can change its nonphysical enabling principles. They unify the E_MDF_o and all phenomena, except for the disintegrative theorems and speculative fantasies of immature egos.

Fractality: The enabling principle of self-similarity, fractality, is enabled by nature’s metalogical principles of form and structure. Yet, unlike its expression with geometry and graphics, nature clearly prefers quasi-fractality and approximal similarity.

For example, unlike geometric progressions and numeric sequences of abstract maths, embodiments and expressions of nature’s metalogical geometry usually enable and sustain dynamic change and growth. We can say proof of that in the apparently imperfect forms of many crystals, seashells, plants, galaxies, and the approximate morphological similarities of solar systems and atomic elements. However, as shown in the images supporting the proofs and meta-proofs of macro-ontology, the geometries of carbon (and many of its allotropes) and DNA (and many carbohydrates, etc.) are enabled by the same metalogical principles that enable maths and numbers. Likewise, though the various forms, configurations, and functions of the energetic elements are not substantially solid, they share some structural and functional dynamics that enable galaxies, solar systems, and weather.

So, some similarities are apparent. Yet, similarity does not equal identical form, structure, functionality, and actuality. Hence, although relativity, integrity, regularity, and normality (etc.) enable fractality and similarity, they cannot override the unique
individuality and structural integrity of identities.

**Symmetricality:** Symmetry and asymmetry are nondual aspects of form, structure, relativity, unity, integrity, individuality, and reciprocity. So, the symmetricality of a pattern or a thing or group of things is perceivable and/or knowable only in relation to what is asymmetrical.

That relationship can be seen in all forms of life at all levels, from the cosmic to the mineral, vegetal, animal, to the cellular, the viral, viroid, DNA-RNA, and sub-molecular scale. Every kind of, brain, body, and species would be impossible without the intrinsic symmetry and asymmetry of nature’s metalogical principles. As primal expressions—of form, structure, relativity, and reciprocity—symmetry and asymmetry can be seen in the numeric structure and sequences of all primal numbers (primes) and their reciprocals.

The relationship of primals and composites in a series or field of whole numbers is a prime example of asymmetry existing in relation to symmetry. Numeric inequalities are expressions of asymmetry’s logical inequality with symmetry. The intrinsic symmetries and asymmetries of numbers and other phenomena are non-optional (nor accidental or fictional), nor simply inventions of mathematicians.

Equations are mathematical examples of logical symmetry expressed with equality, but asymmetrical expressions and values may be on just 1 or both sides (of “=”). As with singularity and duality, or individuality and multiplicity, the principle of symmetry exists only in dyadic relativity with asymmetry, its logical opposite. For example, the nature of the rational expression for 1 divided by 2, can represent unity divided by duality, and the relativity of logical asymmetry (2 and 1 or 1/2).

So, if an image or object expresses dyadic symmetry, one half is a mirror image reflection of the other. In Riemann’s famous graph (of $\mathcal{R}$), “the line of symmetry” ($x = 1/2$) reflects the symmetry of the 2 sides (− and +) that meet at zero ($x = 0$). Obviously, the logic, maths, and enabling metalogical principles make it impossible for Riemann’s zeta function not to generate zeroes only on the lines at 1/2 and −2$\pi$. So, $\mathcal{R}$ also expresses the asymmetry of negative duality divided by the primal symmetry of positive unity and totality.

**Equality:** Without the principle of equality there would be no equations, no arithmetic, no logical equality of 0, 1, and 2 (as natural whole integers and members of the primitive triad). The equality of the maths of continuous and discreet phenomena is revealed by the zeroes on the line of symmetry (at 1/2) in graphs of $\mathcal{R}$ (Riemann’s Zeta function). In fact, the equality of 1/2 and −2 (confirmed by $\mathcal{R}$) and the nature of 1 and 2, also confirm the primal relativity and logical equality of 1 and 0, as virtual realities and their symbols.

Clearly, equality, identity, unity, and integrity are interdependent, relative functions of each other. So, the principles of primal intelligence and macroscopic phenomena are logically equal constituents of cosmic totality. Some may dispute that, but the reality of being is all equally necessary things, beings, events, and processes.

Thus, despite assumptions, opinions, judgements, prejudices, preferences, and aversions, the basic logical value of an element, a principle, a system, a number (or some other symbol) equals all others. For example, as numerical symbols, as concepts, and as elements of mathematical logic, the primal (prime), odd, and even numbers have equal
importance. Also, physical things and beings emanate energy and constantly change (microscopically, etc.), yet remain what they are, finite yet infinite. The interdependence of equality and relativity make each element of a couplet a logically equal absolute.

**Integrity:** Integrity, the structural principle, enables and sustains primal unity and identity, the unique individuality of each entity and thing, and of the universe. The expression or embodiment of integrity depends on other metalogical principles, mainly actuality, reality, identity, form, structure, functionality, relativity, reciprocity, regularity, and permanence.

Obviously, beings, forms, structures, functions, and systems would be unsustainable without integrity. The formal, structural, and functional logic of maths, its results and proofs would be impossible without integrity. In fact, without integrity, there could be no logical principle of permanence to ensure that viable functions and formulas that work with integers also work with complex numbers in analytic algebraic geometry.

The constant nature and properties of numbers, equations, formulas, algorithms, and graphs all depend on integrity that sustains the principles governing them and their potentials. For example, the logical integrity of arithmetic is an expression of the natural integrity of the metalogical principles of being itself. Integrity enables the primality, relativity, and identities of 1, 2, 3, and all the other primal numbers. Integrity also enables and sustains the complementary relativity of simplicity, complexity, symmetry, and asymmetry (seen in the relationship of primal and nonprimal numbers).

Integrity enables and sustains the interdependence of all phenomena and potentials, including truth, falsehood, reality, and unreality. So, truth, reality, and proof are characterized by integrity. Unreality and untruth lack the logical and actual integrity of natural congruency. Logical integrity ensures the reliability of the nature of maths and the nature of life, making it a fundamental essential of science and proof. That makes integrity an essentially important element of theory and metatheory of macro-ontology and meta-ontology.

**Regularity:** Buddha was right about transient things being impermanent. Yet, the morphic, structural, and functional properties of regularity, the principle, enable the results of arithmetic progressions, even in the exotic domains of complex algebraic geometry, post-Riemannian topology, and QM maths.

Governing principles of numeric and mathematical logic (and rules)—enabled by metalogical principles of being, form, structure, function, and relativity—rule mathematical functions, operations, and semiotics. Thus, using any kind of maths properly never causes dysfunctional irregularities. That regularity is a metalogical principle of being is proven by an ever-increasing number of studies of physical, geological, biological, and statistical evidence.

That truth is shown and known as the Newcomb-Benford curve (or first digit rule) or, now, as the natural distribution rule (NDR). Clearly, nature and regularity support logical and mathematical principle of permanence, and all other enabling principles of being. So, regularity enables viability, reliability, and certainty.

Hence, there is no reason to believe that Riemann’s zeta function will ever cause any results other than what it has caused between 1859 and the present moment. That truth
supports the importance of regularity as an essential element of holonomic metatheory (of science, maths, logic, and proof).

**Normality:** Like regularity and integrity, normality (the principle) enables reliably persistent qualities of impermanent, transient physical things and beings, at least temporarily.

Normality is another metalogical support for the reliability and functionality of maths and science. Obviously, without normality, integrity, and regularity we could have no reason for trusting either maths or theory. In fact, there would be no reliably functional principles to enable anything but a limitless chaos of total transience or formlessness. Hence, even chaos and formlessness would be as impossible as a mind to consider the concepts.

Unfortunately, the principle is often misunderstood, and what a majority may consider normal maybe a state of mass-delusion or normalized confusion, at best. Current events, world history, and common uses and abuses of language provide abundant proof of that theorem. So, understanding and recognizing the difference between logical normality and normal psychosocial notions is essential for good theory, viable metatheory, and valid proofs.

For example, the principle of normality exists in relativity with its logical opposites, irregularity, perversity, abnormality (etc.). So, we can use and consider the expressions, properties, and potentials of normality to evaluate the nature and qualities of realities, eccentricities, exceptions, truths, theories, proofs, illusions, lies, and illogic (etc.). That makes normality important for good ontology and science in general.

**Primality:** Primality is a metalogical principle of form and structure, not simply a concept or invention of mathematicians. Primality is intrinsic to being and nature’s original metalogic. Primality is intrinsic to identity, and an expression and property of unique individuality.

Mathematical and numeric primality is an expression of original primality. For example, original unity and universal being are *a priori* (pre-existing) expressions and embodiments of metalogical primality. Numeric primality reflects the primality intrinsic to all phenomena in each unique state of the whole, and each subsidiary identity. So, it is intrinsic to every embodiment of originality, the most primal is the universe itself. Thus, 1 is the primary, logical numeric symbol of primal priority.

Remember, primality, causality, and creativity are interdependent principles that enable each new state of being’s presence and intelligence. All other principles, properties, and expressions of being, form, structure, function, and operation exist in interdependent relationship with identity and its primality.

So, the primacy of natural meta-logic is primary and prior to all other expressions of primality. The unity and integrity of being are infinitely pervasive in each new moment of presence, making primality intrinsic to all things, beings, and moments that express it to any degree.

**Priority:** Priority is a principle, property, and subordinate expression of originality, primality, and relativity. Priority is also a property of ordinality, and a reciprocal
opposite of posteriority and triviality.

Priority is enabled by mentality, actuality, causality, validity, reality, identity, integrity, reciprocity, and regularity. Without priority, primacy, numeracy, counting, initiation, succession, progression, maths, metamaths, measurement, analysis, evaluation, organization, and effective communication would be impossible.

For example, discovering and verifying *a priori* (pre-existent, prerequisite) principles and facts of nature enables development of better theory, metatheory, and science. Therefore, priority is fundamentally essential to proof and holonomic metatheory. Hence, the axiological and metalogical actuality and superiority of theory and metatheory proven valid, enables and supports qualitative priority over obsolete theory proven invalid or inadequate. Despite that, misunderstanding priority enables and tends to maintain inferior theories, paradigms, and opinions.

**Unity:** In maths, there may be an infinity of roots of unity, but only 1 taproot of infinity, integrity (the primal enabling principle). Physically or virtually, unity requires, expresses, and embodies the primal integrity and harmony of components, elements, or constituents of a whole thing (being, the cosmos, etc.).

A single unit of some kind is called a unit because it is 1 embodiment or expression of unity, an undivided wholeness. Unity is also realized as the presence of a dyadic, triadic, primal, or composite phenomenon, a thing or concept, an entity or identity, or the whole universe. As a metalogical principle, unity enables a state of oneness, of being at one or conjoined as one with another or with all things.

So, the universe is the original embodiment and expression of unity, and that confirms the integral presence of its original metalogical principles. The interdependent relativity of identity and infinity sustains unity, as in the definite identity of an individual being, with an ever-changing actuality of infinite complexity sustained by constant multiphasic interactivity. Singularities, dyads, triads, and sets are expressions of unity. The simplest expression of unity is the relationship of two phenomena, like physicality and mentality, or unity and multiplicity.

The logical interdependence of disunity and unity make them a prime example of primal dyadic unity. Primality is always integral to unity and vice versa. Ultimate unity is embodied and expressed as the wholeness of universal reality. No expression of unity has greater primality than the prime primal $P$ or the number 1, symbolizing primal unity and its logical and actual integrity. Its primal primacy makes unity a prime expression of primality.

**Duality:** Sexuality (the functional principle) may not prove that nature favors duality, yet it offers fairly convincing circumstantial evidence. Of course, unity, multiplicity, extensionality, expansivity, and activity make duality seem an inevitable element of the morphological structural principles of being.
Naturally, without duality, equality would be impossible; and addition, equations, the rest of maths, and sex would be unthinkable (because we would be nonexistent). Likewise, without it (the principle), all phenomena related to and enabled by the nature of 2 (the number) could never exist. For example, the interdependence of mind and body, intellect and existence, subject and object, mentality and physicality, symmetry and asymmetry, being and nothingness, reality and unreality, and all the other logical dyads depend on the properties and potentials of duality.

Obviously, for science and maths, duality, its expressions, and embodiments are critical necessities. In both physics and maths, the dualism and differences of models and realities are as important as the relationship of possibility and probability. Losing track of the distinctions causes paradigms and researchers to stray, ever further from realism and usefulness. Failing to recognize and accept the dyadic relativity of geometry and numbers as intrinsic to the evidence of natural form and structure affirms the previous truth. Oddly, duality enabled the false dichotomies that caused and still maintain most other psychosocial problems of the world.

That fact is confirmed by 3 millennia of deficient number theory and nearly 160 years of immature algebraic geometry. For example, not seeing the relativity of the intrinsic principles enabling forms and structures of carbon, carbon compounds, and the semiotic expression of numeric and geometric logic enabling Riemann’s zeta function \( \Re \zeta \) prevented discovery and development of a satisfactory proof of his hypothesis for 158 years.

In other words, not seeing the interdependence of form and structure, and the reciprocal nature of unity and duality, 1 and 2, and \(-2\) and 1/2, made it impossible to see why graphing \( \Re \zeta \) can only do what it does, no matter how many trillions of iterations continue its functional process. Another odd fact is that most mathematicians were long prejudiced against \( 2n \) (even numbers) and other nonprimals, in favor of being fascinated by the primals (as if they were totally unrelated, independent flukes of accidental chaos). That enforced selective inattention to the obvious relationship of \( 6n \) (and hexality) and primality—making all primals \( p \) adjacent and directly related to multiples of 6—enabled by the relativity of “even” primality \( 2n \) and “odd” primality \( 3n \).

Now, this could seem silly, if not for the evidence of more than 10 million carbon compounds enabled by the same natural, enabling morphological-structural principles. So, clearly, the infinity of possible symbolic values of 2 and all \( 2n \) affirm the reality and relevance of duality as an essential necessity of being, and its metalogical nature. So, a truly sufficient definition of duality is nonoptional element of optimum ontology, and science in general.

**Pentality:** This definition skips the priority of triality and quadrality, because they are intrinsically related to duality, by extensionality (etc.). Likewise, the nature of 5 and its expressions/embodiments (pentagonality, etc.), directly relates it to duality and triality \((2n \text{ and } 3n)\), and all related realities.

Naturally, extensionality (etc.) also relates pentality and geometric pentagonality to hexality, and its morphological structural possibilities. For example, because of their enabling ensembles of metalogical principles, we see the additive extension of 2 and 3 enabling 5 and many \( 5n \). Additive extension also enables hexality as an expansion of
unity with pentality (1 + 5 and 5 + 1, or as 2n and 3n). Of course, that can seem either a trivial or nonsensical notion.

On the other hand, DNA, hydrocarbons, boranes, carboranes, and carbohydrates offer quasi-concrete proof of universally pervasive morphological-structural relevance. For instance, as shown in the proof of metalogical principles enabling \( \mathfrak{A} \), and \( C_{60} \) (etc.), the intimate relationship of 5 and 6—pentagons and hexagons—is obviously not an illogical accident. Boranes, carboranes, and \( C_{60} \) also make the relativity of 60° and 72° angles and the double Phi-Fibonacci spirals in nature more obvious.

For example, 72° is the key angle relating pentagons to Phi, the “Golden Ratio” (etc.) and the dynamic double helices in DNA and dual (hypertrochoidal) spirals in sunflowers and scaly stemmed plants (etc.).

Pentality makes DNA’s predominantly pentagonal structural elements (monomers) possible, while also making \( C_{60} \) a an impressive proof of natural polyhedral geometry. Pentality also enables the structural functionality of many of the 10 million+ carbon compounds and their structures.

**Hexality:** Being clearly favors the unity of duality and triality expressed in hexality (enabled by extensionality and expansivity, among other metalogical principles of form, structure, functionality, and relativity). So, hexality is intrinsic to the structural integrity of many physical and virtual forms of being, either directly or indirectly.

Yet, words are less convincing than diamonds, graphite, hydrocarbons, carbohydrates, beehives, and the organic chemistry of life. Clearly, the intrinsic metalogical structural potentials of hexality make carbon (the 6\(^{th}\) element) the 4\(^{th}\) most abundant element of physical reality. Naturally, its integral union of the potentials of duality and triality also make hexality the logical anchor for the expression and locations of numeric primality. Countless quintillions of primal integers are adjacent to a multiple of 6 \((6n \pm 1)\), and only there, with only 2 primal exceptions (2 and 3). Obviously, the nature of being’s enabling metalogical structural principles also make hexality a necessity of geometry, trigonometry, and maths in general.

For example (with summary digital reduction), using base-10 numbers, the key angles and ratios of trig (except 30° and 60°) each reduce to a primitive digital “root” of 9, their common digital identifier \((d)\). Of course, because of academic nonsense, that may seem a coincidence of illogical chaos. Yet, the key numbers of trig, geometry, and geography—360, 180, 90, 72, and 45—all summing to a \(d\) of 9 supports proof with the pervasive evidence of organic chemistry (carbon-based compounds requiring the nature of hexality, hexagons, and \(6n\)).

**Simplicity:** Simplicity is a subsidiary principle of form and structural meta-logic, intrinsic to and enabling all other principles and irreducible expressions of numeric logic and geometric metalogic. Unity, individuality, integrity, form, structure, and complexity enable and are enabled by the actuality and possibilities of simplicity.

Naturally, simplicity and complexity are logical, interdependent complements of each other. Evidently, realizing that, Einstein saw that “everything should be made as simple as possible, but not too simple.” Complication is the negative, noncomplementary opposite of simplicity.
Typically, the more confusing a situation, system or theory becomes, the more complicated and estranged it is from natural metalogic and reality. Thus, powerful, deeply explanatory, elegantly simple theories are typically the most accurate. Occam, Newton, and Einstein were not the only fans of the natural potency and relevance of simplicity.

Nor does it take scientific expertise to recognize, understand and appreciate the importance of simplicity. Even children and lucky fools can appreciate it.

**Complexity:** It, the principle, belongs to the logic of form, structure and morpho-structural meta-logic. So, both simplicity and multiplicity can be expressed and embodied as complexity. That is so because simplicity is the interdependent logical complement of multiplicity, the prerequisite of complexity. A complex phenomenon is not necessarily complicated. The whole of universal being and logic are prime examples of complex phenomena compounded of the simplest elements, principles. Actual complexity is a primal requisite and result of nature’s negentropy because, as complexity increases, so do potentials and the flow of energy, enabling new forms of order, interaction, and change.

Complication retards progressive change and smooth flow of energy, decreasing orderly interaction. Actual expressions of complexity pose no problems for logic ecotects, computers, logic infrastructure. A simple theorem or formula (like $\mathfrak{R}_\xi$) can relate to infinite complexity, enabling more complex operations, interactions, and further development of complex results. Yet, a complicated theory or logic infrastructure may be based on mistakes, misconceptions, erroneous assumptions, misinterpretations, misperceptions, and/or inferior logic. Thus, defective theory can and does decrease creative interaction, development, and successful evolution.

**Totality:** Totality, the metalogical principle, enables the existence of a) all qualities, elements, and potentials of a form or mode of being, or b) of a set or group or field of phenomena. Universal totality ($U_T$) is all phenomena, everything, the whole of being, including its principles and qualities. That also includes what is present and/or expressed only as potentials, ideas, virtual symbols, and imaginary or illusory phenomena.

Naturally, totality includes the results of the past and memories, but not what no longer exists, or never existed, nor what may happen in the future (except as dreams or imaginings or potentials). So, totality cannot include or begin as an impossible yet seemingly endless, boundless expansion of nonexistent nothingness into everything from the middle of nowhere.

Recall that, so far, what we can detect of $U_T$ is at least ±93 billion lightyears in diameter, with ultra-colossal currents of plasma and galaxy superclusters (entering and exiting and almost crossing it). So, we can be sure that $U_T$ is immeasurably larger and “older” than the imaginary Big Bang. Also recall that, beginnings, explosions, and initial conditions require energy, and energy requires something other than nothing, nowhere, and nowhen.

Holontology supports the Big Now Theory of actual totality. We can think of cosmic totality as the infinite whole of reality, greater than the sum of the individual totalities of
every subsidiary form of being, every person, place, or thing in the current moment of
universal presence (including all its nonphysical enabling principles). For example, the
ever-changing complexity of each human life is immeasurably greater than a sum of its
physical parts. That makes us infinite and transfinite expressions and embodiments of
universal being and its intrinsic enabling principles.

In fact, as far as we now know, humanoid beings may be the only beings who can
embody the totality of all universal principles. However, if universal totality came from
anything before physical phenomena, the most likely source is undetectable hyper-
energy and the meta-energy of metalogical principles, properties, and qualities (of
universal phenomena). So, each level, mode, and realm of reality is infinite.

**Infinity:** Universal totality, the ever-changing wholeness of being, is the original, all-
inclusive expression and embodiment of infinity, the principle. Except for principles, the
actual conditions of universal phenomena (and beings) are constantly transient, making
them both transfinite and infinite.

The logical identity and psychophysical or metaphysical actuality of principles,
ideas, and virtual numbers are constantly definite yet boundlessly immaterial, thus
changeless, thus infinite. That can be understood as an integral microcosmic expression
of the dyadic relativity of all finite identities and all infinities.

The interdependent relativity of principles, forms, structures, functions, relations,
entities, and interactions enable all finite and infinite forms of existential phenomena. So,
we can think of and represent universal being and its actual totality—enabling and
enabled by its infinity of integral metalogical principles—as the ultimate infinite set that
includes itself and the transfinite null set, \{∅\} (of absences, nullities, illusions, etc.).

**Extensionality:** The possible series and sequences of numbers confirm the reality and
potency of extensionality and extensivity as interdependent enabling principles of being.

Of course, many natural examples of extension are present and visible, with many
more invisible.

Maths, science, theory, and proofs would be impossible without extentionality. The
proofs of RH (etc.) are proofs of that theorem. The RH problem is perfectly relevant
because it revolves around the issue of whether (or not) Riemann’s zeta function (ℜ_τ)
and its graphs are trustworthy, i.e., consistently reliable. As proven elsewhere in this
work, RH is true because the nature of ℜ_τ makes it permanently reliable. Part of its
nature—that enables it and affirms RH—is extensionality.

Clearly, in the absence of counter-vailing factors, any phenomenon or process that
can be extended will be extended (to the limit of its extensiveness). The best proof of that
is the vastly extensive extension of the current moment of being, AKA the cosmos.
Otherwise, duration and persistence would be impossible. In that case, existence and
science would also be impossible. However, geology and archeology provide solid proof
that we exist and persist, proving the viability of extensionality. In the

**Expansivity:** Expansion and expandability exist because of ensembles of elemental
enabling principles. Like extension and extensivity, expansivity and extensionality are
relative, interdependent principles enabled by the metalogical principles of being, form,
structure, functionality, and relativity. So, wherever possible, expansivity enables expansion.

Wherever and whenever expansivity is not a metalogical element of an ensemble of enabling principles (of being & nature), expansion is either impossible or illusory, unreal. For instance, empty space and undefined theoretical stuff have nothing to expand. In other words, expansion requires real form or structure.

Of course, maths does have real form, structure, and functional potentials. So, numeric logic enables and causes virtual, multiplicative and exponential expansion. The principles enabling geometry and trigonometry enable virtual geometric expansion that can be expressed with symbolic numeric and graphic semiotics. Yet, ignoring differences between real possibilities and potentials causes illogical phenomena.

Thus, the crises of ‘modern’ physics and QM cosmology (etc.) are worst-case examples of that theorem. The worst-case proofs of actual and illusory examples of expansion are cancer and the results of neo-feudal kleptocracy.

**Virtuality:** One of the metalogical principles enabling and sustaining phenomena that exist beyond materiality and physical interaction is virtuality. Fundamental principles, such as logic, mentality, personality, and materiality (physicality) are virtual yet actual elements of being.

Just as water is not in or behind ice, data and metadata are not in or beyond the semiotic representations used for transmitting or computing with them. Similarly, mental or virtual phenomena and principles are not in or over or beyond any forms we normally think of as physical.

Thanks to the metalogical principles of form, structure, integrity, physicality, and dimensionality, we can use properties and qualities of dimensionality to think about the nature of reality. For example, we can think of various domains and properties of form as dimensions or spaces, though they are actually virtual mental constructs.

Hence, though they belong to a different order of being, we can understand all virtual expressions of nature’s metalogical principles as pervading the field of being (and all other phenomena). Physicist David Bohm saw the universe as holonomic, having implicate and explicate orders of being, but missed seeing physical phenomena as embodiments and expressions of nonphysical principles (required for their being). Domains of meta-energetic and nöetic (cognitive or psychophysical) phenomena are virtual modes of being. Hence, holonomic theory and metatheory provide more descriptive and suggestive explanations than all the fantastic pronouncements about “dark” stuff and ‘God’ particles (causeless, accidental, virtually magical cosmic glue).

Bohm’s holonomic hypothesis was inspiring, but incomplete, a promising yet inadequate explanation of what modern science knew via technology of the 1970s. However, we all live, interact, talk, and think by virtue of nonphysical enabling metalogical principles, knowable as such. In other words, our theorems and equations are linguistic, semiotic expressions and results of the actual elements of nature, and its metalogical principles.

So, nobody will ever discover a subatomic particle that generates, empowers, and sustains awareness and the principles enabling, empowering, and sustaining universal phenomena. Clearly, looking for physical causes of nonphysical phenomena and
principles that enable, empower, and sustain physical, psychophysical, and mental realities is an absurd exercise in futility.

Validity: Truth is both a principle and a concept, enabled by validity, actuality, and reality, the principles. Truth, the concept is multivalent, depending on the context and its domain of discourse. Validity always makes truth the opposite of false (invalid or unreal) phenomena or claims. Essentially, truth is what is ultimately valid, or real, beyond and before or without us and our opinions.

Yet, our intellect is a dualistic function of mentality, enabling categorical perception of relative phenomena, our experiences, perceptions, and ideas about them. That enables the existence of relative truth, conditionally valid concepts and assumptions (etc.).

For example, the principle of mentality enables perceptions, conceptions, consciousness, intellectual discernment, illusion, delusion, and evaluation of results of interaction. That gives rise to knowledge of relativity, distinctions, identities, differences, similarities, qualities, values, and ethics. So, essentially, relative truth is a principle of practical logic enabling its own functionality as an element of semiotic and provisional logic. Relative truth is also a resultant variable of sociocultural norms and semiotics, a derivative of the linguistic logic, ideology, and dominant paradigm of a host culture.

Without a paradigm based on a metatheory of nature’s actual metalogic, socialization and conditioning make some confusion about the nature of truth inherently unavoidable. The more socially generated bias, the more the confusion about truth. The definition of truth in an unbiased, purely logical metatheory explains truth as reality, an actuality. For example, a true statement expresses concepts or perceptions congruent with natural reality, or it may describe the nature of a person’s activity, or of a place, an event or thing, or a principle.

That truth is what makes the valid metatheorems of a well-founded metatheory true and provable within the context of its own paradigm and domain of discourse.

Reality: Reality is a principle of being enabled by actuality and other metalogical principles of nature.

Most of us seem to take “reality” for granted, except when thinking and acting as if it must be a matter of opinion. However, that notion is a prime motivator of corruption and institutionalized confusion and delusion. For example, for effective science and maths, a valid, unambivalent definition of reality is essential for proof of truth and untruth. Hence, if science and ontology are to progress to a superior, post-modern era of theory, metatheory, and praxis, disambiguation of “reality” is a nonoptional necessity.

Consider maths, metamaths, QM, SM cosmology and physics in general. They all started stagnating as popularization of notional/personal reality was increasingly accepted and institutionalized as the new, post-theistic justification for ethical & anti-ethical, moral & immoral, and amoral ‘relativism’ (with decreasing interest in valid logical relativity and actual reality). The worst of it is SM cosmology, now well beyond 99.9% illusion, conjecture, misconception, and misinterpretation.

So, we now need an irrefutably viable, holonomic definition and understanding of reality that supports transition to post-modern science and society (and to survive the consequences of modern civilization’s deficiencies and atrocious excesses). Also, in
general, what is real is whatever is truly expressive of the principles and actualities of universal being. Naturally, that requires valid, or at least optimal theory and metatheory of valid macro-ontology, and acceptance of the actualities of being.

So, disputing and attempting disproof of the necessary sufficiency of good theory, its basis, and truth, makes realism’s opponents guilty of self-negation and foolishness. For example, the relativity of personal/conceptual ‘reality’ and pre-existent cosmic reality can only be falsified by disproving the validity of logic and actual reality. Yet, any argument against cosmic reality would invalidate the reality and viability of mentality and being (the ultimate logical fallacy).

**Quantity:** Like dimensionality, quantity is a subsidiary principle of the metalogical principles of being, specifically: form and structure. Naturally, embodiments and/or expressions of quantity are also enabled by other primal principles: physicality, mentality, awareness, cognitive perception, consciousness, and so on.

Quantity is also a psychophysical phenomena enabled by the principles of relativity, integrity, individuality, unity, and multiplicity. Also, all perceptions of quantities are relative to perceivers’ qualities, conditions, conceptions, and metrics. Without the principle of quantity nobody could perceive things as either few or many things. Numerous or scarce, large or small, seeing and knowing more or less of something require quantity, the principle. Fully understanding and appreciating the vast scale of the field of being (the cosmos) and its subfields (including us) requires real understanding of quantity. Otherwise, as is normally the case, we tend to confuse notions and illusions of quantity with the reality.

Notions of money and wealth are perfect examples of imagining illusory quantities. Worse yet, without realizing the true nature of quantity, we all too often confuse its value with the value of quality. Often, we then prefer illusory quantity over real quality. That error pervades current SM paradigm science and maths. Yet, without understanding quantity and value, real, unreal, etc., there can be no qualitative progress in science or maths.

For example, confusing quantity with quality (and vice versa) makes it impossible to recognize the importance of a) intrinsic metalogical principles of life, b) natural reality, c) hyper-fluid mechanics, d) plasma physics, e) metamathematics, and f) sanity (etc.). That prevents or retards understanding and development of better theory and metatheory. So, understanding quantity, the principle, is essential.

**Quality:** We normally encounter it as a subjective, psychosocial construct or concept (or imagined per personal consciousness via culturally induced bias). Yet, quality, the principle, like property, is an integral principle and property of the enabling metalogical principles of being. In fact, quality enables the qualities and potentials of all other primal principles of being. It also enables the existence and qualities of real values, and of numeric and symbolic values. Thus, quality enables counting, measuring, mathematics, and science, especially bio-ethical axiology, the science (and study) of natural values.

However, conceptions of quality vary from person to person and from culture to culture, sometimes from moment to moment. Yet, within the various orders, classes, and types of phenomena (including beings), phenomena clearly exhibit qualities and degrees of quality. Without it, sanity, analysis, science, maths, art, and technology would all be
impossible. If quality were not a primal natural principle, then there could be no wellness, illness, inferiority, superiority, excellence, beauty, and goodness (etc.). Also, because of it, liquids exhibit the qualities of wetness, fluidity, viscosity, deliciousness, and so on.

Likewise, different kinds of stone embody qualities of solidity, hardness, density, beauty, and so on. The characteristic qualities of properties (of nature), elemental composition, form, and structure depend on it, the metalogical principle. So, plants and fungi have qualities of living beings, and of foods, medicines, poisons, and much more. Clearly, living beings embody and express the qualities determined by the nature of their species, their individual nature, their capabilities, potentials, limitations, behaviors, habits, and relationships (to other beings, groups, places, and things); and they all express their enabling ensembles of metalogical principles.

So, the qualitative aspects of reality are essential to the whole of being and its subsidiary phenomena. For instance, human intellect depends on and expresses the quality of each of us (and of our knowledge and experience). Thus, if the principle of quality were not intrinsic to being, then intellect would have nothing to enable effective analysis or to prove valid theory and knowledge. Without quality, there could be no ethics or justice, no compassion or humanity, no good, no art, no music, no architecture and engineering, no validity, no science, and no viable society.

**Dimensionality:** Dimensionality, the principle, is a subsidiary property and aspect of the interplay of form, structure, functionality, physicality, and mentality (the enabling principles). Of course, that fact of being is enabled by relativity and integrity, which enable and sustain our perceptions and conceptions of dimensionality’s properties (space, distance, depth, up, down, etc.).

Dimensionality enables the development and use of psychophysical and purely mental conceptual constructs for the sake of thought and communication. Yet, careless use and abuse of the term “dimensions” (in physics and maths) caused and perpetuates an unfortunate state of general confusion. For example, dimensions do not exist in any pre-existent, concretely physical, independently real way. In maths, “dimension” has a strictly mathematical definition that makes it convenient for thinking about various mathematical objects and results. So, dimensionality, the principle, enables perceiving, describing, and interacting with phenomena enabled primarily by form and structure.

Yet, the popular notion of 3D “space” mistakes perceptions and misconceptions as realities (of the field of being and its attributes of dimensionality). Likewise, believing in multiple dimensions or reality in a curvy “space-time” geometry is caused by misunderstanding the principles of dimensionality, physicality, activity, and reality (etc.). For example, at well beyond 90 billion lightyears in diameter, the cosmos is either infinite or so inconceivably vast that it can be considered a boundlessly infinite sky-ocean, without up and down, no height, width, or depth.

Only dimensionality, the nonphysical principle, enables perceptions, measurements, and ideas about any kind of form’s spatial properties. So, we may as well believe that the universal regime of hyper-luminal energy enabling, infusing, and affecting galaxies and all other energy phenomena is one whole event or single phenomenon, not curvy, multi-dimensional spaces, exploding in a nonexistent continuum of magical QM maths.
Like space in a room and its dimensions, empty “outer” space is a mental phenomena enabled by our senses, social conditioning, and a principle and property of form, dimensionality.

If the universe had an actual dimension, then it would be the all-inclusive infinity of its field of being, life, and energy, enabled by integral metalogical principles. The extra 4th dimension in QM’s probabilistic-statistical maths (and post-Einsteinian notions) seems a useful mathematical fiction. However, it should trick nobody into believing it represents a self-existent yet totally illogical, mysterious thing, “time” (the illusion or delusion). Yet, all of QM and mathematical dimensions are enabled by truly real and reliable principles. (see defs., Principles & Logic)

Physicality: Like mentality, physicality is a natural metalogical principle that enables the embodiments, expressions, properties, and qualities of its nature and potentials. In fact, the primal metalogical principles that enable physicality (and its properties) are what enable its forms, functions, effects, and our perceptions of them.

Because the nature and actuality of physicality and the other metalogical principles of being were neither recognized nor fully considered, most modern scientists have lacked a generally accepted definition and explanation of physical matter for decades. Of course, we now have abundant evidence and proof of the logical relativity and interdependent potentials of physicality, mentality, and maths. Yet, until now, mathematicians—including Riemann, Gauss, Euler, Euclid, and Pythagorus, among others—clearly failed to fully recognize the nature of the principles enabling, empowering, and sustaining them.

However, some visionary pioneers of ancient times came very close to understanding matter. As expressions of principles, some early thinkers intuited a nonphysical source of physical things, beings, and processes. Yet, they failed to realize optimal understanding. Now, free of confusion about physicality and mentality, nothing restricts realization of the inseparability of the expressions and embodiments of physicality and mentality, the principles.

Embodied and/or expressed in dyadic actualization of primal creativity, life, and cosmic phenomena are enabled and sustained as integral expressions and embodiments of being and its magneto-dielectric ‘field’ of energy (and their enabling principles). Energy, thought, information, communication, bodies, and the activity of living beings require physicality, yet it is enabled and sustained by the meta-energy enabling the metalogical principles of nature.

Otherwise, there could be no action or motion, nothing to move, no time to move anything, no elements, no explosions, no DNA and RNA, no bodies, nothing to serve as media for communication or the encoding of information by intelligent beings with minds. Without the meta-energy and metalogical principles of physicality there would be no plasma, no stars, no galaxies, no fuel, and no physical properties to sustain them. All phenomena contain at least the essence of physicality, the integral potentials of being, form, structure, and function. They enable the existence, properties, qualities, and potentials of integrity, dimensionality, energy, and force.

So, instead of believing in partial descriptions, as if they were realities, we can and should follow the example of the ancient Buddhist sages. They saw elemental energy
and ‘matter’ as psychophysical phenomena. Instead of believing in solid, permanent particles of stuff, and settling for an inscrutable equation \(E = mc^2\), they understood the psychophysical constituents of existence as solidity, cohesion, motility, temperature, and color.

Of course, those five subsidiary principles and properties make things perceivable. Yet, no things, bodies, and beings would be knowable without the universal enabling principles and presence of awareness. In other words, we can think of “atomic” energy phenomena simply as energetic events or processes expressing the principles and properties of the objects of perception we experience (by virtue of our senses and cognitive functions).

However, from the impossible perspective of a mindless, purely mechanistic universal field of magic energy, without pre-existent principles (like physicality and mentality), there could only be an infinite wholeness of totally formless no-thing-ness \([sic]\), without forces, objects, parts, bodies, and places; and no beings, no minds, no logic, no principles, and no processes, anywhere. So, clearly, forms, elements, things, places, biomes, organisms, and conscious selves would all be impossible in a cosmos without physicality and the other enabling metalogical principles of nature.

**Mentality:** Like physicality, mentality is a functional principle intrinsic to natural metalogic, yet subsidiary to primal principles. Natural functional logic and mentality are prerequisites of intelligence, of thought, communication, semiotics, maths, and other expressions of the potentials of practical logic and the more primal principles of existence. The reality of mentality—as an intrinsic principle of universal being—is proven by the presence of scientists, mathematicians, and readers. If mentality was not an intrinsic universal principle, at least virtually, as potential, then maths, writing, reading, mathematicians, writers, and readers would be nonexistent. If that were the case, information could not exist.

Because of mentality, some beings with natural bodies and minds might dream and remember or imagine a fictional universe with only purely mechanical entities. Yet, AI-enhanced supercomputer systems are mechanized expressions of our potentials of mentality, but they have none of their own. To simulate intelligence, mindless computers require prior invention and initial programming. Their instructions are created by beings who embody and express the potentials of natural mentality.

**Memory:** The key principle that enables the possibility of remembering and memorization is as nonphysical as the contents of what we remember of the past. Our memories are not only imperfect, the best of them are not what they seem.

Memory is a principle of mentality, both are enabled by the metalogical principle of functionality. The fact that all nature’s enabling principles are nonphysical can be accepted as evidence that the contents of our memories are also nonphysical.

This does not mean that our memories have nothing to do with brains and electromagnetic field-effects. However, neurons, their electrochemistry, and electromagnetic emanations only mediate our experiences, thoughts, and memories. For example, mentally well adults realize that the contents of illusions and delusions are unreal, nonexistent, thus completely nonphysical. So, likewise, we can understand that the
nature and contents of thoughts and memories are equally nonphysical.

We can also see a proof of that demonstrated by the universal intelligence that informs the DNA and RNA of every cell and mitochondrial that make our bodies and minds what they are, as they are. Yes, DNA and RNA or chemicals made of molecules of elements, enabled by energy and the enabling principles of being. Yet, the information enabled and encoded is as nonphysical as the principles that enable being itself, and us.

So, for the sake of good science, viable ontology, and good understanding (etc.), we should dispense with the absurdities of arrogant materialists who pervert logic, abuse science, and retard real progress (of society, etc.). After all, if memory were not a reliably constant principle and being’s nature, there could be no instinct, nor any inherited expressions of the principles of form, structure, functionality, and relativity (relations, etc.).

Of course, memory is an intrinsic, nonphysical principle of mentality and being. So, we can understand the meanings of what we learned; and we can develop and understand new theory and metatheory of macro-ontology and meta-ontology (etc.).

Curiosity: Curiosity is a subsidiary functional principle of mentality that enables intelligence, and demonstrates it. Albert Einstein said that relentless curiosity was an essential enabling cause of his work and his results. This definition of curiosity is also proven by the curiosity of every octopus, dolphin, raccoon, African grey parrot, dog, and every other intelligent species on Earth. So, it is clearly important to upgrade the definition and understanding of curiosity, especially for any kind of viable ontology.

Obviously, for real progress of science and society, we need more and better recognition and appreciation of curiosity as an essential element of intelligence and adaptive competence. In fact, our existence and the way we exist prove that curiosity and adaptivity are intimately interdependent and interactively essential for evolutionary intelligence. So, the lives, activities, and results of Einstein, Leonardo Da Vinci, octopii, smart dogs, and cats prove that the principle of curiosity is essential to genius, the cosmos, and its primal intelligence. Therefore, a good understanding of curiosity is essential for optimum macro-ontology and meta-ontology.

Emotionality: The key principle that enables emotiveness and emotions is a functional principle. Of course, emotionality is enabled and empowered by the ensemble of natural metalogical principles that enable all mental and physiological interactions and potentials of sentient beings.

Naturally, the most primitive living beings seem to exhibit little or no symptoms of emotion. So, holonomic ontology and meta-ontology deal only with phenomena we can recognize as definite psychodynamic and physiological expressions of emotion. For this definition, the best examples of the potentials of emotiveness are the good, bad, ugly, and atrocious interactions of human beings. In other words, as proven by neuroscience, emotionality, mentality, and biochemistry are constantly interdependent; and their effects are almost instantaneously interactive.

Obviously, scientists, theorists, mathematicians, and philosophers are living beings, subject to the causes, properties, and effects of emotion. Sadly, too often, the worst effect of excessive or traumatic emotion is mental and perceptual limitation. However, even
emotions that may seem subtle or minor can be symptoms of chronic subliminal pattern of dysfunctionality, like pandemic “authoritarian personality syndrome” or narcissistic personality disorder.

When an entire society suffers normalized psychopathic disorders the results are always disastrous. The ancient and modern empires, fascist Italy, Japan, Germany, and Russia provided many horrific examples. Increasingly authoritarian dysfunctionality impacts, subverts, and retards the progress of science and education. The pre-Renaissance effects lasted for well over 2,000 years. Yet, now more than ever, real progress requires real commitment to ecospheric awareness of all the “internal and external” factors that affect the quality of R&D, education, and the results.

Commitment to self-honesty and constant bio-ethical integrity can be painful. So, effective paradigm upgrade requires courage and truly scientific discipline.

**Sensitivity:** Sensitivity is a subsidiary functional principle of mentality (enabled by the primal metalogical principle of functionality). However, it is now commonly equated with a neurotic, fear-based pattern of habitual over-reaction.

Yet, without the principle of sensitivity, sense perception and awareness would be impossible. So, understanding the actual nature, reality, properties, and potentials of sensitivity is critically important for understanding the nature of being and intelligence. That clearly makes the principle of sensitivity essential to the paradigm and domain of discourse of holontology (macro-ontology and meta-ontology).

Therefore, recognizing and understanding the real nature of sensitivity is critically important to viable psychology, sociology, anthropology, ecology, and the possibility of a potentially positive future of human society.

**Sexuality:** As a subsidiary principle of form and functionality, sexuality is directly, interdependently relative to all the basic metalogical principles of being.

For example, though its enabling structural principles may seem obscure, the virtual structural integrity of sexual phenomena is expressed and embodied in every mating couple and every fertilized egg or ovum (embryonic off-spring). Also, although it seems that nonsexual forms and modes of being may have existed for many billions of years before sexual beings, enabling principles and potentials had to exist first. The realities, properties, and potentials of primality, primacy, and duality confirm that hypothesis. So, holistic meta-ontology and holonomic metatheory require realistic consideration of sexuality and its biological and ecological embodiments and expressions.

Of course, sexuality’s interdependence with physicality, mentality, emotionality, and reality—and the biological, ecological, and psychological effects of sexuality and sexual phenomena (female/male physiology, relations, interactions, etc.)—make it inescapably intrinsic to the nature and results of R&D by human beings. One of our greatest scientific pioneers, Nobel laureate physicist (and highly sexual bongo player) Richard Feynman, provided living proof of that theorem.

Thus, macro-ontology, effective education, and realistic metatheory of science (etc.) require accepting the integral necessity of sexuality as an essential causal element of being’s metalogical nature. A tragic counter-example is the history and ongoing disaster of the various sociopolitical and religious systems of attempted socioeconomic control of
with attempted sex-control policies and stratagems. Clearly, the perversities of Victorian sexual norms and deviance were direct results of suppressive authoritarian social policy, Calvinism, Puritanism, and exploitive neo-Feudalist imperial monopolism. Obviously, keeping vast majorities of subjects (victims, etc.) confused, deceived, and conflicted about sexuality (and nature) could only cause increasingly catastrophic consequences.

Thus, ignoring the intrinsic, pervasive power and effects of sexuality—as a potent element of reality and humanity—retards and/or limits the effectiveness of our research, analysis, and results. One may as well try to ignore or suppress the energetic power of the sun or the galaxy or life.

**Humanity:** Humanity is a principle of being, not the whole of our species. So, the essential properties and qualities of humanity enable and sustain the way of life that expresses its metalogical nature.

Naturally, it may seem that humanity and human being are enabled partly by positive and negative qualities, like creativity and destructive negativity. However, the principle and qualities of humanity require no useless or unproductive, destructive phenomena or potentials. It may also seem that humanity must include or subsume animality (or even divinity). Yet, though they are related and interdependent, the principle of animality and humanity are separate, distinctly unique principles of being.

That lets us consider their embodiments and expressions as related, yet uniquely distinct classes of phenomena. Hence, what can seem naturally psychopathic qualities and behaviors of our species can be understood as abnormal (or subhuman)—atavistic perversions of animality—not expressions of humanity, the principle and its realities.

The relative complement of that theorem is the relativity of humanity, spirituality, and divinity.

For example, without humanity, the principles, concepts, and symbols of divinity and sacredness would be impossible or meaningless. So, humanity enables and sustains the emergent potentialities and qualities we think of as divinity and spirituality. Yet, relativity makes humanity, divinity, and spirituality interdependent. However, the cosmos, life, wonder, and mystery were already present.

Like other elemental principles (of being, the cosmos, *i.e.*, reality), humanity is neither superior nor prior to other logical and metalogical principles and realities. Therefore, animality and the other principles that enable, empower, and sustain living beings are neither inferior nor subordinate to humanity. Still, the optimum realization of humanity gives us truly special opportunities, abilities, and options—for exploring all our possibilities and the potentials enabled by the nature of being, and life.

Of course, the special abilities that enable our possibilities and potentials are our ways of using mind, symbolic communication, and complex sociocultural interaction. Thus, as far as we now know—at least on this planet—the human species is uniquely blessed and cursed. We can help save our habitat, Earth’s biosphere, from the ongoing consequences of our species’ mistakes, insanities, and atrocities, or else civilization and the global quality of life will keep deteriorating.

In other words, uniquely, our species can choose to accelerate the next great die-off level mass-extinction, or to prevent the worst-case scenario. The only requirements are optimum humanity [enabled by] sufficient a) empathy, b) sanity, and c) compassionate
responsiveness. Unfortunately, mental and cultural illness can let our capacity for expressing and appreciating the properties and qualities of humanity.

That clearly makes appropriate definition and adequate understanding of humanity essential to proactive ontology and mass-psychotherapy.

**Society:** When we hear the word, we usually think of society as its expression, a social group or all social groups, human or otherwise. Yet, society is a principle enabled by being and its ensemble of enabling metalogical principles (nature).

Society and societies are not synonyms for culture and cultures. Culture it is what beings typically do with each other, and how. A society is a system of systems made up of theory—ideas, notions, assumptions, beliefs, biases, semantics, semiotics—rules and, in some cases, law. Of course, society and culture are interdependent and interactive. So, civilization is enabled and limited sociocultural paradigms.

At best, the qualities and potentials of a society enhance its host culture and its quality of life. At worst, society becomes something like a pandemic cultural illness that infects multiple generations. Naturally, imperialist societies were all destroyed by their malignant negativity and increasingly severe dysfunctionality. Unfortunately, some of the ill effects and paradigms of the past remain and maintain cultural illnesses, some more deadly than others. Yet, sociocultural paradigms are installed in us, in our brains, families, communities, and in national societies. So, authoritarian rulers, pandemic authoritarian personality disorder, malignant narcissism, and ecocidal egomania are now on the rise.

Obviously, understanding the principle, properties, and potentials of society is crucially important to optimum macro-ontology, sociology, cultural anthropology, and to science in general.

**Divinity:** Relativity makes the principles of divinity and humanity interdependent. The experience of sacredness is also enabled by humanity and the metalogical principles of relativity, functionality, structure, form, physicality, and mentality (etc.).

Of course, without the principle of society and its expressions and embodiments, even the word “divinity” would either be impossible or meaningless. In fact, the history and prehistory of our species prove that the inseparable interdependence of humanity and society enabled all we achieved and ruined. So, thinking that religion and divinity could develop independently of society and humanity would be foolish.

However, for the sake of a sense of certainty that seems to support security, most of us are compelled to believe what we believe and ignore what we ignore. Obviously, religious social conditioning can affect scientists as much as anyone, even if they consider themselves atheists or non-theistic Buddhists. Also, neither science nor logic can put an end to misunderstandings, hostilities, and wars caused by conflicting belief systems and theological differences.

Yet, understanding the difference between divinity and what it is not could help, at least theoretically. For instance, divinity is a principle, a property, and a word, not the words and names people associate with it and their beliefs about a God, gods, and spirit. Thus, although there may be more than 1404 “names of god” in modern India—and more than a billion Indians may consider the name of a deity sacred—most of them
probably have no fear as using those names in conversation. Orthodox Jews, among others, may believe in 72 or more names of what they believe is the ultimate reality of divinity, but some consider seven or eight of those names too holy to be used in ordinary discussions. Oddly—though their version of the Jewish Bible includes the super-holy name meaning “the god of gods”—most Christians use a tiny fraction of the holiest names, or else just one, or two or three (or more, if Jesus and Christ are included). Now, despite the belief that Allah and Yahweh (AKA YHVH or Elohim or El Elyon, etc.) are the same God described in the Holy Book of the Jews and Christians, most Muslims know and accept only one name of God.

Regardless of all the differences, similarities, history, and atrocities (and because of them), some of the believers are still willing to kill and die for their beliefs and opinions. For example—no matter how much evidence and proof are discovered—some members of the various sects of the world’s religions will keep ignoring or disbelieving the reports of historians, linguists, archaeologists, and paleo-anthropologists. Obviously, most Christians, Muslims, Jews, and Hindus seem unaware of the findings of their own best theological historians and archaeologists or else, possibly, they simply refuse to think about anything that challenges their favorite beliefs.

However, despite the fact that science will never replace theology or religion, they are important subjects of bio-ethical axiology and meta-ontology. For instance, concepts and opinions about divinity, sacredness, and spirituality have so much psychological and social power that understanding them is essential for understanding society, humanity, and reality. If that were untrue, our opinions and beliefs about value and values would be very different, for having nothing to do with religion and beliefs about divinity and morality. Of course, history and prehistory that the way of human being, society, and cultures were heavily influenced by ideas and beliefs about divinity.

An ironic example of that is the modern anti-theological creation myth invented and maintained quantum mechanical cosmologists and corporations that control mainstream media (to maintain the neo-feudal socioeconomic system for its anti-ethical rulers). Now, neither macro-ontology nor meta-ontology can prove the existence of God or gods. Yet, they have proven that a big bang birth of everything—that began before anything—is not only an impossibility, but also an unscientific absurdity.

Bio-ethical axiology enables realizing that the motive for maintaining such absurd mass-confusion is a) greed, b) insane ambitions, c) conceit, d) hubris, and e) delusional notions of power (and security, etc.). In other words, we can trust realistic meta-ontology, and the importance of understanding divinity, the principle. Clearly, that understanding lets us realize the difference between reality and impossibilities. That also lets us see that misunderstanding divinity and reality could never make science superior to religion or make anyone totally immune to its influence. Unfortunately, that misunderstanding fostered and aggravated the perversion of religious ideas, opinions, and attitudes that caused and maintain the crises of modern science and civilization.

**Spirituality:** Like the principle of divinity, the principle of spirituality would either be impossible or meaningless without the principles of humanity and society. As in the case of divinity, science on its own can neither support nor prove the reality of spirit. Nor can science validate any particular version or expression of spirituality.
However, like any other concept or principle, spirituality can be understood by considering its a) origin, b) causes, c) the enabling principles, d) its properties, and e) its potentials. So, sufficient curiosity, study, logic, intuition, and contemplation let us consider and understand the history and ongoing examples of what we call spirituality. First, we can disentangle it from religion. Religion, the word, comes from the ancient Roman word for re-binding, as if something was scattered or unbound. That implies that what was unbound was spirit or, possibly, the spiritual relationship of creature and creator.

This definition may seem arguable, but disproving it would require proving that divinity and religion existed prior to humanity and spirituality. Of course, that is as impossible as scientific proof of God and love. Still, archeological evidence of the extreme antiquity of our ancestors’ expressions and practices of spirituality preceded the history of complex religion by several hundred thousand years or more. So, we can look to the phenomena and experiences that caused our ancestors’ sense of awe, reverence, and respect which led to extremely deep appreciation of being’s mysteries.

For example, no one can say exactly when it began, but the indigenous Australians’ ancient practice of subincision* (cutting open the urethra along the shaft of a teenage male’s sex organ)—as part of their ritual initiation into manhood—shows that the mystery of sexuality, fertility, pregnancy, birth, and motherhood inspired a potent sense of supremely sacred value and benefit. Naturally, that was partly inspired by disaster.

The evidence discovered by geologists, archaeologists, paleo-anthropologists, and geneticists confirms that fact. For example, we also know that the ancient Maya and Aztecs thought of volcanoes as gods (or deities). Many modern Indian and Himalayan people still think of mountains as goddesses. Many modern Buddhists believe that spirits, deities, and gods dwell in natural things, places, and other worlds or realms. Many followers of the Japanese Shinto religion believe that event and animate objects possess or are possessed by spirits and gods. Clearly, all the above examples have extremely ancient origins, beyond knowing. Still, macro-ontology and bio-ethical axiology help us see that there is no way to separate or disintegrate the interdependent relationship of our natural preference for benefit, advantage, wellness, prosperity, and satisfaction from our notions and experiences of spirituality and spiritual phenomena.

Yet, the nature and spirit and the way of spirituality seem somewhat shrouded by vague and confusing notions and dubious rhetoric. However, though neither theology nor science in general can precisely define or fully explain either spirit or spirituality, meta-ontology and bio-ethical axiology can. That is so because their domains of thinkability and discourse enable realistic intuition and insights that enable holistic cognitive science, dynamic psychology, realistic phenomenology, definitive philology, and effective linguistics.

For instance, we say that a spirited horse has “spirit” because its unique ensemble of characteristics, ways, and natural enabling principles give it a unique expression of personality and activity. Likewise, the spirit of a human being or any other animal is a uniquely expressed combination of enabling principles, properties, qualities, and modes of expression (of its nature, especially the emotionality enabled by personality). So, we can understand spirituality as a quality and attitude expressed by people who respect and revere the nature of being, which enables our individual identities, personality,
emotionality, and our characteristic ways of interaction.

For example, for most of the indigenous peoples of North America, their ancient concept of medicine related directly to the essence, nature, and ways of the various things and beings they encountered an experienced. So, each kind of place, stone, plant, animal, and person was understood as having his own unique spirit and potency, for better or worse. That ancient sense of the nature and intrinsic value of things and beings was clearly self-evident to all the most ancient cultures of human beings. In fact, the teachings and spiritual practices of many modern Buddhists, Christians, and Jews also have immeasurably ancient origins, and serve similar ecological, sociological, and psychological purposes. So, because of its interdependence with the principle of humanity and religion, spirituality is a central, very influential, and continually powerful causal factor in human communities, nations, and civilization.

Therefore, understanding the principle of spirituality (and its expressions) is critically important to the evolution and effective praxis of macro-ontology and bio-ethical axiology.

Responsibility: Responsiveness is not always motivated by responsibility, the principle. At best—in the animal realms—responsibility enables appropriate action (of mind, voice, and/or body). So, claiming “responsibility” is a result of confusion.

Responsibility enables the functions and interactions of even viroids and bacteria. Our expression of responsibility is conditional, often limited, or repressed. For example, for many animal species, parental responsibility is instinctual. For social species, social responsibility enables cooperation at altruistic behavior. Of course, the degrees of expression are affected by a complex mix of factors that can override instinct.

Humans can and often do repress instinctive reaction and response. At best, our most effective expressions of responsibility are mediated by appropriate socialization and adequate training. At worst, repression, suppression, and/or social subversion of responsibility causes and maintains mass-psychosis and monstrosity. Thus, adequately defining and referring to the principle of responsibility is important for optimal macro-ontology, reality, humanity, sanity, and society.

Empathy: Neuroscience has found what are called mirror neurons that make empathy that hardwired capability of healthy animal brains. So, empathy is a principle, a possibility, and a potential experience.

Long-term studies have shown that the brains of psychopaths have few if any functional mirror neurons piece of crack. Yet, like all victims of early childhood trauma, a psychopath has an overdeveloped amygdala. However, unlike most normal sufferers of PTSD, some psychopaths become major seeking payback, thrills, and neurochemical highs. Their mental functioning becomes more reptilian than mammalian. Therefore, psychopathic soldiers, politicians, psychotic executives, and serial killers are unable to empathize with the pain, sorrow, grief, anguish, and terror of others.

Clearly, empathy is essential to humanity, healthy mammals, and other social animal species. So, the principle and properties of empathy are essential to a holonomic ontology of humanity and the reality of being. Naturally, empathy also enables sympathy, pity, and compassion.
Yet, normal confabulation and confusion make sympathy, pity, and compassion seem like synonyms. That calls for resolution. For example, pity too often requires no empathy. Commonly, sympathy involves minimal empathy and little or no serious compassion. However, most civilized non-Buddhists equate compassion with pity or sympathy, or both. Yet, real compassion is spontaneously responsive and, thus, helpful, altruistic, sometimes heroic.

So, obviously, proper understanding and expression of empathy and compassion are critical for the optimum realization of optimal cultural wellness. Hence, the principle, properties, expressions, and understanding of empathy are essential for optimal ontology, axiology, science in general, and for sane civilization.

Joy: The principles, properties, qualities, and potentials of being, life, and sentience enabled all the modes of pleasure and enjoyment. Whatever we call the primal enabling principle (joy or bliss), most complex living beings seem to exhibit the effects of pleasure and enjoyment, if not to the extent that we do.

Of all species, we seem to have the greatest capacity for experiencing pleasure and joy. Yet, potential, capacity, and intensity are not the same thing. Like pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow are relative. Regardless of how animals and other beings experience joy, we can see and empathize with their expressions of bliss. Therefore, Buddha and all Buddhists recognize the essence of joy and blissful serenity as intrinsic to the nature of being and life. After all, energy science shows us that all living beings are like subfields of the cosmic field of being, the universe.

Thus, living beings are natural elements of universal intelligence and life. So, the principle and expressions of joy are also intrinsic to the nature of being. Medical research of immunity and neurochemistry have shown that joy enhances immunity, and that chronic distress and depression suppresses it. It was also shown that optimal serotonin levels enhance the ability of our mitochondria to protect us (and our DNA, etc.) by neutralizing toxins that make it through the cell wall. Clearly, the goodness and benefits of joy, serenity, and harmony are important realities, essential for bio-ethical axiology and realistic ontology (and ontologists, among others).

Mathematics: Mathematics (maths) is a a) field of systematic thought, b) a symbolic descriptive language, c) a technical discipline, d) a practice, and e) a science. It is enabled by logical and metalogical principles of being form, structure, function, logical relativity, axiology, and operational semiotics.

Mathematical principles and phenomena are virtual, non-physical, logical, psychophysical, and semiotic. So, its properties make maths descriptive, prescriptive, generative, and operative. They also enable mathematical functions, concepts, systems, complex constructs, communication, interactive applications, operations, and results.

Originally, maths developed as a semiotic discipline that existed for the sake of gaining useful knowledge and wisdom, the understanding of reality. Though maths now seems mostly used for practical tasks and commercial applications, its original purpose survives and drives the development of new metatheory. For example, we can now see that principles of mathematical logic are subsidiary expressions of enabling principles of morphic, structural, functional, and semiotic operational meta-logic. So,
maths is a subordinate subdomain of metamaths.

**Metamathematics:** “Metamaths” is the metatheory and metalanguage of the intrinsic metalogical principles and logic enabling and governing maths. It is also the ontology, sociology, and philosophy of maths and its epistemics. In other words, valid metamaths is the metalogical foundation of maths.

Wanting to confirm, expand, and extend the scope and potentials of maths and philosophy, David Hilbert initiated the modern approach to it. Yet, he failed to provide a well-defined foundation of metatheory, insufficient for supporting optimal maths (etc.). Holonomic metamaths deals with the actual nature of maths and the principles that enable it. Holotrophic development of holonomic metamaths enables new theory and metatheory, thus new uses, and new possibilities.

**Axiom:** “Axiom” is a symbolic label sometimes applied to “laws” of nature or maths, or elements of formulas.

Originally, to the Greeks, an axiom was a definition of a principle or statement about the nature of something that could be trusted as proven true, by long observation and experience, or with logic and/or by practical experiment. In that sense, holonomic meta-axioms have constituents, real semiotic components that express natural principles. They make the symbols, thoughts, maths, functions, and operations possible. Yet, axioms of limited conventional theories have limited validity and potential.

So, we have two kinds of axioms, 1) the provisional axioms of conventional logic, maths, and science; and 2) meta-axioms of valid metalogical metatheory that enable understanding principles that enable “laws” of nature. For example, type 1 axioms enabled set theory and QM-cosmology and their defects, and valid meta-axioms enable remedial R&D.

**Theory:** Theory, the word, is intimately related to the concept of divinity and/or theology and gods (or, more recently, to God). So, the Greeks of antiquity accepted and used notions of multiple gods (to deal with unknown facts of nature and being).

Naturally, since then, more modern ‘Western’ societies and their defeated competitors adopted the dominant paradigm of science, society, etc. Yet, a theory is an aggregation of theorems composed of combinations of assumptions, notions, conceptions, and/or interpretations of data (either observed or deduced). They provide approximate descriptions, speculative hypotheses, and incomplete explanations of actual phenomena, processes, and events. Therefore, truly scientific theory may be upgraded and falsified.

So, anyone who rejects or seeks to prevent effective critiques or upgrades of existing theory or faulty hypotheses is defending unscientific falsehoods or nonsense, not legitimate scientific theory.

**Metatheory:** Unlike conventional scientific theories and assumptions, principles, and valid theorems of post-modern maths metatheory are not validly falsifiable. So, as in conventional metatheory, statements of the truths of a holonomic metatheory are proven within its own context, yet also by virtue of pre-existing natural principles.
Principles of natural metalogic are not just concepts or elements of axioms, theorems, or hypotheses. So, holonomic metalogical metatheory (of nature’s enabling principles) is beyond falsifiability. Also, while anomalies and disputability reveal the incompleteness or fallacy of a theory, absence or minimization of anomalies confirms the completeness and validity of a metatheory. Wikipedia gives these interpretations of the meaning of conventional metatheory:

A metatheory is a theory whose subject matter is some other theory (a theory about a theory). Statements made in the metatheory of a theory are called metatheorems. A metatheorem is a true statement about a formal system expressed in a metalanguage. Unlike theorems proved within a given formal system, a metatheorem is proved within a metatheory, and may reference concepts that are present in the metatheory but not the object theory.

(Wik 2020-08-24)

For example, new paradigm maths metatheory is holonomic, describing and explaining the basic principles of enabling meta-logic, semiotics, maths, and numbers. Yet, they also enable thought, communication, practical activity, and being itself.

Ontologically, “metatheory” means the domain of discourse and body of knowledge pertaining to the principles and nature of being, forms, structures, functions, operations, and other phenomena. It underlies, supports, and functions beyond the scope of conventional systemic theory. Valid metamaths metatheory enables optimal theorems about actual and virtual phenomena, proof, objects of consciousness (principles, axioms, rules, numbers, geometries, algebras, systems, physics, and so on). Therefore, the holonomic metatheory of science deals with the self-evident logical and metalogical principles and semiotics required.

Understanding metatheory and maths evolves more easily by studying history. Related articles are helpful, especially the article on metalanguage @ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metalanguage

Number Theory: It may not seem relevant to a holonomic ontological theory of nature’s enabling principles, but redefining number theory relates directly to the principles enabling all scientific work.

For example, to be valid and viable, number theory must include the basics of numeric logic and semiotics. It must enable better understanding of the nature and potential of numbers, individually, as symbols, and as natural mental and semiotic phenomena. In other words, the only valid, viable number theory is holonomic, a logically whole, self-consistent, and logically complete metatheory of numeric logic, congruent with the actual nature of numbers.

Conventional number theory fails to explain what numbers are, and why and how they are what they are. It ignores the basics, what they relate to, how and why. So, modern number theory lacked a viable logical foundation of valid metatheorems (of metalogical principles enabling numbers and their properties). It also suffered from the lack of a unitive paradigm of science and maths.

Yet, good theory and metatheory of numbers and numeric logic must include all the required basics. Thus, holonomic number theory enables understanding of primal
principles of numeric logic, of form, structure, functions, relations, semiotics, and the results. Being based on the enabling metalogical principles of being, holonomic numeric metatheory is completely logical, self-consistent, and holotrophic (evolutionary, extensible). It includes the enabling principles of numeric logic. So, it fosters new theory and greater understanding, by integrating theory with enabling metatheorems.

Holonomic number theory is congruent with the actual metalogical principles of maths, next paradigm metamaths, and the holotrophic metatheory of logic and science. (see defs., Science & Proof Theory)

**Proof theory:** Modern proof theory was unfinished, incomplete, deficient, disputable, and suffered the lack of a completely defined metatheory of logic, maths, and proof. Thus, many important problems remained unsolved, some for centuries.

That lack of proofs partially proves the deficiencies of former proof theory. In fact, this project enabled realization of 2 mostly ignored elements of metamaths and optimum proof theory: satisfactory explainability and disputability.

Clearly, the greater the degree of a theorem’s (or proof’s) logical explainability (and intelligibility), the greater its success. Hence, the better the explainability, the more satisfaction, viability, and value provided. Yet, where optimum explainability is lacking, the greater the degree of a theory’s disputability, the greater the degree of its weakness and/or failure. Ontological proof theory is holonomic, based on holotrophic metamaths and its enabling metalogical principles.

The principles of meta-ontology’s metatheory enable logical and metalogical proofs of maths, and of optimum proof theory. For example, this work uses the principles and methods of optimum proof that enabled explaining the reasons for the historic failure to prove the truth of RH (Riemann’s hypothesis). With the most powerful “AI” computer systems available, RH was and is a hard NP-complete problem that was not solved by economical computation in “P time” (polynomial time).

Another prime proof that P ≠ NP is proven by the disputability, defects, incomplete definition, and deficient explainability of modern metamathematics (since Hilbert). Yet, holonomic proof theory enables logical confirmation of the possibility of resolving hard NP-complete problems computationally (in P time). However, that is possible only if the enabling logic, metatheory, and sufficient understanding (of enabling principles) are available to the programmers of the AI system. This work verifies that claim.

**Absolute proof:** Unlike conventional unconditional proofs and ‘finitistic’ proofs, absolute proof of a theorem or metatheorem may refer to primordial natural phenomena and primal principles that make it true, and unfalsifiable.

Absolute proofs combine comprehensive logic with definitive explanation and the results of experimental verification. So, a metatheorem may be proved absolutely within the context of a holonomic domain of discourse, as in holotrophic ontology or holonomic metamaths, or in a holonomic metalinguistic metatheory. (see: defs., Theory, Metatheory, Ontology)

**Perfect proof:** A perfect proof includes definitive, logical, and elementary proof of absolute truth, unconditionally verifying a conjecture, a theorem, or a proof. Perfect
proof is also congruent with natural principles, relevant metatheory, and related theorems. So, perfect proofs can explain exactly why hypotheses, theorems, and proofs are valid or truly viable.

For example, a theorem or metatheorem may be finitistic and truly complete, derivable from and proven per enabling principles, axioms, and holonomic meta-axioms, thus, durably reliable. Hence, perfect proof covers and resolves the whole of a problem, and enables optimal explainability, eliminating or minimizing disputability. Yet, a perfect proof can be falsifiable, but falsifying it requires foolishness (using logical fallacies, erroneous thinking, etc.).

**Elementary proof:** An ideal elementary proof shows that a phenomenon or truth is a) real or unreal or b) does what it does or c) does not or cannot do something. Logically (if not comprehensively), an elementary proof verifies basic truths or enabling elements of the subject of a hypothesis or theorem, or it disproves outstanding claims.

Euclid’s famous proof—that the possible quantity of primal numbers (the ‘primes’) cannot be finite—is an example of an elementary (yet non-explanatory) absolute proof. So, for example, elementary proof that some things or sets of things are infinite may not be disprovable, yet not enable explanation of how and why (they are infinite).

**Unconditional proof:** An unconditional proof may be elementary, absolute, or perfect, or simply technical, yet may be as falsifiable as any well-proven scientific theorem. On the other hand, a conditional proof is partial proof, with limited viability, not a complete proof of absolute truth, with definite reliability.

So, an unconditional proof (of a theorem or conjecture) derived from an incomplete and/or erroneous paradigm may be both falsified and replaced with a better proof of more effective theory.

**Technical proof:** A purely technical proof may rely on proven theory and/or conventional techniques. It requires no purely logical, elementary proof, nor any metatheory of enabling principles. A technical proof may be unconditional or conditional (with only partial and/or circumstantial validity). Hundreds or thousands of examples are produced with QM mathematics and QM cosmology.

Technical proofs need not explain or predict anything, and they rarely (if ever) enable better theory and metatheory. Also, they may and often do support obsolete theory.

**Finitistic proof:** While ignoring the required enabling principles, David Hilbert and his followers did their best to formalize logical terms, rules, and metatheorems of maths and proof. They wanted the best, most logically viable (complete and consistent) foundation of maths and proof.

The assumption was that, to be reliably perfect, proof of a logical truth must completely, formally, demonstrate noncontradictory integrity (of the axiomatic system) enabling it. Otherwise, a flawed or deficient system might never enable viable proof and durable certainty.

However, Alfred Tarski’s undefinability theorem (TUT) and Kurt Godel’s proof of his incompleteness theorem (GIT) proved Russell, Whitehead, and Hilbert wrong about
their project. So, increasingly, modern maths, number theory, and metamaths dropped most of Hilbert’s concerns and finitistic ideas. The Quine-Putnam “indispensability thesis” (QPIT) generated renewed interest in fundamental metamaths.

Some important work, new theorems, and hypotheses (of finitism, idealism, realism, naturalism, and holism) were fielded. Yet, as shown with perfect proof (of RH and metamaths), those attempts were neither fully satisfying, nor successful. Indeed, despite all the benefits, Hilbert never fully defined his metatheory, nor its paradigm.

Hence, lacking full congruency with propositional logic and enabling metalogical principles, Hilbert’s system lacked sufficient integrity, definability, and explainability. That proves the inadequacy of incomplete definition and inherent deficiency.

For the same reasons, modern metamaths, set theory, proof theory, and number theory (etc.) remained unfinished, incomplete, inconsistent (with logic and nature), and deficient. Therefore, they all suffer from refutability and deficient logical integrity. Likewise, defects of metamaths plague current QM physics, economics, and many other arenas of ‘applied’ science. Thus, without violating either TUT or GIT, this disproof of modern metamaths and pseudo-cosmology is a perfect finitistic proof of holonomic ontological metatheory and the metalogical principles of nature.

**Certainty:** In this ever-changing cosmos, uncertainty seems the basic mode of mind. Yet, we normally prefer and enjoy certainty, and the benefits it seems to assure. Thus, good science enables satisfactory certainty, yet only with optimum proof and sufficient explainability.

Death seems to make most of us dislike uncertainty. So, this revised metatheory of maths, proof, etc., includes certainty as a fundamentally essential element of optimal proof theory and metatheory. Clearly, we appreciate science and good theory because it provides satisfaction with certainty. It assures us that new knowledge is valid or, at least, that new theorems are as viable as possible.

Mainstream QM ‘cosmology’ and Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (ZFT) prevent arguments in favor of rules that enable satisfactory certainty of results (concepts and provable theorems congruent with reality). For example, because no well-defined metatheory existed before, set theorists decided to settle for theory that relies on notional continuity, selectivity, and the axiom of choice. Of course, that made subjectivity and limited logic superior to unbiased the objectivity, short-circuiting reliably logical certainty.

Yet, validity, value, and maths, its results, theorems, and metatheory depend on reliable, logical certainties. Certainty is enabled by and confirms awareness and, sometimes, validity.

Of course, a belief in or sense of certainty may be an illusion or delusional. So, valid certainty is a prime motive of science, maths, and proof. So, certainty requires actual congruency, making it indispensable for certainty and proof. So, both are key necessities for the logical integrity of metamaths, maths, and proofs in accord with reality.

**Falsifiability:** Viably valid scientific theory must not only be verifiable but also falsifiable, because the nature of universal being is transfinite.

Everything constantly changes, except for principles. Being beyond knowing
completely, actual and virtual phenomena may be recognized and understood, but not
fully described. Thus, to be congruent with reality and reflect the natural actualities
discovered by new and/or better observations, good theory must be evolutionary,
upgradable, and refutable, thus falsifiable. Unfortunately, most pop-stars and fans of
modern metamaths, cosmology, QM physics, and astronomy ignore their rejection of
falsifiability and refutability. That prevents progress and resolution of the SM’s current
crisis.

So, natural phenomena now challenge cherished SM assumptions, misconceptions,
and misinterpretations (of observed phenomena). So, observed phenomena and data
keep disproving the basics of current standard model theory. Yet, SM believers do all
they can to protect and preserve the incomplete foundation of existing theory (with ever
more excuses and wilder speculations).

Clearly, refusing to recall the necessity and importance of falsifiability and
refutability of valid scientific theory is a self-deluding abuse of science. Of course, it does
help to perpetuate confusion about the basics, which helps perpetuate enjoyment of
wrangling over theorems, hypotheses, and conjectures that lack and/or prevent optimal
verifiability, certainty, explainability, validity and/or completely logical provability.

Although valid tautologies and metatheorems congruent with principles of natural
reality are not effectively falsifiable, proving them and using them to prove theorems of
subordinate logical systems makes falsifiability an essential element of metamaths. So,
falsifiability is a critical element of meta-ontology and holonomic proof theory.

**Provability:** Provability is a key principle and necessity of good science (and maths).
Good theory is a description of phenomena or enabling processes (or a definition of
concepts and claims) that can be tested, verified (proven), and explained for generally
satisfactory certainty of truth, being congruent with reality, nature, and/or logic.

Therefore, realizing that a theorem or hypothesis is or is not provable is critically
important (to avoid retarding or preventing progress). Hence, especially for determining
computability, decidability is critically important for proof and certainty.

An unprovable set of statements or axioms fails to provide any certainty of validity,
hence failing to qualify as a viable theory of science (or maths). Even in the domains of
metatheory, where metalogical tautologies are valid—to be considered well-defined,
acceptable, and viably explainable—the elements of a metatheorem must be congruent
with natural reality or, at the least, perfectly logical.

Sadly, SM QM and modern cosmology make illogical theorems, misperceptions, and
fantasies about impossibilities seem like acceptable science. So, the deficiency of
provability and a vast number of disproofs (AKA anomalies) make SM ‘cosmology’ a
perfect example of why proof and provability are essential for good theory and science.

**Definability:** Einstein realized that the best understanding enables the best theory, the
best proof, and the best explanation. They all require and enable the best definitions of
terms that, ideally, they represent valid concepts and actual phenomena.

Thus, definability, the principle, enables the best theorems, metatheorems, proofs,
and proof theory. For example, post-modern metamaths enables and is enabled by
necessary definitions of terms that enable description and optimal explanation of the
elemental principles that enable maths and universal reality, the actualities of being. Hence, holonomic metamaths is able to correct the deficiencies that caused the failures of the pioneers of modern metamaths. Those deficiencies were caused by inadequate definability of the pioneers’ terms, axioms, theorems, and metatheory. So, completing the pioneers’ programs was impossible.

Lack of definability was clearly due to insufficient recognition and understanding of elemental principles, making the necessary foundation of metatheory an impossibility. Clearly, without optimum definability, sufficient explainability of metatheory and proof theory are impossible. Including the definitions of the enabling principles of maths and reality lets holonomic metamaths restore and fulfill the original purpose of maths: the development, study, discussion, knowledge, and understanding of universal reality, valid theory, and proof (for satisfactory certainty). Hence, holonomic metamaths enables better maths and science. (see defs., Falsifiability & Regularity)

**Explainability:** Inherently, good explainability indicates validity or adequacy and reliability; and it can support satisfactory results, certainty, and acceptability. It also tends to prevent or minimize objections, doubts, disputes, and disproof.

So, teachings, theorems, and assumptions that lack optimal explainability may lack value and necessary sufficiency, proportional to lack of validity or viability. In the fields of education, logic, maths, metamaths, engineering and other technical disciplines, any deficiency of theory or metatheory that hinders optimal explainability is unsatisfactory, and dangerous.

Explainability is clearly a key principle and element of the metatheory of science, maths, logic, and proof. It is therefore indispensable to good science and any theoretical work of real value and importance.

**Acceptability:** Acceptability is a fundamental principle of maths, metamaths, physics, valid theories, and definitive proofs. It should be considered essential for effective teaching and communicating valid information.

Unfortunately, acceptability can also seem to be an option, a variable quality of something that may lack validity or real value. So, some accept baseless opinion, erroneous assumptions, and lies because of deluded ignorance, irrational habit, or confusion (etc.). So, that kind of acceptability can and does cause or foster general acceptance of deficient or defective theory, bad science, and worse.

So, for science and proofs, acceptability must only be conceded when proven by validity, certainty, sufficiency, natural congruency, and optimal explainability.

**Reversibility:** Though not always available or applicable, some proofs of mathematical results or processes are verified by reversibility, the principle.

For example, a system or algorithm or a functional process that always produces valid results in reverse can be considered functionally reliable. In fact, as long as an operator or mathematician uses a functional formula or procedure properly, it can only produce the results enabled by the principles that enable it. The prime example is the arithmetic progression of positive integers, from zero to infinity, by adding one to each preceding sum. Of course, with subtraction, the process can be reversed from anywhere
along the number line. A more impressive example is the Collatz “hailstone cascade” algorithm (CCA):

Starting a sequence with any integer $n$, if the next integer is 1, the process stops. If the next integer is even ($2n$), then divide by 2, but if the second integer is odd, multiply by 3, then add 1. So far, for every starting $n$ of up to $\approx 2^{68}$ (about 300 quintillion), the process always ends with 1. Naturally, if you reverse the process (RCC) at every step, starting from 1, it always gets you to the right number that started the “forward” process.

Evidently, so many mathematicians are amazed and mystified by that, they see no acceptable proof of Collatz’ conjecture. Essentially, he guessed that his algorithm would always work for any positive integer, no matter how large. However, the process is more easily understood by thinking of it as reductive going “forward” (and down). In reverse, we can think of it as productive or expansive. We can also consider the reliability of arithmetic, progressions, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. However, seemingly, previous investigators failed to consider the principles that enable and ensure the reliability of arithmetic, its functionality, and its basic operations.

So, the CCA and RCC verify reversibility as proof of functional reliability. They also prove that a vast majority of highly educated, very talented mathematicians can be unaware of the basics (the logical principles) enabling maths, its results, and its potentials. This example also shows how falsifying or disputing valid theory, metatheory, and proof demonstrates ignorance and/or foolishness or worse. Clearly, this also confirms the reality and reliability of the principle of permanence. (see def., POP)

**Disputability:** Disputability, the fact or condition, is normally caused by a) lack of validity or certainty, b) deficient explainability, or c) faulty logic, d) doubt or ignorance. The principle disputability is an important element of holotropic metamaths, logical analysis, and proof theory. (see def., below) Even using common logic can enable and require disputability.

Clearly, mentality, intellect, sanity, reason, and truth enable insight or intuition and knowledge that support agreement and/or acceptance of the validity or realism and adequacy of an assumption or claim. Alternately, knowledge and reason or intuition may cause doubt or suspicion, or curiosity that supports the disputability of a questionable assumption or claim.

So, despite their many benefits, the various versions of modern metamaths, especially Hilbertian formalisms, and the many questionable assumptions and claims in the complex of debates on the Quine-Putnam Indispensability Thesis are all perfect examples of theory and metatheory infested with inadequacies, thus disputability. Hence, optimal explainability and viability are lacking. That justifies intuition or suspicion that necessary validity and logic (sufficient for unconditional proof) are absent.

Another example: This project enabled proof that SM number theory suffers disputability because of inadequate numeric metatheory, insufficient logic, and deficient explainability.

**Intelligence:** Essentially, intelligence is a mode of agency, and agency is a functional
principle of being and identity. The nature of being (its intrinsic enabling principles, properties, qualities, and potentials) enabled and sustains life and, therefore, its expressions and modes of agency, sentient awareness, and cognition. So, however primitive or seemingly simple, all beings and forms of being exhibit natural intelligence, at least as an enabling property or potential.

For example, healthy cells, mitochondria, and RNA exhibit primitive yet intentional agency, effective responsiveness, and purposeful behaviors (triadic coding, decoding, protecting, etc.). It seems only a passive database, yet DNA’s elemental morpho-structural logic embodies and expresses quadrinary bio-semiotic code. Of course, we have no reason to doubt that DNA-RNA intelligence, agency, and semiosis are limited only to biochemical coding. Their molecular structures can be thought of as somewhat like resonant bio-luminescent transponders or antennae, receiving and transmitting information at many EM frequencies (at near light-speed).

Clearly, that begs a big question. Where is the separation or difference (if any) between the intelligent agency of DNA-RNA (and life) and ours? The best answer seems to be that that is the wrong question. Life’s elemental subcellular intelligence and human being are inseparable. The main difference seems to be that ego’s socialization can enable stupidity.

So, stupidity is the opposite of wisdom, not of intelligence. Wisdom is the realization of the potential of life’s intelligence. Subversive social programming and biochemical emotional conditioning can limit and pervert our intelligence, agency, and wisdom. Fortunately, being seems to favor wisdom (and eliminate excess stupidity).

Awareness: Necessarily, awareness is the essential expression of mentality, the principle. Primal principles of being make the presence of awareness integral and universally pervasive. Otherwise, without awareness, perceptions, appearance, and knowledge, information would be impossible.

Awareness enables intelligence, understanding, and intentional response, however simple. Understanding the basis of awareness helps us understand the nature of perception, consciousness, intellect, and reality. We may then understand the depths and results of science, maths, logic, and intelligence.

Awareness is the primal essence of intelligence and perceptive cognition that enable consciousness. Understanding awareness and the primal logic of mentality permits realization of the interdependently nondual nature of subjective perception, cognition, and objects of consciousness. That understanding enables realization of the psychophysical nature of our self-world constructs. That permits awareness of the inseparability of fundamental principles and the phenomena they enable, empower, and sustain. (re: def., Intelligence)

Consciousness: Understanding the nature of consciousness is a necessity for fully understanding physics, relativity, QM, and reality, yet it seems to remain mysterious, confusing, and insufficiently defined.

However, without a valid, viable, generally satisfying definition and explanation of consciousness, the anomalies, uncertainties, futile arguments, and deficiencies of modern physics and cosmology will keep limiting physics and society. Now, despite
contenders who play at defining and explaining consciousness (without any foundation of elemental enabling principles), we can admit that consciousness is a property of sentient being, enabled by the actualities and potentials of awareness and mentality, the principle.

Naturally, awareness, sentient intelligence, knowledge, and consciousness are enabled by and express the nature of mentality, an intrinsic metalogical principle of being. Thinking that awareness, intelligence, consciousness, and thought are only products or expressions of physical or physiological functions and processes is simply foolishness. Clearly, like physicality, mentality, identity, personality, intentionality, and the other natural principles enable a) mind and sentience, b) subjective consciousness, c) observation, and d) objects of conscious perception.

So, awareness is the interactive essence and expression of mentality; and consciousness is the condition of sentient intelligence. It expresses the intrinsic metalogical principles and properties of mind and mentality. The actual, nonphysical principles of being enable the physical and biological embodiments and/or expressions of consciousness. Reversing that metatheorem would imply the existence of an a priori but, as yet, undiscovered material or physical process that magically produced living, perceiving, sentient beings, thoughts, and intentions. However, no magical mind-making substance or physical objects or process could ever cause mentality or minds.

Because the principles that enable all substances and minds are enabled by other metalogical principles, they determine their functions and potentials. The nature of being, form, structure, functionality, interactivity, energy, and all its universal embodiments and expressions of reality (\(U_R\)), enabled \(U_R\) and the nature of life, as is, long before planet Earth existed. Since then, because of their nature, the primal principles of \(U_R\) have never changed its nature or the nature of consciousness.

Nonphysical principles have nothing to change, and they never enabled anything else that could change them. Physical processes cannot change nonphysical principles that enable matter, energy, events, and consciousness of transient conditions. Otherwise, there could be no finite forms, durable structures, characteristic properties and functions of life, entities, things, places, and no sense of time. Yet, reliably durable elements are intrinsic to the field of being and consciousness.

For example, science has discovered molecular evidence of life in the outer reaches of the heliosphere (this solar system) and far beyond. That supports the possibility of biological life being intrinsic to being-as-a-whole, throughout the universe. Also, in even the most primitive forms of life—prions, virions, viroids, archeo-bacteria, and tardigrades—we see the basics of purposive intentionality (a subsidiary principle and property of mentality). In fact, the species of [microscopic] tardigrades can revert to a spore-like form that survives intense high-energy radiation outside Earth’s atmosphere.

Hence, we can admit that a species of being with any awareness of the field (of being, and its ‘3D’ dimensionality of local ‘space’) proves that even primitive expressions of intentionality demonstrate:

1. expressions/embodiments of mentality
2. forms/modes of subjective awareness, and
3. consciousness, however limited or unrecognizable
In our human case, we can understand apparently impossible mental phenomena as the evidence of our possibly limitless potential capabilities. In other words, the potentials of human mentality may be as limitless as the potentials of universal being, its mentality, creativity, energy, and power. After all, all properties, processes, and potentials are enabled and sustained by (and belong to) being, its universe, and its nature. So, for example, pre-mortem and post-mortem OBE’s (out of body experiences) and accurate clairvoyance (visions and precognition of actual future events) can be understood as naturally generated potentials of consciousness, enabled by the intrinsic potentials and properties of energy, enabling meta-energy, universal intelligence, and mentality, the enabling integral principle of mind and identity.

Thus, we can accept that the intelligence and consciousness of mind and DNA can exist without, before, and after living brains and bodies. We can see that proven by research enabling progressive understanding of mental functioning by using EM sensors placed on (outside) the head. They detect patterns of EM field-effects caused by the brain’s activity. Yet, like ±96% of the cosmic field (its hyper-luminal energy AKA ‘dark’ energy), we cannot directly detect the presence of the mind’s field of meta-energy.

Still, we can study the patterns of EM emanations and local field-effects of mind (awareness, consciousness, thinking, etc.), enabled by neural functioning, enabled by intrinsic metalogical principles and properties of mentality. Hence, we can come to understand the meanings of the patterns and meta-energy enabling the whole of being (the cosmos). Thus, we should accept OBE and precognition as natural evidence of the pervasive intelligence of the filed of being and its nature.

They also prove that ‘mind’ is not simply a ‘physical’ product of ‘normal’ biochemical, physiological functions (of a ‘living’ body), but an intrinsic potential of universal reality. So, we can be sure that the existence of consciousness is an inherent expression of the intrinsic potentials of mentality.

**Mind:** Mind is a word, a symbolic concept that refers to our ideas about phenomena enabled by the principles of mentality (etc.). However, mind can also be considered a principle and property of being (the cosmos).

For example, we have minds, and we exist as embodied expressions of being (and its nature, “in” the universe). Therefore, mind is a principle and/or property of the nature of universal being. However, depending on our social conditioning and internal or external factors, the nature and properties of mind can seem mysterious or dubious. So, many modern people fail to think of mind as an integral mode of being, intrinsic to the nature of the cosmos.

Yet, the reality of intelligence—as a potential of universal being—is self-evident, beyond serious doubt. DNA and the purposiveness of RNA should inspire certainty that mind is enabled and sustained by nature, the greatest of all coders and communicators. Clearly though, many modern materialists and religionists maintain excess confusion.

The In ancient Asia, some thinkers realized that perception and cognition are inseparable, and that concepts and perceptions are interdependent. They also realized that the nature of mind and body is beyond what we think of as physical reality. So, they realized that the nature of mind and the nature of reality (the cosmos) are nondual, not separate.
Some Buddhists then came to think of our mental faculties as being somewhat like our sensory faculties, a more subtle 6th sense. However, we think of it, mind is clearly an expression of being, enabled by DNA+RNA and their natural enabling principles (including mentality).

**Being:** The universe (all phenomena) and being are not separate events. Beingness is the essential expression of actuality, the most essential enabling principle of its nature. Being’s nature is a) its intrinsic metalogical principles, b) subsidiary enabling principles (such as physicality, etc.), c) its qualities, d) its properties, and e) the processes that enable it (being). What exists is being; and what is not is a part or form or process of being does not exist.

For example, nonphysical qualities and enabling principles are actual elements of being, so they exist. Thoughts, assumptions, theories, fantasies, dreams, illusions, and delusions exist (as nonphysical phenomena), but the unrealities perceived or believed do not exist. An important quality of being is its liveliness, energy, and action. By considering the whole of reality (the cosmos) as the presence or “field” of being (not mostly nonexistent emptiness + little bits of mysterious energy/matter) we can understand its liveliness as all pervading.

We can understand being because its intrinsic enabling principles of being empower and sustain its energy, properties, qualities, and potentials, including mentality and the existence of life—intelligent beings, species of beings—and constituent forms of being (mitochondria, viroids, DNA-RNA, proteins, elements, etc.). For example, the nature of being enabled human being as an embodied expression of its nature and potential. So, we can understand it because being enabled our awareness of it, its nature, and its potentials. (see the defs. of Mentality, Awareness, Nothingness, etc.).

**Nothingness:** For viable macro-ontology and meta-ontology, nothingness is an important logical principle. Yet, its actuality does not exist in any nondependently physical way. As nonbeing, “nothingness” means that which does not exist. As a condition of absence or lack, nothingness is knowable only relative to something or everything that exists.

Obviously, what does exist is everything, the totality of what exists, the universe. So, even what seems to be empty ‘space’ is indirectly detectable hyper-energy that enables, interacts, and moves with ordinary plasma, cosmic currents, galaxies, atoms, etc. Therefore, nothingness and all symbolic representations of it are things that exist only as psycholinguistic or psychophysical phenomena.

**Bio-ethics:** Natural bio-ethics came before ethics and morals. Remember, prior to 2 million years ago, our ancestors were good learners. Learning that good and bad choices and actions cause good or bad results was clearly a helpful evolutionary development.

Archeologists and paleo-anthropologists found evidence of spirituality and religious traditions of people who lived more than more than 200,000 years ago. We also have solid proof that our earliest humanoid ancestors enjoyed successful, cooperative hunting and gathering. Their infants clearly enjoyed the loving care of devoted, empathetic mothers and fathers, pair-bonded couples—freed of constant conflict and competition.
for mating rights and dominance. So, more than 3 million years ago, human culture was succeeding because of a) empathy, b) consideration, c) our unique physiology and our neurochemistry, and d) the enabling principles of nature.

Obviously, all that required the prior development of natural ethics, intrinsic to our whole way of doing to being human. Later—more than 150,000 generations later—our ancestors related natural phenomena and forces to mystic, supernatural causes and possibilities. We see that fact proven by the most ancient cave paintings and the logical semiotics of our pleistocene forerunners. In fact, the extremely durable legendary histories of the most ancient indigenous cultures (of Australia, North America, and Africa) confirm the reality of intrinsic bio-ethics that sustained the respect for nature that sustained them.

That also lets us see that the more systematic, formally codified ethics and moralism of urban civilizations were not only much more recent, but much less successful, much less supportive of adaptive sustainability. Of course, China seems to offer a counter-example. Yet, its current version of kleptocratic imperialism shows no signs of multi-millennial sustainability.

Clearly, the root cause of social decay, declining quality of life, and self-destruction that ended all earlier civilizations involved anti-ethical, normalized mass-psychosis. In other words—as people became less connected with nature and each other—egocentric consciousness, natural values, and intrinsic bio-ethics were subverted or superseded by increasingly a) perverse egoism, b) artificial values, and c) exploitive moral systems that served the ruling elites.

So, it seems that the recent resurgence of interest in bio-ethics, so fiercely resisted by regressive elitists (and their unwitting victims), is a direct result of the deficiencies and perversities of kleptocracy’s anti-natural, self-doomed pseudo-moralism. Indeed, global evidence of the malignancy keep accumulating as the destructive process accelerates. Of course, as in previous cycles of decline, ruin and destruction accelerate exponentially as sociopolitical and socioeconomic dysfunctionality increase.

For instance, the toxic effects and increasingly destructive climate destabilization this civilization’s ruinous impacts are already increasing at exponential rates. Still, despite PR hype and official rhetoric about the promise of AI, so far, the vast majority of its uses and development projects serve superior surveillance, better marketing, higher profits, and better exploitation of disinfomed consumers. The fact that AI has not reversed the general corporate management strategy of “functional stupidity” provides proof that the GIGO (garbage in, garbage out) rule of computer science still rules.

Thus, instead of using AI to reverse civilization’s decline and biocidal impacts as rapidly as possible, AI now accelerates the process. The fact that the above truths are generally unknown or ignored—and that truly appropriate global emergency response is being generally refused, while consumption and destruction accelerate—proves that a general deficiency of bio-ethics ensures the doom of defective societies.

**Morality:** It may be a subsidiary principle of society, enabled by humanity, but ideas and beliefs about morality prove mass-confusion.

There may be as many versions of morality and moralism as there are social groups and individuals. So, optimal bio-ethical science and praxis require deconstruction and
de-confusion. Still, confusing rhetoric and disinformation are so pervasive, detangling the truth from fictional opinions may seem an overly gigantic task. Yet, being principles, the nature of both morality and ethical integrity makes resolution fairly simple.

For example, being a highly complex social species, activity, causality, and our natural limitations make us subject to the consequences of our choices and actions. They also determine our quality of life, our personal and cultural wellness and joy, or illness and worse. So, over thousands of generations and millennia—as cultures developed, rose, declined, and fell or were wiped out—most human beings and families came to understand the interdependence of personal and cultural wellness. In other words, our natural preferences—for life, wellness, joy, pleasure, harmony, and prosperity—tended to cause ever greater interest in the causes.

Gradually, cultural learning and natural selection favored the development of more effective bio-ethical wisdom traditions, then ever more complex systems of religious moralism, theology, dogmas, and arbitrary social norms. So, evidently, countless cycles of disaster, atrocities, genocidal war, and regressive, increasingly systematic tyranny caused chronic, multigenerational traumatic and post-traumatic distress syndrome. That led to the increasing my poems systemization of exploitation, mass indoctrination, mass-confusion, systemic corruption, and moral decay that was increasingly automated by the industrialization of neo-feudal imperialism.

Now, obviously, nothing could be more important than understanding the nature and ways of anti-ethical socioeconomic manipulation and exploitation of cultures, the sciences, education, and moralism. So, that, and finding remedies, is a core value and aim of holonomic, realistic ontology.

**Strange attractors:** Like ‘dark’ stuff, and other SM anomalies, the label “strange attractor” is a verbal landmark proving ignorance, misunderstanding, and deficient theory. For example, some regions of the universal field ‘look’ dark and totally empty, being very far from all galaxies and galaxy clusters. However, some seem attractive, with very high temperatures.

All that heat ‘normally’ indicates energetic activity and massive SM matter. Yet, SM physicists are as baffled by that anomaly as by the thousands of others that disprove their pseudo-theory. Obviously, the only things that attract anything or anybody are pheromones and other signals for facilitating mating, hunting, and sale of products. That is so because all flow phenomena of the $MDE^\infty$ field of energy and hyper-energy are best understood with terms that best describe the fluid dynamics and enabling fluid mechanical principles that make it all possible (and visible as fluidic phenomena). High ‘pressure’ regimes/regions are not attracted to lower pressure regions/regions, because they are not separate things or isolated events/processes.

Fluidic flow phenomena are inseparable field-effects of the field and subfields of interdependent $MDE^\infty$ energy and hyper-energy. That is as true of magnets and hydraulic processes as it is of the whole of the cosmic field of being. So, the basic assumptions and interpretations of obsolete theory are simply invalid (thus, terminally deficient). The hyper-plasmonic modes of the field of energy and hyper-energy are constantly sustaining a responsive ‘push’ of co-emergent energy. That enables the detectable forms, modes, and effects of energy that are recycled back into the hyper-
frequency modes of the circuit. (see defs., Energy & Matter)

However, in SM pop-sci media and mainstream literature, we see little or nothing about those apparently dark, colossal regions of intergalactic $MDE^\infty$ field phenomena. Likewise, we now see little or no work on the huge cosmological constant problem, despite ever-increasing evidence provided by all the heliospheric, galactic, and extra-galactic phenomena discovered via new astronomy. Now, doing real scientific work (mentally, empirically, theoretically, and experimentally) requires courageous exploration and investigation where no modern QM theorists dared to go: into the realm of truly holistic science.

On the other hand, the recent Nobel prize for using maths to confirm the possibility of ‘Black Holes’ proves the degree of confusion and decline of the paradigm of modern science and society. Of course, there are CGI images of data that seem to show evidence of black holes in galactic cores. However, the associated data and images could just as well be seen and understood as a phenomenon in the center of axial galactic vortices. Also, with fluid dynamics, a toroidal or quasi-spheroidal cosmic vortex of a maturing ‘strange attractor’ can be equally easily understood as a pre-luminal embryonic nebula. (see defs., Galaxy & Black Hole)

Yet, heat requires causes, interacting subfields, varying rates of flow, and the effects of turbulence (etc.). Obviously, the cosmos is the totality of such phenomena (and their energetic emanations). It may be possible that the spin of the whole cosmos interacts with the different rates of motion of its hyper-luminal and luminal subfields (another possible cause of seemingly strange cosmic heat).

**Black Hole:** Like the Big Bang hypothesis, the Black Hole hypothesis was caused by SM QM maths, materialistic assumptions, misinterpretations, antique beliefs, deficient linguistics, subverted ontology, and misunderstandings (re: time, space, energy, nature, reality, maths, etc.). In other words, the fact that maths is sometimes used to describe real mechanics of being (etc.)—such as the cosmic effects of electro-magnetic and kinetic forces ($EE+KF$), planetary motions and orbital trajectories—does not mean that whatever mathematicians think about their model approximations, probabilities, and QM statistics are natural realities. Nor do QM maths and SM presumptions excuse or justify abuses of logic and science.

Yet, clearly, believing in conjectures (educated guesses) about: a) an unknowably impossible point that suddenly appeared from nowhere & nothing—before being, energy, and causes existed — then turned into everything (mostly empty space & ‘dark’ stuff), as an ongoing explosion that keeps accelerating, and/or b) that causeless, hyper-tiny particles of QM material can have a supernatural power that causes gravity enables believing in almost anything, no matter how ridiculously unreal it is.

For example, they should know that $E_{EMF}$ is $10^{39}$ times stronger than $G_{F}$ (gravity), and realize what that means (re: cosmic form, structure, functionality, etc.), but QM gurus and fans believe that gravity rules physical reality. Of course, that is another result of ignoring other inconvenient truths of the cosmos. So—instead of seeing and realizing the nature of all the a) ultra-colossal EMF+KF flow phenomena, b) hyper-dense plasma & hyper-plasma phenomena (all the ‘dark’ hyper-luminosity, radiation pressure, compression, etc.), and c) the enabling principles of hydrodynamics and fluid mechanics
(enabling, empowering, and sustaining the ultra-colossal effects at and surrounding the centers of galactic vortices)—QM cosmologists and apologists focus of the results of statistical maths. Of course, that supports their interpretations of their approximal models and fantastic probabilities (that have little or nothing to do with cosmic reality, realistic physics, and good science).

Now, despite axial dual-vortices spanning billions of LY (billions of trillions of miles, sometimes aligned with several other galaxies’ axial vortices)—among thousands of other rapidly increasing “anomalies” (disproofs)—the gurus and fans of deficient QM cosmology insist that their abuses of maths and science guarantee the existence of Black Holes (in mysteriously empty yet ever-more rapidly expanding, yet still ill-defined, geometric yet impossibly curvy space-time). Of course, to the victims of such defective logic and faux-science, this critique could seem overly harsh or simply unrealistic.

However, a bit more evidence should eliminate residual confusion and misplaced trust (in SM QM cosmology, Black Holes in maths, etc.). For instance, we see and hear Black Hole lovers talking about everything but the enabling principles, properties, and actualities of galaxies. Of course, we also never see actual evidence of a star large enough to gobble up a galactic-scale subfield of the unified field of universal being (and its energy, etc.). Nor do the Black Holers have a single shred of raw data proving that even one galactic-scale super-star ever existed. What they do have is their misinterpretations of observations and data (re: phenomena ruled by the magneto-dielectric (MDE) nature of the energy of being, i.e., the cosmos).

Clearly, believing in or maintaining cosmologically fictional Black Holes in a QM maths fantasy of empty probability-space, requires ignoring the almost inconceivably vast energy (and the totality of EMF+KF of galactic phenomena) empowering and sustaining a) galaxies, b) their central axial cores of concentric ultra-high-energy plasmas and hyper-plasma vortices, and c) the magneto-dielectric currents that carry galaxies, galaxy clusters, and galaxy super-clusters across many billions of LY (to macro-anodic destinations in the “field” of MDE”). It also enables and temporarily supports believing that phenomena enabled by physicality, the principle, are present without causal factors and enabling principles of being (its nature). That is clearly absurd, unrealistic.

**Red shift:** The currently dominant interpretation of cosmic “red shift” is an illogical invention. It requires only belief that an expansion of nothingness from nowhere can accelerate forever for no reason. Despite such popular shibboleths, like Pasteur, Edwin Hubble came to doubt what became the popular interpretation of his most famous result (the constant of cosmological expansion).

There are 2 main alternatives to the anti-theistic supernatural materialist notions of cosmic existence: 1) an upgrade of Feynman’s “shrinking universe” hypothesis, and 2) the dynamic, post-Prigoginean paradigm. Like the original Feynman model, its upgrade includes both entropic loss of mass and negentropic replacement (with a greater number of smaller units), yet also the dynamic interactions of “light” with the intervening subfields (of light, etc.) between us and distant sources. Option 2 makes shrinking and expanding realities unnecessary by acknowledging that interactive nature and potentials of a) the field, b) its countless interactive, interpenetrating subfields, and c) the dynamic effects (forces).
In other words, per scenario #1, the wavelengths of light streaming away from very distant sources (as spheroidal wavefronts) seem to indicate receding distance because of a) gradually decreasing energy of the sources and b) losses due to interactions with the many subfields of E along the way. In view #2 (the holonomic view of reality), changing wavelengths and frequencies of spheroidal emanations of E (“light”), streaming away from sources, are caused by a) ongoing changes at the source and b) EMF phenomena (changes) across the many interacting, interpenetrating subfields (of the cosmos).

Of course, view #2 is supported by observed effects of hyper-luminal hyper-plasma (‘dark’ energy/matter) on the elemental energies (and light) of galaxies. That makes this another disproof of QM cosmology’s excess anomalies (i.e., illogical absurdities).

**Fields:** The term, though generally confusing, can be useful, as long as we recall that it relates to a vague analogy for a property of being. So, “field” can refer to mental constructs and objects of maths, theoretical physics, and plasma physics. The field of energy some call “the vacuum” (or ‘space’) has magneto-dielectric properties. We can be sure of that because most of them were discovered, measured, tested, and described more than 100 years ago.

For example, the intrinsic principles enabling the field and its field-effects give it some properties of conduction, resistance/insulation, impedance, permittivity, potential (energy), and other qualities common to materials required for electro-magnetic phenomena. Yet, nothing lacks existence and properties. So, clearly, the field’s magneto-dielectric nature and properties prove it something other than nothingness.

However, a field of wild grass may be more like an interface between subfields of the cosmic field $\{MDE^{\infty}, E_{EM}\}$—of magneto-dielectric and elemental-material energy—than the SM models or an EM ‘field’ of a magnet moving in Earth’s EM field. It may be an accident of sociolinguistic limitation and deficient epistemics that “field” was chosen to label what may as well be seen as a vast sky-ocean of energy. Yet, confusion also seems to come from being somewhat like fish or birds, who never see the medium in which they live and move. However, as long as we bear in mind that the term (field) is an arbitrary label (not what it labels), it will not confuse us.

For example, science proved that energy gives form, structure, and functionality to everything—to us, and to everything within and around us. Consider the solidity of ice and the ocean’s fluidity, and the supra-fluid form and functionality of high-temperature steam—the energy, hyper-energy, and meta-energy of the universal field of being enables and sustains all those forms and modes of energetic matter. It does so without isolated subatomic points of magic and maths. The meta-physicality, hyper-liquidity, and meta-gaseous hyper-plasma that fills ±96% of being’s quasi-spheroidal vastness needs no spooky maths.

In other words—like Earth’s ocean and sky, the sun’s sky, and the galaxy’s local sky and beyond—the universe is a unified supra-fluidic field, enabled and sustained by its intrinsic metalogical principles. Coincidentally (not accidentally), we see that reality in the forms of cloud-like nebulae and the many forms of vortical field-flow above and below galactic cyclones of plasma and stars (etc.). The temperature, solar weather, and radiant flow we see at the interface we call the sun’s photosphere and corona give us actual evidence. The corona is nearly 5 times hotter than the ‘surface’ because the extra-
solar pressure gradient enables that much more activity (vibratory interaction), radiance, luminous and ultra-luminous emanation, and bidirectional flow events.

In fact, the colossal fluidic (ionic) ‘mass’ ejections and streams of plasma (magneto-dielectric double-vortices, etc.) keep accelerating as they speed away from the sun, towards the ‘local’ planetary subfields, to the fringe of the “heliosphere” (the solar sub-field) and beyond. Regardless, SM QM cosmology makes the reality impossible, because

1. G (gravity) rules SM astrophysics, and
2. empty SM ‘space’ cannot support electricity, and
3. a SM sun only creates magnetism, not electricity, and
4. SM cosmologists ignore the inseparability of EM events, and
5. they refuse to revise their SM beliefs, assumptions, theorems, etc.

Yet, in spite of the mainstream SM QM cosmologists’ belief system—and because of its very reliable enabling principles—the \( \{MDE^\infty, E_{em}\} \) field and the sun keep doing what they do. Why and how do they do so? Because the further from the sun, the less turbulent interactions to slow the flow, and the more focused the EM driving force of the magneto-dielectric response (of the field).

Also recall the vast difference of magnitude and amplitude of the EM force [at \( \approx 10^{39} \) times greater] compared to G (the gravitational effect); also, at 0°K, the \( \{MDE^\infty, E_{em}\} \) field’s “Planck energy” density \( (D_{EP}) \) is \( \approx 10^{113} \) greater than ordinary matter’s \( D_{E} \) and, so, combined, that gives us

**Eq. 0:** \( (MDE^\infty, E_{em}) E_{EMF} + E_{PH} \geq 10^{152} > G \)

Yet, it seems reasonable to wonder about high-energy rays, ions, and electrons. However, as explained above, we see what may look like spheroidal particles of light because atoms and other super-/ultra-/hyper-miniature plasmoids have photospheres, coronas, somewhat like those of stellar plasmoids. Yet, those are field-effects caused by local activity and densities of resonant pressure gradients, interactive flows, turbulence, and luminous interference patterns. So, we can think of them as being somewhat like omni-dimensional, animatronic holograms, projected from each vector of emergent force (within their elemental spheroids and vortices), energy, and hyper-energy.

Where does all the field’s vast energy and power come from? It comes from everywhere and beyond (the meta-energy mode of the field and its hyperactive potency). In other words, energy, force, and power are expressions of the intrinsic metalogical principles that enable and determine the properties, forms, functions, and potentials of the field, its subfields, and field-effects at all scales.

So, we can now understand the realities enabling thermonuclear fission, explosions, implosions, and fusion as results of either – a) disruptive, disintegrative destabilization of internal and external flow regimes, and/or as results of naturally occurring plasma flow and super-compression. Yes, resonant vibratory modalities and pressure gradients normally sustain the characteristic forms, structures, functions, and interactivities of the elements, in their native ‘rest’ states. For example, the more reactive or massive and complex the form, structure, internal functions, modes of flow, vibration, and interactions of an element’s nuclear ensemble (of plasmoid nucleons), the less it can resist disruptive field effects.

Thus—relative to hydrogen or its ‘free’ ionic-protonic plasmoid core—the core
ensemble of uranium or a transuranic element is constantly being pressured (from within and without) to disintegrate. So, the ‘radioactive’ (dissipative) emanations of ‘unstable’ elements and isotopic forms of energetic matter can be thought of as like high-energy effervescence. Remember, the core energy-density of the intrinsic-neutronic hyper-plasma vortices of elemental ensembles (of nuclear vorticles) is $\pm 10^{113}$ greater than the extrinsic energy-density of elemental matter; and its EM force is $\pm 10^{39}$ greater than G field-effects (due to omni-directional fluid mechanics and hydrodynamics). Also, recall that all phenomena are enabled and caused by intrinsic principles sustaining the 3 basic modes of the energetic field: ‘ordinary’ energy & matter and the 2 regimes of hyper-energy (and by their interactions).

For example, when it ‘escapes’ or is forced out of a complex element, a neutronic vorticle (plasmoid) lasts about 14 seconds and, allegedly, emits an ‘electron’ and a tasty yet virtually ‘massless’ anti-neutrino (instead of an anti-electronic positron). Then, allegedly, the previously neutral ‘nucleon’ seems to turn into a protonic vorticle (a hydrogen ion). Despite all the virtual realities, assumption, and confusion, SM QM and QCD also require other causeless and as yet unexplainable hypotheses, causing the infamous QM “neutron decay puzzle” (the NDS anomaly). Now, per post-modern ontology, the neutronic ‘dark’ stuff mystery (NDSM) is also obsolete.

However, using existing facts and methods of fluid mechanics, hydrodynamics, and upgraded (Prigoginean) thermo-dynamics* we can easily understand what really happens when a ‘neutral’ magneto-dielectric double-vorticle is ‘pinched-off’ and ejected from a protonic vorticle (nucleon) ensemble as a hyper-plasmoid explosion artifact. Clearly, that happens when a disruptive field effect (process or event) causes a disintegrative perturbance, a disruptively turbulent, disorderly destabilization and change of internal configuration, pattern of flow, and interaction.

The basic form and functionality of an elemental phenomenon (of the local field) may be sustained yet transformed. In other words, the balance of the magneto-dielectric forces of the contra-rotatory flows of an elemental vorticle’s internal plasma and hyper-plasma vortices may be altered without changing its characteristic atomic form. How and why must that be true? Recall that the nature of being requires and sustains simplicity, integrity, regularity, and reliability. Those essential metalogical principles enable and sustain form, structure, function, energy, and generative interaction.

In other words, nucleonic cores of complex elements are like whirling, writhing, yet very orderly toroids or spheroids of sex-crazed snakes (made of hyper-fluid bidirectional vortices). So, an M Theory fix of String Theory is as unnecessary as the equally over-complicated, unexplanatory QED, SED, and QCD (and all the ridiculous excuses and anomalies they cause and require). The orderly, habitual configurations and relations of the elements—and their characteristic knots of internal double-vortices of energy and hyper-energy—are caused and sustained by the enabling field modalities, resonant harmonics, subharmonics, pressure gradients, characteristic interactions, forces, turbulent regimes, and sustaining effects of the metalogical principles of being.

The foregoing facts, theorems, and metatheorems also help explain the phenomena that adherents of QM, QED, and QCD misperceive, misunderstand, and misinterpret as fractional spin and partial charge phenomena. For instance, motion is motion. There is no half motion, nor any fractional spin. A thing either moves or spins, or it does not.
Misusing the word “spin” is a symptom of the linguistic problem explained in Appendix B, below (p. ?). Understanding the realities of elemental energy phenomena is easy when we eliminate the confusing SM rhetoric and shibboleths. For example, ordinary hydrodynamics and fluid mechanics help us understand nature’s many kinds of interactive flow, laminar flow, pressure gradients, turbulent regimes, and vortical transport events—like hurricanes, tornados, lightning, electronic flow, and elemental vortical flow. Those forms and modes of energy transport are enabled by principles that enable and sustain all fluidic, super-fluid, and hyper-fluid phenomena.

The most physical proof of that theorem is the super-fluidic modes of helium-3 ($^3$He) and helium-4 ($^4$He). For example, liquid $^3$He or $^4$He poured into a container—in a suitably cryogenic environment—cannot be contained in it, despite gravity. In other words, superfluid $^3$He and $^4$He defy the ‘law of gravity’ and most of the SM physics belief system. They can and do spread themselves as thin as possible over a suitable surface of another substance.

Why and how? The SM excuse is that, while their temperatures enable superfluidity, $^3$He and $^4$He escape the force of friction. Of course, saying that fails to explain how or why they do what they do. Nor does making up ever more exotic maths or graphs or new hypothetical sub-nucleonic particles help us understand anything more about the nature of $^3$He and $^4$He, or of nature itself. However, like all other elemental forms and modes of energy, the nature and potentials of $^3$He and $^4$He are enabled and determined by and respond to the nature and forces of the local subfield in which they exist, the most powerful being EM forces.

So, the magneto-dielectric nature, energy, and forces of local subfield regimes—not gravity—dominate the activity of $^3$He and $^4$He. So, we can deduce and infer the principles and modes of energetic interaction that cause the properties, potentials, and modes of superfluid $^3$He and $^4$He and all other fluidic events. Hence, using the logic and facts of hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, and plasma physics we can relate interactions of superfluid $^3$He and $^4$He with their [cryogenic] local subfields (surfaces, planets, stars, galaxies, cosmic plasma currents, and local hyper-plasma flow events) to the causal, enabling principles and well-known $MDE\infty$ & EMF field-effects.

For example, we can deduce and infer superfluid $^3$He and $^4$He activities by relating them to the interactions of the regimes of the $MDE\infty$ revealed by cryogenic electromagnetic storage toroids (EMST) and ordinary magnets.

First, though its liquid helium cooling medium may not be superfluid, the whole inner subfield of an EMST is super-conducting because the flow of energy it sustains is hyper-fluid. So, when its local $MDE\infty$ subfield’s condition is optimum, there is nearly 0 (zero) counter-acting resistance to flow (of energy), nor significant losses (dissipation of energy). In fact, sub-microscopic images taken at the interfacial boundary layer of the cryogenic and noncryogenic domains (the inside & outside) of EMSTs reveal nanotorndos (of bidirectional energy flow) forming, writhing, and ceasing, repeatedly. That enables ‘recharging’ of the EMSTs ‘inner’ $MDE\infty$ subfield (of luminal electronic plasma and hyper-luminal hyper-plasma). Like all tornadic/cyclonic events, nano-tornados are concentric double dual-vortices of $MDE\infty$ flow. Thus, their writhing axial core, though looking empty, is a hyper-luminal dual-vortex of hyper-plasma flow.

Now—far beyond what SM theory can explain—this view of a cryogenic EMST’s
activity is also supported by the seemingly strange magnitude and super-extension of its ‘magnetic’ field (i.e., its local $MDE^\alpha$ subfield). This approach also lets us understand and explain how and why its local $MDE^\alpha$ subfield extends so far beyond SM explainability. Still, we must always bear in mind that the best theory requires and enables the best understanding and explanation. Describing fractions of reality does not equal explanation.

Yet, despite the lack of adequate explanation, why do fans of SM QM cosmology ignore thousands of logical, astronomical, and elemental disproofs? The most logical answer is that pop SM SMEs are either embarrassed or too intellectually (and ethically) dishonest or irresponsible, or else, possibly, simply confused or emotionally immature. Proof of those possibilities is confirmed by this metalogical explanation of the enabling principles and processes that allow superfluid helium to flow ‘up’ the walls of containers (away from planetary ‘centers of gravity’), despite gravitic side-effects ($G_{fl}$) of local subfields.

So, superfluid helium and other ‘matter’ at or very near $0^\circ$K (the “Z point” interface) are nearly perfectly resonant with the hyper-frequencies of the field of being, its ground/rest-state. So, superfluid helium always seeks the way of least resistance to its state of least turbulence, least stress, for greatest laminar flow and/or harmonic resonance (in contact) with local $MDE^\alpha$ (elemental $E$, plasma, hyper-plasma) subfield. As mentioned above, this explanation is also supported by the observable, well-known realities of magnets, including each atomic magnetic subdomain of a magnetized substance.

Remember, $G_{fl}$ (of the field & subfields) is less than $10^{-39}$ as potent as the EM force ($E_{EMF}$) of the $MDE_{fo}$ (field & subfields). So, the $E_{EMF}$ of every magnetized elemental vorticle (proton, or atom) and every piece of magnetic metal is $\pm10^{39}$ times stronger than the $G_{fl}$ of the local subfield (enabling it). That causes and enables the “work” (the force & interactions) and the results produced by magnets and their ‘fields’ (of energy), seemingly without any visible motion, motive, external power source, or generator. Of course, that’s obviously an illusion caused by limited consciousness (deficient knowledge).

Every magnet is a $MDE$ field-effect—like an open valve—caused by all the forms and modes of energetic flow, vorticity, rotation, vibration, and interacting emanations enabled and sustained by the luminal and hyper-luminal $MDE_{fo}$ regimes of the cosmos (the field of being). In other words, magnets and their flow of energy are enabled and sustained by the whole field of being and its nature (activity, integrity, unity, and its other enabling metalogical principles).

So, in the absence of turbulent, noncryogenic perturbations, superfluid helium can only respond to the elemental flow trends of ‘containers’ and cryogenic environments per the intrinsic enabling principles. Thus, superfluid $^3$He and $^4$He resonate with and ‘spread’ out in the laminar interface of the local energy density/pressure gradient (the ‘ground-state’) at adjacent surfaces. In other words, the magneto-dielectric interactions of superfluid helium (with its local energy domain) and quasi-gravitic effects of intimate proximity with other cryogenic substances (due to locality, etc.) enable super-energetic flow. Regardless of the exact level of energy density of a cryogenic plane/surface, superconducting superfluids ($^3$He and $^4$He) will reach their limit of elemental cohesion and
viscosity. The intrinsic integrity of form, structure, functionality, and the subsidiary principles enabling them support those facts.

That proves and helps explain the metatheory of meta-energy, hyper-energy, and ordinary energy phenomena (sustaining the transfinite metalogical principles of being and its nature). Still, we can ask why the nature and interactivity of superfluid helium are not the same as other isotopes of He, or of H (or O₂). We can then verify the validity of macro-ontology by reviewing and analyzing the natures, forms, structures, functions, and interactions of those critically important elements of physical phenomena.

First, literally, Hydrogen (H) is the prototypical elemental form of ordinary matter. Now, recall that plasma accounts for nearly 96% of the field’s luminal and subluminal matter; and most of the cosmic plasma is hydrogenic.

Why? The protonic core of H is the basic vortical component of all the more complex elemental plasmoids (atoms). Being the simplest, smallest, and least massive elemental vorticle, H is the most responsive to vibratory field-effects.

Now, remember, energy is activity or potential, proto-energy. Yet, the harmonic resonance of H in its native frequency, pressure, and flow regimes makes it one of the most stable expressions of elemental energy, along with its stable plasmoid ensembles (³He, ⁴He, and the “noble” gas elements). In fact, the nature of proton, H, is what enables the other stable elemental ensembles (atoms). Also bear in mind that mass is simply a measure of the energy entrained in and semi-contained when sustaining a form of matter (see def.). So, remember that mass is not matter.

Still, like other low-mass, normally extraterrestrial gases, at moderate temperatures and relatively low pressures, H is gaseous (molecular ensembles of H₂). At very-low temperatures and high pressures H is liquid, and at ultra-high pressures a solid, superconductive metal. So, if the SM prediction of a superconducting, solid, metallic hydrogen sphere in planet Jupiter were correct, it could cause a colossal magnetic field. Yet, there are many more massy elements in Jupiter’s subfield of energy, that should be nested very much deeper than hydrogen.

Indeed, the next deeper layer of Jupiter’s ultra-dense ground-state would be made of helium, somewhat pudding-like, getting more metallic or ice-like with depth. After all, though the existing ratios fail to comply with SM QM ‘cosmology’ predictions, helium seems to be the second most abundant element in the cosmos. But, why not? Helium isotopes are simply complex ensembles of protonic and semi-neutronic hydrogen.

Yet, clearly, their basic structural properties and potentials—not SM rules of pointiness—make hydrogen and helium (and their qualities, properties, and potentials) what they are. The electrons are really like electronic weather events, somewhat like nanoscopic versions of Jupiter’s Red Spot and a bit like the persistent polar plasma currents of Saturn, the galaxy, and countless other subfields of the cosmos.

Here again, it helps to recall that the nature, normally stable integrity, simplicity, typical relational ensembles, and activities of H, its 2 isotopic forms, and H₂ are expressions of pure energy: meta-energy, hyper-plasma, and luminal plasma; and [that] all forms of energy are enabled by intrinsic, nonphysical metalogical principles (of being and its nature).

Also, without pre-existing enabling principles, processes, and powers, hypothetical (or undetectable) ‘massless’ particles of QM maths, equations, and hyper-complicated
SM beliefs about an accidental space-time, inflatons, god particles, magic strings, spinors, twistors, mathematical dimensions of geometric space, and other unnecessary artifacts of SM quasi-science are unable to cause any physical elements, processes, and events, like the cosmos and particles. Granted, modern QM and EU theorists got some things right, approximately.

However, maps and models are not the territory, and maths’ approximations are not precise measurements, nor completely accurate descriptions. So, we can take Einstein’s advice. We can and should make it all as simple as possible, but not too simplistic.

For example, we can keep the technical methods that work in good accord with actual energetic phenomena. Yet, we can forget the most nonsensical and torturously over-complicated hypotheses, absurd theorems, bizarre assumptions, and pop-sci shibboleths of SM QM cosmology and neo-mythic dogma.

What does that mean? It means we can use vectors, even vector spaces, scalars, maths for hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, plasma science, astronomy, and macro-ontology. That will enable a truly holotropic, evolutionary theory and metatheory of universal being, its enabling metalogical principles, and energy. It also means that we can drop all the confusing misuse of terms, concepts, and definitions that propagate ever more unexpected anomalies and baffling mysteries of SM pseudo-cosmology that seem to make SM QM a lame excuse for believing in an accident of atheistic creation of the field’s infinite totality from a tiny point of nothingness at the center of nowhere.

**Spin:** This ontological definition of spin defines and explains it as the primordial form/mode of universal energy, enabled by integral enabling principles (of being and its nature). Of course, we might suspect that pulsation or oscillation or precipitation could be the most primitive form/mode of motion (energy).

We see pulsation, oscillation, and precipitation everywhere, but the most basic mode of motion that enables and sustains all other modes of motion (forms of energy) and physical processes is the axial spin, orbital rotation, and spiral/cyclonic vortical flow of energy that generates and sustains more energy (at all scales of form, structure, and functionality). Yet, in standard model (SM) quantum mechanics (QM physics), spin does not mean spin (the rotation of physically ‘real’ things).

Currently, SM “spin” is a term that signifies various measures and descriptions of incompletely yet statistically defined objects of QM models of

- hypothetical (conjectural) geometry
- fields (of theoretical configurations of mathematical objects), and
- partially observed field-effects (of undefined/ill-defined energy/matter)

So, though results of QM, quantum electrodynamics (QED), and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) are as impressive as the models’ mathematical descriptions of objects (etc.), its fractional and integer unit ‘measures’ of SM ‘spin’ tell nobody anything definitive (about the whole realities of the field, its subfields, elements, and why they are as they are and do what they do). In fact, it helps believers think and talk as if invisible points of maths really have partial spin, gravity, colors, and electrical waves (without a fluidic magneto-dielectric medium).

For example, despite impossibility, QM believers say that the ‘spin’ of theoretical
particles (of undefined stuff) is either fractional or whole number values. For instance, motion is motion. There is no half motion, nor any fractional spin. A thing either moves or spins, or it does not.

Yet, QMs theorists neither define nor explain any processes or principles that cause a thing to have supernatural multi-spin, half-spin, and so on. Why not? It must be because QM experts know nothing about 99.9975% of the cosmos (reality) and the nature of its $MDE^\infty$ field (of being). Why not? Because, as is, QM excludes adequate data, knowledge, terms, and definitions.

Why is that? Unfortunately, the sociocultural paradigm of nonholonomic QM, and its domain of discourse, prevent using, thinking about, and discussing any realities and concepts outside its obsolete framework of theoretical reference. However, like all theorems and hypotheses, QM’s perverted spin can be rehabbed and upgraded or discarded. Yes, it can be converted into a term referring to the real spin of actual plasmoids, vortices, and other energetic phenomena (caused by understandable, explainable properties and enabling principles).

So, in the case of protonic and neutronic vortices (nucleons, not particles), we can understand the observed “quantum states” of measurable spin as caused by the nature and conditions of the various intra-elemental subfields (radiation pressure gradients AKA SM ‘electron shells’) and the local external subfields in which they exist. Those ‘quantum spin’ field-effects are also the results of the various ratios of internal rotatory velocity and vortical and/or toroidal/hypertrocoidal flow (through and around axial double vortices) of luminal and hyper-luminal energy. Yes, those rates of motion are enabled and determined by local (intra- & extra-nuclear) field-effects and the supra-elemental forces impinging on (and existing as) the local subfield of a nuclei or ensemble of nucleonic vortices (an ‘atom’).

To more easily understand that, we can use a quasi-fractal analog. For example, though the sun is not exactly like an elemental vorticle (a nucleon), a star is a plasmoid phenomenon, a sub-galactic $MDE^\infty$ field-effect of universal energy. So, we can say that, in principle, the heliosphere is somewhat like a radioactive isotope of iron. We can visualize Earth as a protonic vorticle, with the moon being its single, electron.

Of course, for this Bohrian analogy, if we fail to replace the moon with a vortical flow phenomenon (of pure energy), then it suffers Bohrian defects. Thus, we may as well imagine Earth being made of pure luminal & hyper-luminal energy flow. Doing that, we can ‘see’ it’s E_MF & $MDE^\infty$ field-effects as a subfield of the sun’s subfield (of the galactic subfield). In other words, we do an inverse, reductive extrapolation, down to the elemental and sub-elemental scales of energetic flow, form, structure, and functioning. So, in the macro-model analogy we see the complex, interdependent forces of EM effects, fluid mechanics, and the enabling $MDE^\infty$ field-effects (of interacting subfields of the cosmic field of being’s energy) embodying and/or expressing intrinsic enabling principles of being (and its nature).

In the micro-scale model, the embodiments and/or expressions of being’s nature and primal energy vary in kind and intensity, but not in principle. So, we can now visualize the cyclonic/tornadic vortices and hydrodynamics of the various levels of form, structure, functionality, and interactivity in the molecular, elemental, and sub-elemental regimes (of the field of being). We can see them being a bit like planetary and solar
‘weather’ events (i.e., energetic field-effects), at least in principle. Yet, the quantum numbers for QM ‘spin states’ need more explaining.

And Spin is clearly not a state of a thing. It is an action, a mode of motion, which is a mode of energy, generally considered a form of kinetic energy. However, the old terms can be confusing. For example, saying “kinetic energy” may lead to thinking that there are separate kinds of energy. We should think of kinetic forces and effects of energy we perceive and detect (and measure) as $K_F$, embodied and/or expressed in what we can call mechanical phenomena. At the deeper levels of being, mechanical effects are all enabled by EM forces and effects, fluid dynamics, and intrinsic principles enabling the whole $MDE^\infty$ field of universal energy (and all its subfields, including sub-elemental levels of energetic interactivity). That makes $K_F$ intrinsic to the $EMF$ of the field.

Now, consider quantum spin numbers and quantum ‘jumps’ of energy, electronic and photonic transitions (in particular). Also recall that neither ‘electrons’ nor ‘photons’ are isolated balls of stuff, and nor are they simply points of magical maths. So, there is no good reason to assume different causal factors producing similar quantum limits. Thus, we can and should relate the intra-elemental field-effects with spin, wavelengths, frequency, velocity, energy levels, and reactions/emissions with extra-elemental (external local) field-effects. After all, even current SM QM theory claims that electrons (etc.) are field-effects (of energy, without bothering to fully define or understand energy and its source).

For instance, Einstein’s relating of frequency and proportional energy levels to the photoelectric effect (and quantum thresholds) was and is a very limited confirmation of the nature of energy and its $MDE_{fa}$ (the ‘field’ of universal energy so incompletely defined and misunderstood in current QM). A major part of the QM problem was and is defining time and space incorrectly.

Thinking of time as a physical quantity was and is both confusing and misleading. Thinking that space is an empty container of particles, wavicles, or bundles (packets) of ill-defined stuff was and is equally confusing and misleading. Time—even its ‘operational’ definition—is a conceptual fiction. Space is a perception/conception of energy’s $MDE$ medium, the omnipresent source of energy (enabled by intrinsic nonphysical principles, especially form, structure, functionality, activity, etc.).

In principle, the pressure gradients, varying levels of energy density and interactivity in Earth’s local subfield, from its inner core on out (to the fringe of the “Van Allen Belts”) are somewhat similar to conditions at the elemental scale and beyond. Especially at the nanoscopic levels, there is no difference between pressure gradients, vibratory resonance, and their energy density. Actual conditions and interactions are determined and limited by the intrinsic principles enabling all forms, structures, functions, and interactions.

So, all the attributes of the $MDE_{fa}$ and its energy can only be expressed and/or embodied in accord with the nature and ambient conditions of the eight (8) vibratory pressure gradients of luminal energy interacting with the ninth/zeroth ($9^{th}/0^{th}$) regime of hyper-high frequency energy and meta-energy domains. Thus, we find 8 ‘electron shells’ and 8 ‘valence electrons’ and 8 ‘periods’ of subluminal elements. Clearly, there are no fractional spins or multiple spins of electronic, protonic, and neutronic points (SM ‘particles’), just varying rates of flow and rotational velocities of the various laminar and turbulent field-effects (of the different energy density gradients, not shells).
Oddly, SM physicists and chemists talk about ‘electrons’ as if they are tiny, electrified planets or moons, but also as if they can fill their ‘shells’ or leave them empty. Naturally, the realities, observations, and data make more sense with fluid mechanics and energy density gradients, caused by resonant energy dynamics, vorticity, vortical motion, flow, turbulence, vibration, and radiation pressure. Now, we can more carefully consider the original spin.

Currently, QM cosmologists believe it necessary to make up weird excuses for the “red shift” of light seen as coming from extraterrestrial plasma phenomena, galaxies, and stars as evidence of accelerating expansion of the explosion of nothing that caused everything. Of course, the SM and all its excess particles, hunches, and crutches seem to support a big bang of everything from nothing, because the model and its exotic particles of maths were designed specifically to support all the required assumptions.

Yet, a more realistic explanation of the “red shift” and how the universe works involves its most common forms/modes of motion and flow: rotation and the vortical, laminar, and turbulent modes. Granted, knowing exactly how purely nonphysical, metalogical principles and meta-energy caused the emergence (or precipitation) of either hyper-luminal plasma or physical forms/modes of energy (flow, spin, etc.) is as far beyond the domain of science as making models of universal totality exploding out of a point of nothingness. However, once the energy of being and physical potentials emerged, the most basic expressions of activity and interaction could generate the basic modes of motion, entraining more energy out of the hyper-luminal \( MDE^* \) regime of the field.

Clearly, because of the enabling principles required, we can reasonably assume that spin was essential to the initial energy required for everything else. So, instead of a residual ‘cosmic microwave background’ caused by an explosive magical expansion (before there was any place, time, and stuff to cause it), the basic heat energy of being’s \( MDE_{fo} \) (the ‘field’ and its activity) can be understood as an effect of [its] spin, subfield interactions, and vibratory effects (turbulence, etc.).

Naturally, heat requires causes, interacting subfields, varying rates of flow, and the effects of turbulence (etc.). Obviously, the cosmos is the totality of such phenomena and their energetic emanations. So, it seems most likely that the overall spin of the cosmos interacts with the different rates of motion of its hyper-luminal and luminal subfields (causes of cosmic heat).

That hypothesis may apply to unexpectedly hot “strange attractors” (that seemed like the emptiest parts of the cosmos). Such hypotheses and theorems may seem hard to accept, but they are clearly more realistic and reasonable than the nonsensical assumptions and absurd claims of mainstream QM cosmologists.

**Galaxy**: The word comes from the antique notion of a “milky way” in the sky. We now know that what seemed milkiness appears because of the luminosity of a) this galaxy’s energetic nebulae, b) radiant plasma currents, and c) ±100 billion star systems.*

What is still not so obvious is that galaxies really are fluid mechanical events enabled by the hydrodynamics, quantum hydrodynamics, and hyper-field fluid mechanics of the field of being. So, intuiting milkiness from visual observations of the “local” galactic subfield (of the universal field of being) was really not far from being a good descriptor.
Yet, obviously, fluidic gaseous and liquid flow effects of energetic phenomena (matter) enable a more realistic view of the field (of being).

Sadly, abuse of maths and language (etc.) maintains fantasies and deceptive hypotheses about the nature of the cosmos, being, and universal reality. For example, we now know that the outermost fringes of a spiral galaxy rotate at exactly the same rate as its axial core. Naturally, that means that all the radiant energies of a galaxy are constantly energizing (empowering) its axial core. That also tells us that the observable effects (of $E_{\text{EMF}}+K_F$) of galactic energy will be proportionally large. So, we can be sure that the principles of vortical flow, hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, and relevant EM theory are sufficient to account for and describe a galaxy’s current mode of activity. That eliminates the illusory need for ridiculously illogical theory.

That may seem overly optimistic and unrealistic, but consider the largest galaxies ever observed, one appearing as an ellipsoid cluster of $\pm 100^{12}$ (nearly 100 trillion) star systems. The currently dominant SM QM gurus and fans ignore all that, and the evidence of logical, structural, and functional enabling principles (and the $E_{\text{EMF}}+K_F$ phenomena being $10^{39}$ stronger than $G_F$). So, clearly, understanding galaxies requires acceptance of the principles of being that enable cosmic reality, energy, and nature.

Still, it may seem strange that any galaxies and star clusters are not the typical vortex form, like ultra-colossal hurricanes of energy. Yet, “strange attractors” and many other phenomena—currents of star-forming plasmas, nebulae, variations on the typical spiral galaxy form, etc.—indirectly show us that the cosmos has many different ways of causing and shaping flow regimes in and around galaxies (etc.). For example, the hydrodynamics and fluid mechanical forces of the magneto-dielectric field’s luminal and hyper-luminal (‘dark’ energy/matter) subfield interactions enable every kind of form and structure we see (or detect).

For a visual proof of that theorem, see the “Primer Fields” videos by David Lapoint, and the computer simulations of plasmonic galaxy formation by plasma physicist Anthony Perrat. However, it seems sufficient for this definition to explain “globular” clusters—of tens of thousands to tens of millions of stars—and larger, spheroid and ellipsoid galaxies as being formed by omnidirectional $E_{\text{EMF}}+K_F$ (electro-magnetic & kinetic) interactions, magneto-dielectric field-effects. After all, the best estimate of QM pioneers is that the Planck energy-density of “space” (at the $0^\circ$ K interface of luminal & hyper-luminal regimes) is $\approx 10^{113}$ greater than elemental matter’s energy density, and $E_{\text{EMF}}$ is $\approx 10^{39}$ times stronger than $G_F$ (a side-effect of field+subfield interactions). Also, recall that conventional physicists correctly defined $G$ as acceleration (which is caused by energy and its $E_{\text{EMF}}+K_F$ modes of activity).

* $\approx 100^9$ seems to be the current best estimate of the number of stars within the subfield of our galaxy.

**Force**: A force is a property and effect of energy; and energy is omnipresent, pervasive. So, there are no isolated, independent forces sustaining the forms and modes of elemental matter (etc.). Labeling different ‘kinds’ of force, as if they are isolated, tends to confuse the forest of energy with the trees.

What seem to be separate forces—a ‘strong’ force, a ‘weak’ force, ‘gravitational’ force, and electromagnetic force—are all just effects of interacting, interpenetrating...
vortices, currents, and expansive magneto-dielectric subfields of energy and hyper-energy. Those enabling forms and modes of energy are field-effects \((MDE_\infty)\) of the cosmic magneto-dielectric field of being and its energy.

So, the 4 apparently separate forces of dominant QM physics are misconceptions and misinterpretations caused by exotic maths, deficient theory (mostly shots in the dark), conjectures, and inadequate knowledge based on fractional observation, defective linguistics, and deficient ontology. In other words, as Faraday and Tesla intuited, the all-pervasive, magneto-dielectric \((MDE_\infty)\) nature of \(E\) (energy) enables all subfields and all modes of energy, at all scales. It enables all observable forms, structural modes, functions, motions, and interactions of galaxies, suns, plasmas, elements, molecules, compounds, weather, prions, viroids, mitochondria, DNA, RNA, life, and us.

For example, the ‘strong’ force is actually just the stronger integrative effects of bi-directional protonic dual-vortices, their rates of flow, the momentum, velocities, intensities, densities, vibratory motions, and radiant emanations. They enable and are enabled by the ‘internal’ and ‘external’ pressure gradients of the local subfields (‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the elemental gradients of resonant energy density). That explains the activity and limits of elemental quanta and ‘quantum leap’ thresholds of transition and transformation.

Naturally, that applies to vorticity, spin, rotation, orbital velocities, and the angular momentum enabled. Thus, we can think of ‘electron shells’ as like nested bubbles, with internal harmonic (yet roiling) plasma pressure gradients/zones of density, resonant & turbulent activity, and force. ‘Electrons’ are like swirling femto-hurricanes on the interfacial ‘surfaces’ of the elemental bubbles of energy. Yet, they can align and merge with the electronic vortices of other elemental bubbles, enabling the connecting double-vortex of vectored flow (as subnano-tornados of luminal energy and protonic hyper-plasma). The strength of the protonic and electronic flows and connections (of nucleons and/or molecular ensembles) are enabled by and depend on the protonic/molecular configurations and ever-changing conditions, caused and enabled by the nature of the field and its elements.

Consider a ‘line of force’ really being a twisted-pair of bi-directional (double) dual-vortices of energy, with hyper-plasma at the axial core. So, the transfinite axial line in the center of each filament is not simply a directional vector in ‘space’, but a hyper-powerful \(MDE_\infty\) effect of elemental interaction in and with the field and ‘local’ subfields. Now, as explained in the definition of energy, the misnamed ‘dark’ energy and matter are major modes of the \(MDE_\infty\) hyper-energy domain. The principles, properties, and effects of energy’s \(MDE_\infty\) nature let the hyper-plasma modes interact with our more turbulent, slower, lower energy domain and elemental phenomena, ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of every flowing protonic vorticle of elemental energy \((E_{em})\).

The nature of the field’s \(MDE_\infty\) and EM field-effects, forces, flows, and potentials are what makes what we ‘see’ as twisted-pair dual-vortices of plasma (and ‘lines of force’) in a magneto-dielectric field tend to stay apart, twist, spiral and/or loop. So, they also tend to stay coupled with and by those interacting, seemingly ‘internal’ and ‘external’ forces of the field (and its nature). The exception to that is the natural tendency of plasmas’ twisted-pair double-vortices to come together as their energy, flow, and force grow beyond the point of balance. Interactive field-effects can then compress and constrict
('pinch') a segment of the plasma filaments. They then ball up, like a spheroidal knot of roiling vortical loops. That can then be pinched off, to become a micro-plasmoid (an elemental vorticle, proton, etc.) or a macro-plasmoid (a star). They can then be sustained by the $MDE^\infty$ and EMF field-effects, galactic/extra-galactic currents, and other effects of energy and hyper-plasma.

So, lines of force, 4 independent ‘forces’, 'quantum gravity', and gravity in general are clearly unnecessary flukes of obsolete theory. Effects of $MDE^\infty$ phenomena—plasmas, plasmoids (protons, suns, etc.), and elements—and all $MDE^\infty$ field-effects can be understood and explained with hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, and the maths of upgraded electrical engineering & EM theory.

That is so because the field of being and its $MDE^\infty$ are omni-present, all-encompassing. They pervade, enable, empower, motivate, and enliven every domain, mode, and effect of energy and matter. Hence, nothing is separate or independent of anything or everything else in subfields of elemental $MDE^\infty$ and EM interactions (which are all that exists). Of course, force is also a concept and a functional principle that enables and sustains the activity and effects of energy. So, forces are effects of $E$, enabled and governed by nature’s functionality, the metalogical principle that enables activity. (see defs., Energy, Matter, & Activity)

**Particles:** In the mainstream ‘standard model’ (SM) QM (quantum mechanical) theory, a ‘particle’ is an undefined point that exists only in relation to other theoretical objects, including the [QM theoretic] field of nothingness, in which those points allegedly exist. Hence, they are all described by and per the rules of current SM QM ideas and beliefs.

For example, SM QM “points” are supposed to have various kind of spin, including “up” and “down” spin (without having any substance to spin). Allegedly, they also possess other properties, without possessing pre-existing intrinsic enabling principles (and substance), nor any causal processes that caused them to become physically real universal phenomena. So, evidently, SM QM theorists and SMRs must really believe that dimensionless points can be of various sizes, charges, abilities, functions, and powers without having any real substance or form (and definite intrinsic structure) to enable their properties and powers. Yet, they exist as QM objects because of assumptions about space, time, fields, and probable properties of particles.

In fact, the whole basis of modern QM theory depends on assumptions and arbitrary beliefs about probabilities, time, space, distance, metrics, and statistics that may or may not be totally reliable and valid for all time and all cases in all frames of reference (beyond those accepted as necessary and sufficient for SM theory). Clearly, the situation now fits Kuhn’s definition of science in crisis mode.

If that claim was untrue, then SM QM theorists could explain why and how points of nothingness can have properties, functions, motions, and interactions that cause and sustain actual physical phenomena. Yet, they cannot explain all those magical powers of QM points, nor how they suddenly appeared in an original point of nothing, in the middle of nowhere. So, for a reliably useful, truly scientific definition of “particles” we need a good definition and explanation of their nature, and of what they are not. Now, first, we must distinguish purely theoretical particles from actual (or physical) particles.

Theoretical particles are mathematical or philosophical objects of consciousness.
and/or imagination (or delusion). They have no actual nature of their own, other than as objects or units of theory, enabled by mentality (etc.). They are defined or described in accordance with the terms, axioms, and rules of the theoretical domain of discourse that enables their mental (or illusory) existence.

Actual particles are constantly changing events enabled by the intrinsic principles of their nature, universal nature, and its field and subfields of magneto-dielectric energy. Whether we think of a grain of sand or the tiniest particle of an element, actual particles are field-effects, with actual form, structure, functions, properties, qualities, and potentials enabled and determined by natural principles and interactions with the field of being (and energy) that sustains them. Every physical thing—however tiny or solid or as vast as the cosmic field—is energy, a constantly changing form of energy.

Thus, all actual particles embody and/or express all or some of the principles and properties of physicality and natural actuality. So, in terms of modern physics, actual natural particles have mass and some intrinsic motions. They or their components can spin, sustain vibratory interactivity, and so on, because of their physical form (etc.) and energy. They all have mass because it (mass) is a measure of intrinsic energy enabling and sustaining their form, structure, and functioning. That is so because all forms of detectable matter are forms of energy, the energy of the magneto-dielectric field of being (the cosmos/universe, “\(U_{\infty}\)).

Those essentials of actual particles are necessities because motion, vibration, spin, and velocity are expressions of energy. So, we can also understand energetic particles by seeing what they are not.

Thinking or saying that ‘photons’ are moving particles (points) of light without mass is as ridiculous as believing that neutrinos, gluons, and inflatons are actual particles—that move and cause physical effects—without the essential necessities that enable the energetic physicality of actual particles (vorticles, vortices, etc.).

For example, because of the nature, dynamics, and actuality of \(U_{\infty}\) (and its magneto-dielectric field of energy), we can perceive physical objects we call particles. Only the necessary physical constituents and intrinsic enabling principles of actual particles can make them possible, and truly real.

So, consider this, most of the particles we can see, touch, or smell and/or taste are made of physical substance, elements and compounds. Most such particles are made of an element or a chemical or crystalline ensemble of elements (molecules). Yet, we also conceive of objects with some virtual, mental, or hypothetical existence we think of as real.

If we consider mental objects of consciousness as real constituents of our psychologically or mathematically real virtual reality, then they are virtually real, as such. That does not make them or our thoughts about them concretely real physical objects. Confusing the difference between actual and virtual objects and particles led to erroneous theory and hypotheses about particles.

Thanks to Democritus, et al, the particle theory of physics began thousands of years ago (in ancient Greece via speculative thinkers in India). Sadly, the ancient Greeks suffered pandemic egomania and cultural chauvinism. That kept them from citing their foreign sources. Seemingly, it also kept them from seeing that their ideas were purely mental phenomena. So, since then, reductionistic-particulate materialism developed in
several spurts, to the 20th century and beyond.

Now, the current SM theory—mostly due to Maxwell, Thomson, Einstein, Lorentz, Rutherford, Schrödinger, Heisenberg, and Bohr—is popularly thought well-proven. Yet, more than a few problems, weaknesses, deficiencies, and defects remain. Thus, instead of decreasing, the anomalies keep increasing in proportion to the exponentially increasing discoveries of astronomy (etc.).

Still, QM succeeds by supplementing particle theory with statistical maths, approximating probabilities, processes, and ‘behaviors’ of models of ‘atomic’ and subatomic particles (and their theoretical properties). SM physics also relies on ever more exotic hypotheses, normalizations, and renormalizations enabled by increasingly complicated maths, probability theory, and ever more approximations based on empirical data and preconceived SM interpretations (of the data) that best fit SM models and expectations. Of course, more than 1 (one) SM model makes all of them equally notional, and equally subject to falsification, ridicule, dispute, and disproof.

However, disputability of truly scientific theory enables progress to better, more explanatory theory, and to a more realistic post-modern era of physics and ontology. Unfortunately, the new old guard of the current SM resist every attempt to upgrade their ever more obsolete belief system (to retard progress to better science).

The alternative? Instead of imagining inflatons, gluons, strange quarks, and other tasteless yet flavorful or colorful subatomic ‘points’ (made mostly of nothingness and undefined energy), we can understand all energy phenomena and effects as artifacts of the turbulence, pressure gradients, and resonant regimes of energetic flow and vibrant interactions, or as vortices and vorticles, vectorial vortical and quasi-toroidal artifacts of explosions. We need no causeless points of better magical balls, nor any more fantastic excuses posing as well-founded scientific theorems.

Hence, we should abandon all deficient QM hypotheses that require fudging and guesswork (while lacking elemental causality and satisfactory explainability). That will eliminate countless, ever-increasing anomalies of astronomy (etc.) that disprove current pseudo-cosmology and its shibboleths. So, we can build on what remains, with good theory, based on real understanding of enabling principles and evidence. Then, what seem to ‘look’ and ‘act’ like particles can be seen as field-effects caused by all the interacting, co-emergent energy-flow phenomena sustaining the field of universal being. We can think of it as being like atmospheric or oceanic phenomena induced by thermodynamics, hydrodynamics, weather, earthquakes, volcanos, propellors, jet skis, etc. Thus, we could and should develop a new theory of quantum fluid mechanics (to upgrade QED, SED, and QM theory).

Of course, the reasons may seem insufficient, misleading, confusing, or unnecessary. Yet, hyper-plasma hydrodynamics, meta-fluid mechanics, better hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, plasma physics, and magneto-dielectric field theory will prove themselves effective and satisfactory. Clearly, the field of being already exhibits enough of its nature to understand its enabling principles and processes for viable macro-ontology and more realistic QM.

**Power:** Power is the capacity or potential that can enable action and effects. Power is clearly a subsidiary principle and property of functionality, the primal metalogical
principle that enables its nature and potentials.

However, power enables the potency of functionality and all the other primal metalogical principles that enable being and its expressions and embodiments (of physicality, mentality, etc.). In the era of invention and engineering that gave us Nikola Tesla and the electrical infrastructure of this modern world, voltage was understood as potential. So, Tesla was not wrong to call his resonant coil and capacitor circuits power amplifiers. Hence, they now power the most powerful lasers in the world, used in fusion experiments, and other high-energy physics R&D.

In fact, the potential power of an electric motor is determined more by voltage (intensity, strength, and potential) than by amperage (quantity, current, flow). Higher voltage enables more effective use of the flow of energy. Thus, power is a prime example of the integral interdependence of all the enabling principles of nature.

For example, because power enables the potency of the nonphysical principles that enable energetic phenomena—forces, matter, places, processes, events, etc.—we have experiences enabled by our sense perceptions and mental activity. Of course, life and experience are also expressions of those principles and their properties, enabled and sustained by power.

**Energy:** Few modern theorists realized energy’s magneto-dielectric nature (intuited by Michael Faraday and Nikola Tesla), Des Cartes and Newton never came close. So, their followers and successors were led astray.

Now, we know that magneto-dielectric energy ($MDE^\infty$) and its electromagnetic and elemental forces (EMF and $F_{EM}$) are more than $\pm 10^{39}$ times stronger than $G$ (AKA $g$, the ‘force of gravity’), a by-product and field-effect of energy, hyper-energy, and meta-energy. In fact, some bright QM ‘physicists’ found that magneto-dielectric hyper-energy (at $0^\circ$ K, zero-point, $E_{zp}$) is $\pm 10^{113}$ greater than the energy density of massy (i.e., lossy) elemental matter. Yet, like matter, energy is an emanation and expression of the intrinsic principles of actuality, causality, potentiality, activity, motility, reciprocity, and magneto-dielectric relativity.

So, naturally, the enabling principles and properties of energy are enabled by the universal metalogical principles of being, form, structure, functionality, actuality, activity, causality, vitality, expressivity, permittivity, susceptibility, transmittivity, receptivity, potentiality, and potency (etc.). From ancient times, observers with great awareness understood the life force (our essential bio-energy and mental activity) as an expression of energy and power they called prana, la, chi, ki, or whatever. We can think of its highest level of activity as meta-energy.

We can be sure of that because change and motion are modes of energy expressing the nature of activity, its essential enabling metalogical principle. For example, our thoughts and modes of mental activity change and cause effects and changes in our local field of being. Yet, mental/emotional activity is not only mediated by physiological, electrochemical interactions of our cells.

Our local field is pervaded by all the EM forces and magneto-dielectric field phenomena of being, including all the EM emanations of every cell, every mitochondrion [sic], every microbe, and every viroid/virion, and every molecule (RNA-DNA, etc.). Countless quintillions of ‘atoms’ of elemental matter—in and on and around
our bodies—are emanating energy at their own characteristic frequencies, intensities, and modes of vibratory activity. Of course, whether we notice it or not, each of those embodiments of being and their energetic field-effects are always changing, causing new changes in our personal psychophysical fields of being and experience.

In other words, our minds and bodies are complex, nondual phenomena of the field of being and its energy, at every level and mode of interaction (from the ‘subatomic’ on up/out to the macrocosm) and intelligence. The primal properties of energy (its magneto-dielectric field effects and electromagnetic forces) are functionality, motility, fluidity, effectivity, relativity, reciprocity, interdependent interactivity, transmittivity, conductivity, permeability, resistivity, impedance, capacitance, inductance, permanence, multiphasic presence, transfinite duration, power, force, radiant emanation, pulsation, oscillation, vibratory motion, axial/vectorial vortical flow, and momentum.

Naturally, most of energy’s properties are principles, enabled by other intrinsic principles, like directionality, locality, physicality, unity, duality, totality, and the other principles necessary for universal being and life. For example, all the principles and properties of energy enable and animate living beings, even viroids, virions, and prions. So, composite beings live as long as their intrinsic energy level remains sufficiently above the minimum required. (see def. of Life)

A more microscopic example of the nature of energy can be seen at the laminar boundary layer of toroidal superconducting cryogenic storage coils. The nearly complete lack of counter-electrical resistivity enables almost perfectly unimpeded plasmonic flow of energy within and around the toroidal field of flow. However, the cryogenic environment is slightly less than perfect. So, tornado-like microscopic double-helical vortices arise, persist, and dissipate, intermittently in the transition layer boundary between the singular, toroidal flow of electronic fluid and the surrounding bath of super-fluid liquid helium. Hence, the apparently empty core of the nanoscopic tornados forming and dissipating in the almost turbulence free transition layer are actually full of the pure hyper-energy/matter exchanged at and with the invisible \( \{ \text{MDE}^\infty, \text{E}_{\text{EMF}} \} \) boundary.

Those high-energy phenomena exhibit characteristics that help us understand the cryogenic and near-cryogenic, ultra- and hyper-high energy states of the extra-planetary domains of the cosmic \( \{ \text{MDE}^\infty, \text{E}_{\text{EMF}} \} \) field. In other words, the microcosmic vortices we see in the cryogenic domain of toroidal superconducting (energy storage) devices, demonstrate the same intrinsic principles that enable and govern the axial vortices at the center of galaxies, hurricanes, tornados, lightning, and the twisted-pair filaments that cause polar auroras and intergalactic currents of plasmas and hyper-plasma. So, we can see that the super-massive energy-density (mass) at the heart of a galaxy’s axial, double-helical vortical flow is due to the radiant \( \text{MDE} \) field-effects, \( \text{E}_{\text{em}} \) forces, flow, and pressure gradients. Those are caused and sustained by all the energy of stars and plasma currents charging a galaxy’s axial vortex or spheroidal core.

That theorem is supported by the fact that the furthest reaches of a galaxy’s spiral ‘arms’ (clouds & currents) of stars move at the same velocity (rate of rotation) as the inner-most boundary of the eye of the galactic hurricane. So, all the suns’ positions relative to the galaxy’s central quadruple-vortex (or core) remain relatively fixed. Thus, the core energy density can be calculated per...
\[ \text{Eq. 1: } E_{Gc} = (\pi S \sqrt{E_{QM}})E_{em}(E_{EMF} + K_E) \cdot 10^{139}(g\sqrt{m})v\pi r^4 \cong D_{E'} \cdot \]
\[ E_{zp} = \pm10^{113} \equiv E_{zp} + E_{PH} = E_{EMF} \geq (10^{113} + 10^{39})\pi^4 \geq 10^{152}\pi^4 > G \]

In other words, the energy density \(D_E\) of the galactic core \(E_{Gc}\) equals the number of local stars times the square root of the stars’ radiant energy times the quantity of elemental energy phenomena times the scalar product of energy’s electro-magnetic and kinetic force \(E_{EMF} + K_E = 10^{39}\) times gravity, times the cube root of galactic mass \(g\sqrt{m}\), times its rotational velocity times pi times the 4th power of the radius.

That is so because all galactic subfields (of plasma, stars, etc.) spin as a single \([MDE^{\infty},E_{EMF}]\) phenomenon, energizing their axial cores (etc.). Thus, we have minimum hyper-luminal \(E_{zp} \approx 10^{113}\) and approximate luminal energy density equal to \(10^{39}(g\sqrt{m})v\pi r^4\) at a galaxy’s core.

However, spiral galaxies have quadruple laminar vortices, caused by their bidirectional double-helical vortical flow of hyper-plasma \(E_{PH}\) within and around their 2 bidirectional double-helical vortices of \([MDE^{\infty},E_{EMF}]\) flow, and galactic electromagnetic and kinetic forces \(E_{EMF} + K_E\). So, per QED & SED theory, since the relative energy density of \(E_{PH}\) at \(E_{zp}\) is at least \(\geq 10^{113}\) times greater than that of ‘normal’ \(E_{em}\) density (and EM force is \(\pm 10^{39}\) greater than G, gravity), the apparent mass and energy of the exact center of a galactic vortex is virtually infinite, equivalent to \(E_{(m)} \approx E_{c} \cdot 10^{152}\pi^4\) (at the least).

That explains the apparent existence of a super-massive ‘object’ (without detectable luminal mode energy) at a galaxy’s core. Also, a galaxy’s local hyper-plasmonic field is moving with and within the galactic spin of luminal \([MDE^{\infty},E_{EMF}]\) phenomena, and vice versa. So, they are inseparably interdependent, interactive, modal domains of universal energy \([MDE^{\infty}]\) and universal being/actuality \(U_{A}\).

That explains the existence and detection of ultra-colossal jets, colossal “bulbs” of ultra-high-energy gas, and plasmonic currents that emanate from the galactic core (somewhat like magneto-dielectric lines of force in a spinning semi-spheroidal field, AKA a “magnetosphere”). Naturally, despite QM nonsense and ignorance, all magnetic and electrical flow phenomena are inseparably interdependent field-effects. Thus, as the intrinsic principles of being enable and sustain \(U_{A}\) (the cosmos), pure energy enables its field of magneto-dielectric and elemental energy phenomena, \([MDE^{\infty},E_{EMF}]\). They are all enabled and sustained by \(E_{U}\) (including its enabling meta-energy and hyper-luminal hyper-plasma).

So, if there are any spheroidal ‘objects’ at the centers of galaxies, they must be ultra-colossal hyper-plasmoids caused by plasmonic pumping and the “pinch” process, not by former super-stars shrunken into a nothingness with ever growing mass and gravitational suck. Thus, the fake need for reifying (thingifying) conceptual objects and artifacts of abstract maths and statistics is superfluous. Yes, all the illogically confusing singularities, like black holes and big bangs (of nothing before beingness began) are now unnecessary. (see defs., Particles, Fields, Energy, etc.)

However, we can also see a QM point of “singularity” as the 3D center and central focal point of all the energy empowering a galaxy and its vortical axis. Yet, we should remember that most galaxies move within galaxy clusters within super-clusters, within
ultra-colossal currents of energy and hyper-energy. Some are flowing across more than half the diameter of the detectable field of universal energy.

Obviously, like any other EM circuit, those currents begin at cathodic sources, and flow toward anodic locations. Those ultra-colossal circuits and their contents are interactive effects of their internal (and surrounding) hyper-luminal $E_{PH}$ medium. Also, recall that the detectable region of being must be moving with the rotation of the whole field, but at a rate undetectable from within it. Yet, we can accept cosmic spin, hyper-viscosity, and turbulence as the source of energy released by field-effects (as ‘background’ microwaves, cosmic rays, galaxies, stars, plasmas, light, etc.).

Hence, equations 1 and 2 (above & below) are only good for finding approximate energy density of galactic cores (relative to the local subfield of a galaxy). To precisely calculate the absolute energy density of a galactic core requires including the velocity of the galaxy’s motion in or relative to the others in a cluster and, also, to the field external to the plasma current carrying them toward its terminus, and its actual velocity of spin around the cosmic axis of rotation. Clearly, we should acknowledge the total energy and velocities of the plasmonic currents and subfields moving the galaxies, stars, nebulae, and the field ($E_U$). Ideally, the equation would also include the actual energy (and velocity) of the field spinning around the universal axis, as

**Eq. 2:**  
$$ (E_{Re})\pi^4 = E_{PH} \wedge E(m) \geq 10^{152}(E_U)\pi^4$$

That equation indicates immeasurably infinite universal energy ($E_U$). After all, it is infinitely transient, generative, enabling, sustaining the totality of $U_A$ (universal actuality) and its magneto-dielectric field of phenomena and meta-phenomena. Clearly, though meta-energy and nonphysical phenomena (principles, etc.) are not and cannot be directly sustained by luminal and hyper-luminal energy, they are all as inseparably interdependent as the relativity of being and nonbeing (nonexistent nothingness).

Now, per SM QM, ‘gravity’ is acceleration. Thus, we can infer and partially deduce the relative energy of cosmic rotatory velocity, much the same way we can see, infer, and partially deduce the presence and activity of the galactic and intergalactic $E_{PH}$ field (AKA ‘dark’ energy/matter). However, even if the James Webb Space Telescope shows us 10 or 20 times more of the $E_U$ field (beyond the ±100 billion LY diameter sphere of field-effects now detectable), unless it shows us the cosmic axis and a periphery, we will have no measure of its size. So, equation 2 expresses infinite vastness.

Remember, real scientific method requires measurable and/or provable phenomena. Therefore, even if we get to see the cosmic axis, there is no guarantee that we will ever see its periphery, if there is one. Regardless, the nature and qualities of being and energy are much more interesting than quantities, probabilities, and absurdities. In fact, there is no way to disprove Buddha’s theorem:

The cosmos and its worlds are dreams within a dream (of a primordially beginningless, thus endless and infinitely vast mind).

Still, the field of being expresses and embodies intrinsic metalogical principles enabling, empowering, and sustaining us and the rest of the cosmos. So, in principle, pure energy is the pure expression and essence of activity and interactivity, enabled by metalogical relativity, reciprocity, vitality, and the power of presence. So, as Einstein intuited, energy and matter are fundamental, interdependent enabling expressions of
So, instead of imagining a ridiculous ‘continuum’ of curvaceous yet nonphysical ‘space-time’, we can now see the hyper-luminal field of being as an ocean of hyper-fluid, enabled and sustained by integral, elemental, metalogical principles, energy, and power, enabling and enabled by being’s meta-energy. Of course, they are expressions of the purest, subtlest form of energy, metalogical meta-energy. (see defs., Time, & Space)

Einstein thought that there is a cosmic ‘medium’, like an actual or virtual gas, that enables energetic field-phenomena, such as transmission of emanations and emissions of energetic phenomena. However, he was confused in thinking that “time is motion.” That defective over-simplification confuses too many of us.

How? Not only because time is a mental fiction, but also because Einstein failed to mention that motion is an expression of energy. He also failed to say what kind of medium enables it (energy, including hyper-energy & meta-energy). So, clearly, Einstein misunderstood motion, energy, and the field. He was also either confused about enabling principles or else simply ignored them. Sadly, his SM QM successors were equally confused, and/or worse.

A better way to think of the varied frequencies, flow regimes, and pressure gradients of the $E_{\infty}$ field is by analogy with a) dense oceanic salt water, b) an upper-layer of fresh water, c) Earth’s atmosphere, d) the Sun’s heliosphere, and e) the interstellar & intergalactic regimes & regions of energy ($E$).

In that analogy, the ocean and less salty water symbolize the domains of ‘slow’ luminal and subluminal energy phenomena, where complex turbulent phenomena and interactions create the characteristic substances, elements, frequencies, flow regimes, and pressure gradients. The air of Earth’s atmosphere is much less dense, less viscous, more active, more subject to turbulence but of lower-order pressure gradients. The energetic field of the heliosphere, beyond Earth’s magnetosphere seems much less dense, more energetic, yet seemingly less turbulent.

The galactic interstellar and intergalactic regions seem much less dense, but with the much more energetic luminal phenomena of the more harmonic super-high and ultra-high frequency regimes, seemingly, with much less turbulence per unit volume. However, as usual, analogies are imperfect and limited.

So, accurately thinking or talking about energy requires recalling that mass and energy density $D_E$ are measures of results of interactivity, motility/vorticity, velocity, momentum, force, intensity, frequency (rates of vibration and/or pulsation), amplitude/potential, and dissipative radiation (net energy loss). Yet, those actualities exist because of and relative to the hyper-energy field (which absorbs seemingly ‘lost’ field energy in galactic vortices). To understand the nature and dynamics of the $[\text{MDE}^\alpha, E_{\text{EMF}}]$ field requires a new way of seeing its dualities, symmetries, and meta-symmetries within its nondual totality. A simple 3-mode model of the $\text{MDE}^\alpha$ field’s density gradients helps:

1. $\pm 1/3$ of the hyper-mode is hyper-dense hyper-frequency $E_{\text{PH}}$
2. $\pm 2/3$ of the hyper-mode is ultra-dense hyper-frequency $E_{\text{PH}_1}$, and
3. the $E_{\text{EM}}$ mode is luminal (plasma, RF, UHF, ultrasonic, sonic, thermal, etc.)

Naturally, the 3 regimes have corresponding harmonics and density/pressure
gradients. However, if it were physical, we could say that the enabling meta-energy regime (of pure principles and other nonphysical phenomena) is another gradient. Yet, clearly, it is the integral enabling source of the \([\{MDE_\infty, E_{EMF}\}]\) field and all subsidiary phenomena, including us, minds, science, logic, and mathematics.

Also, from this perspective, relative to the hyper-plasmonic hyper-energy \((E_H)\) modes of the cosmos, all the elements we know as light or heavy (in the \(E_{EM}\) mode of matter) have inverse proportional energy density. Thus, ‘gravity’ \((G)\) is a by-product and side-effect of EMF+KF interactions and the \(E_H\) and \(D_E\) modes of the field. So, the more complex elements and seemingly heavier objects actually rise out of and away from the denser energy regimes. In other words, all less energetically dense objects are like bubbles that rise out of the ocean’s depths. Exactly, how and why, requires more rethinking of energy.

For example, any kind of explosion in the \(E_{EM}\) mode of being, requires sufficient pre-existing energy and a causal process. So, even if we say that the \(E_H\) of the \(MDE_\infty\) mode was a pre-existing field or source of hyper-plasmonic energy (regardless of its origin), still a causal process was required to get part of it to leak enough \(E\) to enable any kind of fuel, motion, ignition, fission, and explosion or implosion. However, we may as well say that every thing simply emerged and took form as the field spun, developed, and evolved.

The best candidates for the most primal, elemental, and macrocosmic forms and sources of energy are 1) a magneto-dielectric field, 2) dynamic flow, 3) spin, rotatory motion, 4) vortical motion, and 5) energetic interaction/reaction. Yet, ‘early’ in the imaginary Big Bang ‘universe’, initially, nothing interactive existed, then nothing reactive, then not enough of anything to make an explosion of everything out of nothing.

So, unless we accept the intrinsic power and co-emergent potentials of natural metalogical principles and the \([MDE_\infty, E_{EMF}]\) field of being, we get no spin, no energy, no turbulence, no luminal elemental phenomena, and no explosions, ever. In this view, we can see original spin, energy, and power as causing pervasive microwave energy is because the universe is still spinning. We need no big bang 14 billion years ago to begin a spherical universe vastly larger than 14 billion light-years in diameter. No need to make up for a missing big bang with ridiculous notions about ‘dark’ energy & ‘dark’ matter.

Also, as both Nikola Tesla and the great astronomer Halton Arp realized, accepting the realities of spin and vortical flow can eliminate the embarrassing anomalies and problems associated with the illusion of cosmic expansion (caused by misperception, misunderstanding, and pseudo-cosmology).

**Mass**: As shown in the definitions of energy, matter, particles, force, and spin, “mass” became confusing. Mass is too often confused with ‘physical’ matter, instead of being understood as a label for what it represents, a measure of integral energy. In other words, all the modes and forms of ‘internal’ energy that sustain any form of matter, give it its overall measure of mass. So, instead of limiting ourselves to current SM QM and Einstein’s equations, we can more easily understand mass with

\[
\text{Eq. } ?, \quad mc^2 \equiv \text{EMF} + G + E_{H\!\!\!\!}\text{IV} = E_{\Delta c}(V\nu T) \approx MDE_{f\alpha}
\]
Briefly, although it implies an observer (a being, or consciousness), mass times the speed of light squared is strictly equivalent to the integral combination of the electromagnetic forces, gravitational acceleration (dissipation, etc.), and the energetic action/reaction of the hyper-plasma field. So, it also equals the required energy per wavelengths and frequencies times the total vortical velocity of enabling flow. Of course, the dynamic nature of the magneto-dielectric field’s activity enables rotation, laminar and vectorial vortical flow, but also turbulence, thus vibration, pulsation, and oscillation. Therefore, also being essentially unitary, changeless, and infinite, it \((\text{MDE}_\infty)\) cannot precisely equal its luminal/elemental subfields of emergency, form, and so on.

**Matter:** Naming the basic forms of matter (solid, liquid, gas, and plasma) is a very inadequate definition, especially for a post-modern era of science and ontology. For instance, naming those 4 modes of matter tells us nothing about the fundamentals of how and why matter is what it is. Likewise, labeling and describing observed properties of the energetic elements of matter leaves us equally unsatisfied.

For example, QM and SM physics considers the elements compound phenomena made of other compound phenomena, called particles, composed of an exotic zoo of other particles (composed mostly of ‘empty space’ and undefined energy, plus some spin), and other undefined, unexplained objects and probabilities of QM maths. They do not explain how or why any precursor particles and/or processes could suddenly exist (without cause), then cause other particles, elements, and their properties (without necessary principles, conditions, and processes).

SM SMEs only describe what their QM maths and models let them imagine and think about a tiny fraction of 1% of what exists. They also ignore or misperceive or deny the vast majority of actual realities and required principles outside their theoretical box of concepts, notions, conjectures, and hypotheses. So, post-modern physics and ontology need a new, holonomic definition of matter and energy, providing optimum explainability, good understandability, believability, reliability, and satisfaction.

Therefore, sufficient definition, necessary for optimal progress, requires starting with the basics. Instead of speculating about ‘dark’ matter and causeless particles (with magic powers that came from nowhere before anything existed), we can consider the nature, essence, and potentials of the intrinsic principles that enable matter, energy, and all other phenomena, including the universe itself. For example, the prime principle enabling solid matter is solidity, a principle of form, a metalogical principle. The prime principle enabling liquid is liquidity, a principle of form, structure, and functionality.

Liquidity and fluidity are also enabled by activity and motility, all enabled by functionality (the enabling metalogical principle). Gaseous matter is also enabled by activity, motility, and fluidity, principles enabled the primal metalogic of functionality, structure, and form.

The prime principles enabling and expressed by electronic and ionic plasmas are duality, activity, vorticity, fluidity, motility, reciprocity, and magneto-dielectric relativity. They express enabling metalogical principles of being, form, structure, function, and energy.

Thus, we can define ‘anti-matter’ (positrons, etc.) as contra-rotatory, reciprocal, magneto-dielectric complements of oppositely charged plasmoids (‘free’ protons, etc.),
vorticles, not particles. Yet, the fact that so little matter exists can be understood as evidence that principles, energy, and hyper-luminal hyper-plasma are the sufficient necessities of universal being.

Naturally, without all the intrinsic principles enabling being and energy, they could not exist, nor would we. Nor could there be any galactic and intergalactic interaction with what SM SMEs call ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark energy’—without intrinsic enabling principles of the cosmos and its nature. In fact, obviously, the nature of universal being is its enabling, governing principles, which enable nature’s ways, modes, and processes.

Hence, we can understand, define, and explain matter as macrocosmic and microcosmic field-effects, phenomena embodying and/or expressing universal metalogical principles of being, intrinsic to the nature of its reality. For instance, a prime principle of all directly observable/detectable matter is physicality. Thus, we can assume that the vastness and potency of hyper-luminal energy has properties that make it meta-solid, meta-liquid, and meta-gaseous hyper-plasma. So, it exhibits 2 main modes of energy density and magneto-dielectric interactivity, misnamed ‘dark’ energy and ‘dark’ matter.

Yet, hyper-energy, energy, matter, and the cosmos-as-a-whole are emergent vibratory phenomena, full of all the forces and frequencies of energy and matter. So, we can think of the undetectable hyper-plasmas resonating as hyper-harmonic overtones of Deuterium and Tritium (or of Hydrogen & Helium). That can be known because we can detect and observe the effects of hyper-plasma interacting causally with luminal plasmas, galaxies, and physical elements.

Naturally, all the facts above are possible because of mentality, the prime metalogical principle of being that enables awareness, intelligence, mind, thought, knowledge, and understanding. Therefore, we can also intuit and investigate the nature of the pure hyper-energy that fills approximately ±96% of the detectable cosmos, while enabling and sustaining the other ±4% of phenomena (which is ±95% luminal plasmas).

We can also see the apparent disparity of luminal and hyper-luminal energy (and ‘anti-matter’) as an expression of meta-symmetry, not super-symmetry. In other words, the meta-material vastness of the hyper-plasmonic field is balanced by the explicate physicality of its lower-frequency (lower energy) luminal/elemental phenomena. (see defs. of Space, Reality, and Hydrogen)

**Plasma:** Astrophysics tells us that plasma amounts to ±96% of all physical matter. Yet, QM cosmologists mostly ignore fluid mechanics, electrical theory, and plasma physics.

So, mainstream QM cosmology’s definitions and descriptions of the most abundant mode of matter leave much unsaid and unexplained. Saying that plasma is both electronic and ionic calls for better definition and explanation of electrons and ions. (see defs., Particles, Hydrogen) However, the verified properties, normal relations, and potentials of ions and electrons discovered by experiments and described by QM physics are already fairly well-known. So, this macro-ontological definition of luminal and hyper-luminal (hyper-frequency) plasmas focuses mainly on the hydrodynamics of their fluidic, ultra-fluid and hyper-fluid modes.

The terms are critical, for the observed nature, modes of flow, radiance, luminosity, and EM activity of plasmas make it clear that their fluidity should be considered the key characteristic necessary for full understanding. For example, radio-astronomy enabled
an image of the spheroidal region of the cosmic field ($MDE_{\infty}$) currently detectable; and it looks like a brain-like web of twisting, writhing filaments, currents of luminous liquid or neural networks. Yet, instead of seeing the hydrodynamic nature of the fluid mechanical sky-ocean of plasmas and hyper-plasma (now AKA ‘dark’ energy & matter), mainstream QM theorists and ‘cosmologists’ prefer thinking about nanoscopic sub-particles and probabilities.

Of course, ignoring all the flow, motions, interactions, and colossal forces of the ultra-high energy of the $MDE_{\infty}$ and its hyper-high-energy action/reaction events makes it nearly impossible to understand how they affect the nanoscopically tiny, delicate sub-fields of the quantum level (of the field). So, to understand it, we must abandon the refusal to consider the realities of the whole of the field, especially its basic, fluidic, and hyper-fluidic nature.

We must also drop the normal SM habit of pretending that the field, its subfields, interactions, and effects exist in isolation. Seeing only imaginary billiard balls in empty space in a mental model prevents seeing the universe’s fluidic sky. In the depths of the $MDE_{\infty}$ and its interstellar and intergalactic subfields (and currents of plasmas, galaxies, galaxy clusters, etc.), its reality and enabling principles make it obvious that all its forms, modes, forces, and events are interdependent and simultaneously interactive.

Therefore, instead of an approach like exploding water to see isolated atoms or molecules, we can consider the principles and modes of magneto-dielectric interaction that enable the fluid nature and hydrodynamic flow of plasmas (and hyper-plasma). Hence, its reasonable to call the hyper-fluid hyper-frequency regimes (of the cosmos) hyper-plasma, not ‘dark’ energy/matter. We know that because it causes observable effects of fluid mechanical interaction with and in a) galaxies, yet also with b) nebulae, c) colossal plasma currents of galaxies, and d) with giant plasma filaments enabling star-formation.

We can also be sure of the hydrodynamics because all of the field-effects in the $\pm 93$ billion LY bubble of detectable phenomena are entering, leaving, and flowing across the field from sources, towards terminal locations. So, seeing and thinking about the cosmos as a vast sky-ocean of magneto-dielectric energy is realistic and very helpful. Luckily, SM astronomers and physicists looking for evidence of ‘dark’ stuff, found evidence of fluid mechanical interactions with, within, and around galactic subfields, including this one. Also, since $\pm 96\%$ of the cosmos is hyper-luminal plasma, and $\pm 4\%$ is $\pm 96\%$ luminal plasmas (mostly hydrogenic), and the majority of the other $\pm 5\%$ (of matter) is hydrogen, it seems best to accept the fundamental ubiquity and omnipresent effects of hydrodynamic principles, from the quantum right up to the sub-/supra-quantum, hyper-luminal levels of scale.

So, plasma and hyper-plasma phenomena are fluidic field-effects, enabled and sustained by the magneto-dielectric energy of the field of being, per its intrinsic enabling principles. So, we can understand the electro-magnetic and thermodynamic forces/effects of plasmas and hyper-plasma as results of their modes of activity (motion, flow, etc.), and their subfields’ interactions. (see defs., Fields, Force, Energy, etc.)

**Light:** The SM says that light is electro-magnetic waves and/or points (photonic ‘particles’ or wavicles or packets or bundles) and/or “rays” of undefined energy (or
massless matter). Of course, SM QM SMEs also seem to know that all such forms/modes of energy are effects of a field of “EM energy” somehow sustained in a mysterious, unexplained nothingness (or $\pm 96\%$ “vacuum”) and fluctuating yet undefined “electronic fluid” and “dark” energy & matter. They also believe that, like other waves, the waviness of light ‘behaves’ in a similar manner, with and without a sustaining medium (an actual ‘field’ of something that can be affected in ways that cause its waviness).

All that contradiction and lack of definition maintains mainstream scientism’s ongoing crisis of confusion, incredibility, and absurdity. Apparently, its visibility, detectability, measured actions, and effects make light’s nature seem self-evident. Clearly though, depending on the consciousness, knowledge, and beliefs of an observer, light is usually not what it seems, even to QM physicists.

For example, while thinking of it as ball-like points or packets of stuff (EM energy and/or matter) or waves of nothingness, it became nearly impossible to understand the various modes of light as emergent effects (emanations) of interacting subfields of the magneto-dielectric field ($MDE_{\infty}$) of being. So, the ancient ‘aether theory’ (of a fluidic universal sky-ocean of energy) lost out to spooky maths, illogical geometry, and a new sense of sciencey certainty about fantasy. Thus, light seems to need a speed limit, despite the fact that waves and their speed happen only in and because of a medium (which does the waving). Mainstream QMs refuse to accept that scientific fact. Of course, they also ignore the fact that $c$ is defined per arbitrary (and deficient) definitions of time and distance, seconds and meters (or hours and miles).

Conveniently, mainstream believers also ignore 2 other facts: a) ‘time’ is a conceptual construct that thingifies our limited perception of momentary change, and b) space is a concept and a perception of an attribute of the $E_{MDE_{\infty}}$ (field) or of a local ensemble of subfields (a place or event).

Naturally, ignoring those 2 realities makes it impossible to see the modes of light as results of the interactions of the subfields of the $MDE_{\infty}$ (of its luminal and hyper-luminal regimes). Yet, mainstream astronomers realize that the ‘dark’ hyper-luminal modes of hyper-plasma are powerful enough to cause the galaxies to disobey the rules of “their SM cosmology” and obsolete QM theory. Still, like fish who never know about water, mainstream believers refuse to admit that their beliefs and rules are deficient, preventing progress to superior science, better education, and a saner civilization.

Elements: The development of “Western” science and society led to the dominant concept of atoms of elements (mostly discovered by miners) recognized by chemists. Yet, the “atom theory” of matter may have began in India more than 3000 years ago. Nearly 100 years ago, Neils Bohr successfully promoted his solar system analogy for atomic form and structure. It required ongoing revisions, supplemenations, and remedial efforts that led to ever more (not fewer) problems, contradictions, complications, and anomalies. That led to the current state of crisis and confusion maintained by mainstream QM physicists, cosmologists, et al.

So, to enable real progress to better understanding and results, a revised definition of “elements” is clearly necessary. As explained in the definitions of particles and fields, what we think of as the elements of matter are forms of energy, indeed, subfields of the field of being and its energy (AKA the cosmos). So, the nature of the physical elements is
determined by the enabling principles of the field of being (its metalogical nature) and its $MDE_{fo}$ (magneto-dielectric field and subfields). The nature of hydrogen, helium, and their plasmoid nucleic ions was explained in their definitions, but more insight can be gained with a more general explanation of current SM ideas and beliefs.

For instance, by SM convention, the ‘atomic weight’ ($W_A$) of H equals the quantity of its 1 protonic vorticle (its protionic ‘nucleon’). So, its [relative] SM energy density number ($D_{En}$) is approximated at 0.00008988, apparently much less than $D_{En}$ of all other elements. Yet, the ‘specific heat capacity’ ($C_{Hs}$) of H is the highest by far, at 14.304 = J/g(K). However, $C_{Hs} = \text{quotient of potential activity/energy} (E_{Pq})$, energy/voltage/power.

Thus, except for pure uranium (U), H’s basic vibratory frequency and vortical energy ($E_V$) is $\pm 1,430.4\%$ greater than other elements—even from protactinium (#91) to oganesson (#118)—all having $C_{Hs}$ and $E_{Pq} \cong 0$. So, obviously, SM QM theorists and SMEs are missing and/or ignoring literally massive elemental realities. For example, uranium’s $C_{Hs} + E_{Pq} = 0.116$ (and $C_{Hs} + E_{Pq} = 0.0081096\%$ of H’s total energy quotient). That is so because the intrinsic enabling principles of $U_{Ef}$ (the universal field of energy) make $\pm 96\%$ of it a hyper-energy-dense domain of hyper-frequency (hyper-luminal) hyper-plasmas. Thus, the seemingly ‘heaviest’ elements of subluminal matter all have $C_{Hs}$ and $E_{Pq} \cong 0$ (zero, relative to the virtually infinite $E_{Pq}$ and $D_{En}$ of the field and local subfields). In fact, potential energy is a valid fact because nature’s enabling metalogical principles make it a property of physicality (itself a primal principle of being), enabled by the nature of energy (the expression of activity and primal functionality).

Yet, for complete analysis, to relate the modern SM elemental values to the hyper-high values of the 2 modes of hyper-plasma ($E_{HP}$), we can use a rule of thumb rubric and the reciprocals of the values for mass ($m = \text{‘atomic weight’ } W_A + \text{‘density’}$). So, per SM theory, $^1$H has $D_{En}$ of 11,135.857 and the SM value of EMF = $\pm 10^{39} > G$ (gravity). Also, the $D_{En}$ of $E_{HP} = \pm 10^{113} > U$’s $m$ and $D_{En}$. Thus, the actual free energy values for both U and H = $1/W_A(1/D_{En}) + E_{Pq} \therefore$ (therefore)

Eq. 3a: $U_{EA} = 1/238.02891 \times 1/18.95 (= \pm 0.0002216) + 0.116 = \pm 0.1162216$

Eq. 3b: $H_{EA} = 1 \times 1/0.00008988 + 14.304 \equiv \pm 11,135.857 + 14.304 = \pm 11,150.161$ and ∴

Eq. 3c: $H_{EA} \cong 959.388\% > U_{EA} < E_{HP} \in MDE_{f\infty}$

In other words, per its nature (its intrinsic enabling principles) $^1$H has $\pm 9.6$ times more potential interactivity ($E_{Pq}$) and intrinsic energy than $^{238}$U (uranium) does. That value closely matches the verified order of magnitude variations of elemental energy densities observed throughout the development of modern physics. Yet, recall that the total energy-density (and potency) of the magneto-dielectric field ($MDE_{f\infty}$) is at least $\pm 10^{152}$ times greater than $G (g\mathcal{v})$ and $\pm 10^{74}$ times greater than EMF events. That explains why free H & H$_2$ so easily sink out of ‘lighter’, lower energy regimes, back into the harmonic resonance of the ultra-high-energy modes of the field.

So, the nature and local conditions (of the $MDE_{f\infty}$) keep $^{238}$U (uranium) so busy maintaining its form, structure, and elemental activity (as much as possible) its own potential responsiveness (free energy) is nearly $1/10^{th}$ that of hydrogen. Despite its
radioactive dissipation of energy, the nature of $^{238}$U lets it resist ‘external’ field-effects, making it less resonant. Clearly, the massiest, seemingly heaviest elements have the least energy densities because of what we can loosely consider the braking effects of their somewhat turbulent, and slower (unstable) rates of internal flow and vibration.

Of course, E’s nature loathes such restraint, which causes such high-energy emissions (when E wins the struggle to escape confinement). In principle, it could be similar to the corona, coronal discharges, and mass ejection events of the sun. Yet, remember that the elements (etc.) exist in an omni-dimensional sky-ocean of energy, with a triune regime of energy levels (a trinity of vibratory pressure gradients). Also recall that ‘our’ luminal regime has sub-gradients. They enable and sustain the form and resonance of each element. The more harmonic the resonance, the more stability; and the more dissonance (noise), the less stable the element (or isotope). A very limited analogy is massy complexes of effervescent bubbles rising out of the depths of the field, into the less dense strata of matter.

So, for deeper insight and satisfactory explanations of elemental forms and functions (even without any materialistic analogies, like quantum droplets and pilot-waves on the 3D surface of a pond of QM oil) we can now reconsider the basics, hydrodynamics, and relational potentials of H$_2$, O$_2$, and He (and superfluid $^4$He & $^4$He). First, we can now see G effects in massy, relatively chaotic galactic, stellar, and planetary gradients as dissipative side-effects of those noisy, more dissonant subfields. Hence, the proportionally less G effect beyond a planetary or solar (or galactic) subfield is due to the greater resonance of the greater levels of energy density. The acceleration toward less dense regimes (or other less dense forms of matter) is clearly caused by the radiant emanation (pressure) of the triune field (of luminal and hyper-luminal energy) surrounding and sustaining everything and every body.

So, we can think of our weightlessness beyond the interface of Earth’s more massy domain as somewhat like floating in super-salty water. Although it seems upside-down and inside-out, we can think of our acceleration out of the denser energy—beyond Earth’s noisy, massy (fluffier) gradients—being like bubbles of CH$_4$ (methane) rising out of the seabed, then breaking free, merging into the atmosphere. We can also understand instantaneous effects ‘below’ the elemental nano-scale level of form as field-effects of the 2 hyper-dense hyper-plasma regimes.

For example, if we push a pillow or piece of plutonium across hard, smooth ice, mass and size are irrelevant. A point on the opposite side of the object moves simultaneously, the same distance, at the same rate. If a cue stick puts a spin on a ball, it can be seen on both sides as it moves, but the light reflected by the side spinning away from us has a red shift. Of course, obviously, hyper-frequency hyper-energy is not exactly like water or billiard balls. It exists within and around all things, and must be at least as large as the cosmos. So, clearly, hyper-field fluid mechanics and potentials transcend the limitations of QM field equations and Einsteinian ‘relativity’ theorems.

Now, in the absence of counter-acting forces and superseding interactions, ‘free’ H needs to form molecular H$_2$ because its enabling principles, natural forms, ways, harmonics, and constraints make its central dual-vortices and its quasi-spheroidal EM potential most likely to combine with a twin, forming an entwined (non-entangled) pair. Yet, recall that isotopes and molecules of H are interactive field phenomena, effects of
the magneto-dielectric energy continuum of the cosmos (not tiny balls in a magic maths continuum of nonexistent time + perceptual or conceptual space).

Why does being (the universe) like plasma and H and He and O so much? Remember the totality:

Eq. 4: \((E_U + MDE) \approx MDE_{\infty}\)

So, the cosmic field oozes energy and interacting, intermingling forces, super-high & hyper-frequency standing-waves, harmonics, interference patterns (of interpenetrating wave-fronts), vortices, laminar flow regimes, and turbulent effects. That is true at all scales, from the subatomic to the biggest galactic vortices and deepest extra-galactic regions of the cosmos. How can we be sure of that? Because we see it in all observations (at all scales) of physical events (field-effects).

Now, recall that O is a writhing, knot-like ensemble of 8 protonic vorticles (dual-vortex hydrogen nucleons), but with greater mass-energy (‘atomic weight’ 15.999) per nucleonic vorticle, and \(+\,15.89\) times the \(D_{\text{En}}\) (standard energy density) of free H.

Why? Obviously, in relation to its ‘external’ local subfield and the \(MDE_{\infty}\) at-large, O is like a complex of bubbles roiling with twice the massy (entrained/captive) luminal energy and ‘internal’ hyper-vortical flows of four \(H_2\) vorticles (‘molecules’). In other words, the resonant harmonics, intensities, and ‘scalar’ vectors (of ‘radiant’ emanations) of the \(MDE_{\infty}\) cause the forms, structural properties, functions, and relational potentials that determine the nature of oxygen and its compounds.

So, O and \(O_2\) are so energetically reactive because oxygenic field phenomena are normally in a fragile balance between ‘internal’ & ‘external’ turbulence and orderly flow. Clearly, that can only be because of O’s nature and its harmonic relationships with its mates and its progenitor, H, and because of the nature and conditions of the all-pervading, all-empowering energy and hyper-energy of \(MDE_{\infty}\) (the field of being).

Now, also recall that the actual internalized energy density of O (relative to hyper-plasma, \(E_{\text{HP}}\)) is the inverse of SM mass-\(D_{\text{En}}\) values.

Therefore, H is really 16 times more energetic than O, making its relations and bonds with O and \(O_2\) so intensely energetic, powerful, strong, and durable. Hence, they confirm this theory and metatheory (and the fact that nature dislikes a lack of spin and flow even more than it loathes vacuum).

So, bear in mind the analogies— with suns, magnetospheres, bubbles, and water—and we see that \(H_2O\) is so hydrogenic, so fluid, with such great integrity and ‘surface tension’ because its nature, form, structural properties, and functional potentials force it to merge with its molecular sisters, forming a single, fluid field that resists dispersion by more turbulent, dissipative local field phenomena. Remember, the expansion ratio of the vapor phase transition of \(H_2O\) (from liquid to steam) is 1325:1, while combustion of gasoline (and oxygen) expands at a rate of only 347:1, i.e., a difference of nearly 4 to 1.

That confirms the intrinsic energy and inherent power of \(H_2\) and \(H_2O\)— due solely to their nature and the intrinsic metalogical principles enabling and empowering them and the rest of the field (cosmos, universal totality). The hyper-liquidity of super-fluid \(^3\)He provides another confirmation of the real nature of elemental and protonic plasmoids (ions/nucleons), their activities, and their intrinsic enabling principles. However, for optimum understanding, we can refer to water again. For instance, though fluid \(H_2O\) is
an incompressible liquid, it can expand. That is a nontrivial example of the power of the enabling metalogical principles sustaining the nature and properties of the field and all elemental forms of its energy.

In fact, the greatest rise in average sea-level is at Earth’s equator, because liquid H$_2$O can expand. The cause of H$_2$O’s great tropical expansion is a magneto-dielectric field-effect, not the effect of the moon’s G (‘gravitic’ force). Now, remember, a force is an effect of energy, a field-phenomenon. Again, also recall that per SM QM

**Eq. 5:** $\text{EMF} = 10^{39} \times G$ and that $\text{E} = mc^2 = \text{EMF} + G + \text{E}_{\text{HP}} = \text{MDE}_{\infty} \therefore$

$$E_{Zp} \equiv E_{\text{HP}} = \pm 10^{113} + \text{EMF} = \pm 10^{152} \times G$$

In other words, elemental energy is the magneto-dielectric field (of light, etc.) plus its integral hyper-plasma energy plus the force of gravity plus the EM electro-motive force. Therefore, since $E_{Zp}$ (‘zero-point’ energy, at 0°K) is strictly equivalent to the energy of the hyper-frequency hyper-plasma field, hydrogen and water responds to Earth’s local field phenomena and other $MDE$ events, accordingly. Also, since the energetic domain (field) of hyper-plasmas ($E_{\text{HP}}$) is in, and around, and enabling all phenomena, while sustaining $\pm 10^{113}$ more hyper-energy than an equal quantity of all the transuranic elements combined. So, clearly, the moon’s EMF effects on the interacting heliospheric+galactic $MDE$ subfields, and upon Earth and all its field phenomena, is $\pm 10^{39} \times$ greater than the lunar G (side-effect of its interaction).

So, we can also admit that the moon’s braking effect on Earth’s rotation (reducing its field strength, intensity & magnitude) is primarily an effect of its EM electro-motive force, not gravity (a side-effect of interacting $MDE$ events). That causes the stretching of the vortices maintaining H$_2$O and, thus, the ‘swelling’ of tropical salt-water (even without petrocene GHGs and extra heat). In other words, $MDE$ processes cause the tides and higher tropical sea-levels.

Clearly, instead of using only quantum statistical methods to approximate unintegrated, isolated, and disintegrated elemental vorticals (that spew out of man-made explosions and thermonuclear implosion events, supernovas, etc.), we can understand the actual nature of the elements from the relations and transformations of all 3 forms of H and the 7 forms of He. So, without nonsensical ideas posing as explanations (of uncaused particles and a big bang creation story that ‘begins’ with an explosion in the middle of nothing, in the absence of energy and something to react with, to make magic gluons, etc. (and H protons out of those teeny-weeny bubbles of nothing)), the realities can be understood as indicating the intrinsic presence of natural metalogical principles. They enable the meta-energetic and hyper-energetic, proto-physical meta-material, hyper-plasmas, and intrinsic potentials.

All the intrinsic principles and potentials of being empowered the original spin, flow, turbulence, and precipitative co-emergence of the elemental forms of energy. They enabled and sustain this lower D$_1$ mode of the $MDE_{\infty}$ which we can detect directly. So, instead of visualizing neutrons and electrons as material particles, we can ‘see’ the isotopic forms, modes, and ways of H and He. They express the fact that they are fluidic effects of the interactions of the $MDE_{\infty}$ (and its local subfields) with the intrinsic energy intensities, vorticities, velocities, vibratory amplitudes, and forces generated by the toroidal and vortical flows that give all elemental field phenomena their unique
Now, we can replace tiny balls of unexplained (and insufficiently explained) stuff and ‘dark’ stuff with active interfacial vortices and vectorial potentials of interaction, integration, and disintegration of pressure gradients and flow regimes. Again, the apparent emission of particles is caused by perturbations of the ‘internal’ form, structure, functions, and integrity of the elements, and of (or by) the ‘external’ local field. For example, envision a gamma ray as an ultra-high frequency femto-vorticle of hyper-plasma ejected from an ultra-high energy event at an ultra-high velocity. Naturally, it leaves an ultra-high frequency, ultra-high energy ‘trail’ as its vectorial dual-vortex tunnels through the hyper-plasmonic and elemental ‘material’ field of universal energy. So, it can seem to behave like an ultra-high velocity particle of stuff, with qualities that give cosmic ‘rays’ and ‘gamma’ and neutrino vorticles the properties found by observation, measurement, and maths.*

The actuality is that ‘neutrinos’ and ‘gamma rays’ are—like all other energy events—interactive field-effects. All such rays are the result of events that cause penetrative vectorial vortices. Some traverse the vastness of the \( MDE_{\infty} \) and countless interacting, interpenetrating subfields. In fact, when the energy involved is sufficient, vectorial interaction across vast ‘distances’ can happen instantaneously because what seem to be particulate sources and recipients are not and never were separate from the unitary \( MDE_{\infty} \) and its enabling meta-energy. In other words, in that case, since the source-level core of every form of energy/event (subatomic, etc.) is hyper-luminal, meta-luminal, and unitary, the luminal speed-limit is irrelevant. So, no ‘entanglement’ of ‘particles’ ever happened because they never existed as separate, isolated objects (accidentally spinning & vibrating in nothing).

Finally, the nonphysical elements—the intrinsic metalogical principles of nature—enable, sustain, and determine the forms, modes, and potentials of all other things (including awareness, mind, thought, and science). Accepting those facts and realities, we can understand elemental matter as results of the relationships and interactions of the various levels, densities, modes, and forms of nature’s energy. That also lets us understand why the universe is ±96% hyper-luminal energy and why ±95% of what we see (or detect) is plasma (protonic/electronic energy). That eliminates the need to believe in accidental, inexplicable, god-like numbers and symbols (G, c, etc.). (see def., Mass & Matter)

* In laboratory experiments, special equipment enabled researchers to create a super-heavy ion (artificial nucleus) of a transactinide (transuranic) element that they then inserted into a near perfect ‘vacuum’ (in an assembly containing a positron detector). That was thought to cause a destabilizing turbulence and “decay of the vacuum” (of the field) and “precipitation” of self-annihilating positron-electron pairs. The choice of wording was more appropriate than realized at the time. However, the result was an example of a quasi-Schwinger Effect enabled by the existence and nature of the hyper-luminal \( MDE^{\infty} \) field (of hyper-frequency hyper-plasma).

**Hydrogen:** The most basic, simple, abundant, elemental from of energetic matter—other than electron plasma—is \(^1\text{H}, \text{hydrogen, AKA protium (or proton, the prototypical ion).} \)

All 3 names are appropriate, for \(^1\text{H}\) has the unique distinction of being the required
essence of water’s fluidity and, also, the most prototypical protonic plasmoid enabling energy’s other, more complex elemental nucleons. In other words, all other elemental nuclei are ensembles of proton (\(^1\)H) nano-plasmoids. Some of them have higher energy hyper-plasma flow (in their axial vortices), ‘neutralizing’ their ‘positive’ charge (making them act and ‘look’ like neutrons). Now, recall that the activity and effects of ‘dark’ energy/matter demonstrate the omnipresent reality of the hyper-luminal (clear light) of hyper-plasma. So, just as every proton is a nearly identical ‘ion’ of \(1\)H, all ‘neutrons’ are really higher energy protonic plasmoids, as in \(^2\)H (deuterium) and \(^3\)H (tritium).

There are other previously unexplained facts and causes for all the distinguishing properties and actualities of hydrogen. For example, its unique priority as the most primitive element of matter is no accident. So, the nature of \(^1\)H\(_2\)O being as it is, the most basic expression of liquidity (the principle), fluid dynamics is also called hydrodynamics. Thus, all energetic phenomena, interactions, and field-effects can be described with the terms of fluid mechanics.

Another actuality of hydrogen is its magneto-dielectric susceptibility to axial alignment with electromagnetic subfields. That confirms the pervasive magneto-dielectric field and intrinsic forces that enable all hydrodynamic flow regimes. So, that enables energetic events at all levels and scales of phenomenal form, structure, function, complexity, and actuality. In other words, the hydrogenic properties of hyper-plasma, plasma, and elemental energy flow enable the more complex forms of elemental matter. Now, in its \(^1\)H form, hydrogen needs no ‘neutron’ because its protonic vorticle (and its internal hyper-plasma dual-vortex) is the perfectly balanced, massy, vortical flow phenomenon enabling all protonic nano-plasmoid form, structure, function, and activity. So, that makes \(^1\)H the prototypical nucleonic vorticle that enables more complex elemental forms (of matter). In those elements, due to meta-fractality and nature’s other primal principles, the electronic interfaces of protionic domains merge, somewhat like the merging of (molecular) \(H_2\) (or \(O_2\)). Hence, per the enabling principles, depending on the conditions and interactions of the intra- and extra-elemental subfields and the quantity of positive and/or neutral protions (in an elemental ensemble), the nature and energy density of the field (of hyper-plasma) permits up to 8 electromagnetic subdomains per multi-protonic element.

Briefly, a plasmoid ‘neutron’ of \(^2\)H or \(^3\)H is really the hyper-luminal vortex that flows and spins faster than the luminal energy vortex it enables and sustains. So, a proton’s magneto-dielectric (MDE) force and power (EMF + V), and its relative non-neutrality is due to meta-symmetric relativity, asymmetry, interactivity, and the lossier bi-directional vortical flows of its hyper-luminal axial core. So, the energy/pressure/flow regime of the \(E_{\text{em}} + MDE^o\) field sustains \(^1\)H protons (from within and outside its elemental domain).

Clearly, the principles enabling basic protonic plasmoids that enable the 3 isotopic forms, structures, and functions of H, also enable the other modes of the other elemental nuclei. Hence, hydrogen is rightly considered the prototypical kernel of all other elements. So, it makes sense to assume that its 3 forms are due to its resonance with the 3 fundamental frequency domains of the field: the basic vibratory/radiant energy of our mode of being, and the 2 hyper-plasmonic modes of the \(MDE_{\text{em}}\) (field). That and its 3 forms/modes, structural configurations, and functionalities also reflect hydrogen’s primal expression and embodiment of primal unity, duality, triality, trinity, triadic and
quadratic structural logic (in ∞3D). That is so because its nature and basic hydrogenic morphology physically, energetically unite primal singularity and duality.

Hence, deuterium, ²H or D, embodies and expresses primal triality with 1 protonic vortical and an equally powerful, ‘internal’, electromagnetically ‘neutral’ dual-vortex of hyper-plasma, with only 1 coronal-interfacial electronic potential. In other words, its more massy internal flows and activity gives ²H approximately twice the apparent field strength of H (while remaining relatively stable). That makes it seem as if it has an extra ‘nucleonic particle’ (a neutron).

Free tritium, ³H or T, embodies and expresses primal quadrinity and tetradic morphic-structural logic, with 1 protonic (dual-vortex flow) and, apparently, 1 electron (with 2 coronal energy potentials). Hence, the ‘local’ energy density, vibratory and rotatory phenomena, harmonic resonance, turbulence, and pressure (of the MDE∞ field) pump H into its less stable, unsustainable levels of energetic activity, ³H (or ²H). Thus, when ³H loses enough ‘neutral’ hyper-energy and merges with another ³H plasmoid, it becomes the more massy He. That shows that mass is simply a measure of entrained, constrained energy sustaining the forms, modes, and ways of ions, elements, plasmas, galaxies, stars, planets, and other forms of energy. The rarity and dissipative instability of ³H confirm the intrinsic principles and properties of H that sustain its form, priority, and status as the prototypical element that resonates with the most powerful, pervasive frequencies of the MDE∞ field.

Thus, ³H’s 2 ‘phases’ (forms & modes) and levels/ways of activity (energy density, intensity & harmonics) clearly confirm causal interaction with the 2 major modes of hyper-plasmas (misnamed ‘dark’ energy & matter).

Why and how? Because all forms, modes, ways, and effects of energy are enabled and determined by their intrinsic principles, enabled by the fundamental metalogical principles of being. So, this view of elemental actuality accords with the abundant evidence of nature, form, structure, functionality, and hydrodynamics of the tri-modal field of E (and its semi-cubic/tetramorphic hyper-physical infrastructure).

**Helium:** He, the element, is a model morphic seed-form of H₂ (the natural molecular form of hydrogen). However, though He (like H₂) is an elemental embodiment and expression of its intrinsic enabling principles (of natural metalogic). Its 9 forms (isotopic variants) are field phenomena enabled by the nature and potentials of MDE∞ energy and co-emergent interactions of and with the bi-modal EₙH (hyper-plasmonic) domain of the actual field of being (Uₐ).

This approach to elemental ontology is supported by the SM finding that, as radioactive elements decay, they emit helium atoms. Yet, modern SM doctrine fails to explain why, and what that really means.

What it means is that, just as singular vorticles (atoms) of hydrogen (and its enabling hyper-fluid hyper-plasma’s hyper-trochoidal, toroidal and hyper-paraboloid flows) like being coupled with a vortical double, helium vorticles like being coupled with at least one partner. So, clearly, the 2 nondual protonic vorticles of helium like to be coupled in their more materially resonant flow regime, determined by the local and universal field phenomena and their nanoscopic, picoscopic, and femtoscopic effects. For example, as we see with hydrogen and its [isotopic] variants, the 9 heliums embody and express the
primal, enabling, characteristic principles of energetic elemental matter that make helium ‘look’ and ‘act’ like helium.

We can also relate the 2 modes & density regimes of hyper-energy/matter to hyper-plasmonic hydrogen and hyper-plasmonic helium. Whatever the case, we cannot verify that conjecture directly. Yet, we can only analyze the circumstantial evidence. We start by looking for reasons why hydrogen needs no neutron, intuiting what neutrons and electrons really are.

So, as claimed for hydrogen, a lone protons vorticle’s axial flow is enabled by the neutral, contra-rotatory, bidirectional, double-helical vortices of $E_{nm}$ flow. However, in the nuclear domain of He, the resonant harmonics, pressure gradient, and surrounding turbulence of the $MDE^\infty$ field enforce the characteristic form interpreted as neutral vortical plasmoids coupled to the 2 protonic vortices of the helium ion. Yet, if such a neutral complement of protons exists as an independently, concretely real object, then there should be a satisfactory explanation, including causal factors.

Of course, these theorems and metatheorems can be falsified, like all truly scientific theorems, but neither SM cosmology or physics offers a satisfactory substitute, nor a valid disproof. In fact, like all valid metatheory congruent with actual universal phenomena and their nature, the metatheorems presented here are falsifiable only with fallacies. Thus, this work of metatheory presents viable, valid, logical and metalogical definitions, causes, and explanations of enabling metalogical principles.

For example, the $(E_{em} + MDE)_{\infty}$ domain of the magneto-dielectric field of being sustains H: and all forms of He as the lightest forms of elemental matter $(E_{em})$. However, relative to the hyper-plasmonic mode of the field of being, the dyadic ‘positive/negative’ EM charges, flows, interactions, and forces of the $(E_{em} + MDE)_{\infty}$ field are counteracted or canceled by the opposite contra-rotatory flows and spins of the hyper-energetic $E_{nm}$ mode of $Un_{\infty}$ (universal reality). That makes hydrogen the most energetically resonant, relatively energy dense form of elemental energy. Thus, H sinks into (i.e., escapes) the oceanic hyper-energy of the extra-planetary field more easily than helium.

How and why should that be possible? We only need to observe the macrocosmic and nanoscopic evidence, and consider the actualities with an open mind, free of obsolete hypotheses, doctrines, dogmas, and shibboleths of QM cosmology. We can also review the absurdities of current QM physics and faux-cosmology. (see defs., Plasma, Fields, Energy)

**Measure:** So far, the definition and reality of measurement has been largely ignored by almost all SM QM researchers and many mathematicians. So, general understanding of the field of magneto-dielectric energy $(MDE_{\infty})$ was prevented.

Worse yet, not understanding the nature of measurement supports misunderstanding of $MDE_{\infty}$ energy events, numbers, consciousness, and reality. That occurs mainly because the consciousness (conceptions, perceptions, and knowledge) of most researchers causes some confusion of resulting data and interpretation with the phenomenal reality studied. In other words, failing to know and bear in mind the reality of measurement always supports the error of thinking and acting as if our numbers are what they quantify, our maps are the territory, and models are as valuable as the fraction of reality they partially approximate.
For example, a measure of a thing or process assumes some consciousness of it, without any explicit account of how little of it is perceived. Clearly, we normally fail to realize how much of what we observe remains unknown or unknowable. Currently popular mainstream SM QM and ‘cosmology’ are perfect examples.

On the other hand, macro-ontology lets us approximate how much of reality is either unknown or unknowable per the rules and limits of mainstream QM. Its view equals less than $\pm 95\%$ of $\pm 5\%$ of $\pm 4\%$ of universal totality, which equals $\pm 0.0025$ of $1\%$ of reality, per the SM’s own results and measures (of quantities).

Actually, QM deals with far less than that, because it totally misses the huge percentage of qualitative realities (and other nonphysical elements of reality) that make the universe, being, and life what and as they are (in each ever-changing moment of presence).

Observation: Observing is an event and process enabled by perception, which is enabled by sentient being, awareness, conscious intelligence, mind, and embodiment. They express and are enabled by naturally intrinsic metalogical principles: mainly actuality, mentality, activity, and awareness.

However, perception and observation may be inaccurate, illusory, and limited by existential conditions or the conditioning of observers, and the limitations of their minds and senses. In other words, there can be no isolation or separation of subjects and objects, or self and world, microcosmic phenomena and universal being-as-a-whole. So, clearly, the critical importance of defining observation and, hence observers, is necessary for all the sciences.

That is true because understanding observations and objects requires a good understanding of the actualities and limitations of our observations. For instance, Einstein’s famous reduction of energy and matter to $E = mc^2$ required and assumed the existence of observation, a conscious observer, the observer’s frame of reference, and space, and time. Yet, post-Einsteinian physics lacks definitions and optimal recognition of all those terms and basic requirements. So, to this day, Einstein’s postulates are normally accepted (as necessities of life, science, and maths), without looking deeply into what enables their actualities and potentials.

For example, an astronomer may observe an unexpected phenomenon that proves the basics of QM physics and cosmology absolutely invalid. Yet, in those cases, the astronomer has no concepts or valid theory to ‘make sense’ of such phenomena. So, she/he misinterprets what is really happening, or else calls it an anomaly, then refuses to question the basics of QM cosmology. Consider a more ordinary example: We can misperceive something, yet trust that our inaccurate or incomplete observations and presumptions are valid, correct. Obviously, that problem causes many controversies, conflicts, false dichotomies, and bad or inadequate theory.

Space: Space is a word representing our perceptually derived experience or concept of explicate dimensionality (a subsidiary principle and property of form). So, “outer” space is neither nothingness nor outside anything.

Space is not a ‘4D’ continuum of empty geometry+time; and dimensions are nonphysical ideas or measurements. They exist only for and “in” minds, experiences,
perceptions, illusions, and ideas (etc.). Space is also a virtual property of various actual and potential expressions and/or embodiments of dimensionality and locality (two of the properties and subsidiary principles of form, the metalogical principle).

So, we see telescopic images seeming to support notions of ‘dark’ energy and ‘dark matter’ filling ±96% of a mostly empty universe (the field of being between and within galaxies (and everything else)). Yet, even Higgssians now admit that ‘space’ is not empty. In fact, it is every place, everywhere, never outside of or apart from things, entities, energies, and meta-energy. We can rely on that because good astronomy shows that the 2 undetectable forms of energy (the transparent ‘dark’ kinds) interact with luminal forms of energy: plasmas (the light, slower kind), nebulas, and galaxies.

Yes, hyper-luminal energy’s frequencies are beyond technological detection and measure. So, to us, what seems dark and empty is simply invisible, transparent. That theorem is also supported by experiments with ‘synthetic’ ultra-heavy elemental nuclei. They can cause breakdown (perturbation, turbulent slowdown) of the vacuum (the hyper-energy field), causing precipitation of electron-positron pairs (etc.).* Laboratory experiments verified work that confirmed the existence of the indirectly detected field ($MDE_{E_m}$) of hyper-plasma ($E_m$), the hyper-luminal energy of being.

Wikipedia’s article on the results of QED and SED helps:

“...both quantum electrodynamics (QED) and stochastic electrodynamics (SED)...
with the principle of Lorentz covariance and with the magnitude of the Planck constant suggest a much larger value of $10^{113}$ joules per cubic meter [4][5]. This huge discrepancy is known as the cosmological constant problem.”

Early work in QM physics estimated the energy-density of the emptiest cubic centimeters of the universe at $10^{80}$ or $10^{100}$ greater than the energy density of the densest physical element. That is vastly greater density than $10^9$ Joules per m$^3$ of mostly empty space. Of course, that estimate was calculated without including Planck energy density and hyper-energy density ($\phi$). So, clearly, no part of the field of being is empty or lacking energy sufficient for enabling all subsidiary, constituent phenomena, processes, and events.

Yet, more importantly, the findings of QED, SED, and radio-astronomy prove that our old notions about ordinary matter and reality were severely deficient, mostly defective. This post-modern theory and metatheory of macro-ontology and natural metalogic resolves obsolete SM deficiencies and the cosmological constant problem.

* Numerous experiments produced visible traces of mutually annihilating phenomena (interpreted as “electron-positron pairs”) emerging from what had previously looked like “perturbed” spaces without electrons.

**Time:** The universe is a momentary event, always happening now. Time is a concept and an illusion enabled by our minds, perceptions, changes, and duration. Those experiential phenomena are enabled by the principles of actuality, activity, mentality, physicality, form, structure, functionality, and semiosis.

So, time is not an independently real, universal actuality or thing that exists outside our minds. Thus, reifying (thingifying) time, while ignoring its illusory existence may make good scifi possible, but makes good physics impossible. Unreifying time by defining it as half (or 1/4) of an impossibly curvy, totally empty ‘space-time’ continuum
was a bad idea.

For example, ‘space’ is a psychosocially derived construct enabled by principles and properties of form. Like time, perceived space is an illusory product of limited knowledge. So, combining illusory time and illusory space—to create an impossible fabric of curvaceous yet ±96% empty cosmic geometry—is as foolish as it is confusing. Actually, the universe exists momentarily, as it always has, as a constantly changing event. The very reliable principles of nature enables and sustains its constantly changing events, subevents, processes, living beings, and all other phenomena. Otherwise, it would all get stuck, stagnate, or else never be here and now in any definite, durable form.

So, the only necessary and sufficient continuum of universal reality is the continuum of being, energy, and the meta-energy of its enabling principles. Also, that makes the only real ‘time travel’ via either memory or dreaming, or as a mental field-effect of universal being (and its intelligence and infinite potential). We can be sure of that because being’s totality is constantly changing every form of being and energy in its current moment of presence. Its intrinsic principles, properties, and interactions enable, cause, and limit the changes.

In other words, the universe (and its ever-changing condition) and our consciousness are co-emergent phenomena (of being) happening in the only place and time that exists, here, now. The past (a previous condition of universal being) always was and is being constantly transformed into being’s current moment of presence. In other words, all former states, forms, conditions, and enabling causes of physical being no longer exist, because they were recycled into this moment of being and its current condition.

**Addition:** An additive operation combines units or quantities or numeric symbols without multiplication or exponential expansion. So, adding 1 thing and another gives a sum of 2, a new quantity or thing. So, 1 + 1 + n things produce an aggregate of 2 things plus the amount or quantity symbolized by n, for a new aggregate sum. Addition may also involve symbols of fractional values and/or complex quantities that include quotients of implicite division and/or products of multiplication and exponential expansion. Addition requires only the summing or combination (or aggregation) of units or components of a composite thing or set, or of a group or series.

An important exception to the above is the addition of a sperm to an egg, when the combination of their half strands of DNA, become a new example of oneness, unity, and singular identity, a new being. Yet, that potent exception also proves the primordial interdependence and inseparable primalities of unity and duality (see the definitions of unity, duality, 1 and 2, below).

**Symbol:** A symbol is an object of consciousness, a virtual conceptual construct that may be expressed or embodied as a semiotic object of perception and cognition. So, though a symbol may be a purely mental object of consciousness, it can be expressed with an actual physical or graphical object or image, or sounds, names.

For example, numbers can be represented by spoken or written symbols, or depicted or embodied somehow. They can encode representations of values, quantities, entities,
or anything else. So, essentially, a symbol is a semiotic device existing for the sake of communication, but with no actual or logical existence separate from or apart from the meaning it represents. Nor do symbols exist apart from the consciousness of a perceiver or conceiver and communicators.

Zero: When we think of the nature of a womb, then 0, the numeric symbol of absence or nothingness and nonbeing is a perfect symbol of the neutral origin of all numeric forms. Zero—always relative to something that exists (universal totality, etc.)—also symbolizes both negative potential, pure neutrality, virtual and ordinal absence.

Zero (0), a numeric primitive (symbol of absence), is a uniquely singular, logical reality and label. So, 0 deserves the unique distinction of being the one and only virtual expression of neutral primality. Of all integers, only 0 best expresses the numeric origin of both sides of the number line, and the central point of coordinate mapping graphs. There, 0 has no actual presence, nor any positive or negative identity. That confirms its proto-primality and uniquely logical nature.

In fact, unlike the mathematical objects commonly believed to be 'black holes' in 'dark' stuff (called 'space' or curved “space-time”), 0 is the purest, truly naked singularity, hidden in plain sight. On the other hand, consider 1, a symbol of singularity. It can also represent positivity (or truth), unity, individuality, identity, presence, and original wholeness. Still, what is originally or persistently nonexistent or yet to exist is always currently unknowable but, logically, the presence of anything implies and requires absence, even the absence of nothingness.

So, in principle, zero represents the logical relativity of nonexistence and the presence intrinsic to universal being. So, without 0 (zero), no 0 + 1, then no 1; and no 1, then no $S_N \rightarrow \infty$ (no modern science) and no algebra (etc.).

One: “One” and 1 are not simply numeric concepts and symbols. Natural oneness was originally all-inclusive, and preceded the mathematical expression of it.

Thus, a single identity or form (of some kind of thing or being)—or the unity of a vast set of truly identical things or entities—is and was always itself, not another unit of some other kind. A natural form of being, whether actual or virtual, is present and knowable because of its unique identity, its singular embodiment and/or expression of the actuality and integrity of its individuality. Yet, in principle, the original, universal one-ness of all things and beings is enabled and sustained by its primal primacy and its primary priority.

That may seem paradoxical, unless we recall that all things and beings are subfields of the field of being, enabled by its energy and nature, its intrinsic enabling principles. So, consider the pervasive expressions and instances of oneness, singularity, individuality, identity, unity, and uniqueness (including the cosmos itself, and each new moment of its presence). Now, the elements of the pre-existent field of phenomena (the events of life’s present moment) were and still are all logical and/or metalogical in nature.

So, each part of any composite thing is an expression of its own singularity. Thus, the primary ordinality of 1 implies its priority and its unique expression of elemental
wholeness, the completeness of being’s unity, and its cosmic integrity.

Clearly, 1 deserves priority as the primary numeric expression of positive primality. The best definition of primal numbers (with values greater than 5) proves the prime primacy of 1:

Primal values of \( n \subseteq \mathbb{N}_p \supset p_x = n \) if its only factors are \( p_x \) and 1.

Translation: All primal numeric values are a subset of or equivalent to the superset of all \( p_x \) (primal numbers). So, if a number has only 2 factors \( (p_x \) and 1, divisible only by its own value and 1), then it is a member of the primal superset. Of course, showing that any primal \( p_x \) is not a multiple of any preceding whole number sum of \( n + 1 \) validates that definition. Also, like any other primal number’s value, \( p_x \) can represent the value of 1.

So, clearly, that logically superior definition conforms to the subverted definition (where \( n_x = p_x \) if its only factors are \( p_x \) and 1). Further, because both nothingness and duality are relative logical complements of unity, the nature of 1 implies both 1 and 0, and 1 and 2. Then, 0, 1, and 2 enable and imply 3, which symbolizes the primary set of all manifestations of triality, and of \( 1 + 1 + 1 \) and all relativities of \( 0 + 1 + 2 \), all depending on the logical primality of 1.

Obviously, we can see that 1 of anything is not anything else; also that singular phenomena existed before humans and maths. So, the natural primality of 1ness preceded its existence as an element of maths. Its numeric value and priority are virtual yet, as a transfinite expression of formal semiotic potential, 1 is inseparably related to cosmic unity-as-a-whole (and all phenomena within it, including its own primal integrity).

Two: Primal duality enables and relates to two (2), the number and its graphic symbols. Like all other numbers, 2 does not exist in any nondependent way, separate or apart from the other numbers, numeric logic, natural realities, entities, quantities, and values to which it relates.

As the first post-unity primal number, the primitive primality of 2 can be seen in its direct relationship with 1 and 3, with no derivative nonprimal numbers intervening. The number 2 is also the first primitive primal that can symbolize the existence of something other than the singular totality of natural unity.

All psychophysical instances of duality, dyadic primality, nondual relativity, and polarity are embodiments and/or expressions of the generative principles governing the nature of being and explicate actuality. Hence, the complementary relativity of 0 & 1 (or nothing + something) makes them primal expressions of dyadic unity, 2ness. The numeric logic of 2 is a consequence of the generative, morphic, structural, and functional principles that make it as universally potent, primal, and important as 0 and 1.

Three: The first primitive primal number representing the existence of something other than unity, duality, and dyadic primality is 3, the symbol of triality and triadic phenomena. All psychophysical instances of triality, triadic primality, and their relativity are all embodiments and/or expressions of the primal nondyadic (triadic) symmetry (enabled by nature’s metalogical principles of being) and its intrinsic,
explicate multiplicity.

The numeric reality of 3 is virtual. As with all other numbers, 3 and 3ness do not exist in a nondependent way, separate or apart from the natural principles, entities, quantities and values they enable and/or represent. The relativities of 0 and 1 and 2 and of 1 and 2 and 3, used as groups or sets, make them expressions of triadic primality. As the first post-dyadic primal, with no nonprimal sums or products preceding, the primitive primality of 3 can be seen in its direct relationship to 0 and 1 and 2.

As a trinit or triadic set, the first 3 primitive integers are each a virtual negation of 3 (signifying absence of explicate 3ness). Yet, 3 is the result and cardinal value of the set. Its triadic primality and being the first nondyadic (odd) number > 1, also expresses its positive primitive primality (and its relationship with unity and duality). The absence of an intervening whole number between 2 and 3 is an expression of the primitive primality of the primal numeric triad and the principles of triality and trinity.

Clearly, the nature of triality (triadic primality) enables and expresses the actualities and potentials of complex multiplicity and all geometric phenomena. Thus, forms, structures, values, numbers, and quantities (greater than or beyond 2) are enabled by 3. For example, we may find that cellular intelligence can use many levels of high-bandwidth EM communication code, but trinary code enables and sustains many organic chemicals that enable and sustain countless quadrillions of viroids and virions on and in the Earth and its oceans.

**Virtual numbers:** Calling some values and numbers “imaginary” or “transcendental” or “real” or “rational” or “irrational” or “infinite” is confusing. All numbers are conceptual. They may exist as products of realization or of imagination and/or visualization. They can appear as conceptual symbols, via intuition and/or memory.

However, numbers and symbols are infinite, yet definite, and some can more usefully be called or considered virtual numbers or values. For example, in the domain of maths, the value of \( i \), the value that, when squared, equals \(-1\), is called imaginary, but it is clearly not. It is also no more abstract than any other numeric or symbolic abstraction.

In fact, in the obsolete context of antique maths, \( i \) once seemed an absurd impossibility. Yet, the useful potential of \( i \) and other exotic symbols of virtual values make them everyday necessities of technology, business organizations, cultural institutions, and modern science.

Such virtual values, numbers, and phenomena exist because the metalogical principles of being enable the totality of this universal moment (of life). Yet, bear in mind that being and life never make circles with “transcendental” ratios and fractions. What we call “\( \pi \)” (or pi) is simply a symbolic referent, an inexact approximation, a numeric concept, and a rationalized label that transcends nothing but nonbeing. Still, obviously, all numbers, numeric values, and ratios are virtual phenomena.

**Intrinsic numbers:** Numbers themselves (not the semiotic symbols we use) are virtual objects of conscious realization or intuition, and of communication. Yet, some numbers—classified as irrational or transcendental or imaginary or real—closely approximate or relate to various natural or mathematical phenomena.
We therefore know of formulas, equations, expressions, ratios, and constants useful in physics, engineering, astronomy, and so on. For example, the ratio called pi (π) is intrinsic to the geometrical construct we call the circle, among other things. So, π is intrinsic to our system for measuring what we call “the passing of time” (etc.) and for mapping Earth’s geography. Yet, if geometers in ancient Mesopotamia based their number system on anything other than the number of bones in their fingers and toes, then hours, minutes, and circles might not relate so intimately with 60 and 360; and trigonometry might be very different, if not nonexistent.

Anyway, the fractional ratio of the circle’s circumference divided by its diameter is close to perfect, but still not exact. Still, perfect circles exist only in purely conceptual geometry, but it is a natural product of human mentality, a natural reality (in principle, at least).

So, it seems odd to call a logical ratio an irrational or transcendental number. We may as well call them either virtual or intrinsic numbers. After all, numbers, terms, and expressions of maths are all virtual and actually intrinsic to the paradigm of maths, existing only in our minds. Hence, numbers, symbols, and expressions relating to natural and virtual phenomena (relevant to the paradigm of what was named “continuous maths”) could be called natural. Yet, so could natural whole numbers referring to discreet phenomena, like 2 babies.

To minimize confusion while supporting clarity, instead of calling them natural, or rational, or irrational, or imaginary, or real, or transcendental, we could call them all special or virtual, if they relate only to virtual phenomena. If they relate directly or are integral to descriptions of natural and/or discreet phenomena, we can think of them as intrinsic numbers. For example, we can consider the Golden Ratio, Φ, Phi (pronounced like fee), and similar objects of maths as symbols of naturally intrinsic numbers or ratios (or constants).

Phi, an ideal example, has the virtue of being intrinsic to pentagrams, pentagons, and other objects of geometry, trigonometry, and the Fibonacci sequence (etc.). It also closely approximates many observable natural forms and patterns. So, like pi, Phi could be considered intrinsic, virtually and actually. Then, if the language of maths became much easier to understand, explain, and remember, even ordinary children might enjoy thinking and talking about numbers and maths.

After all, maths is a language. So, with more logical names and terms, teaching and doing maths, science, and engineering may be more effective.

**Phi:** The ancient Greek letter “Φ” (Phi, pronounced “fee”)—the essential key of the metamaths of Pythagorus and Plato—can be understood as the origin of modern number theory and post-modern metamaths.

The Golden Mean, Golden Ratio (or Golden Section), and the Golden Spiral generated with Φ closely mimic the structural logic of nautilus shells (etc.). Made famous by Fibonacci and his famous series, Φ is the ratio of 1:1.618033988… and it to Φ² (and it to Φ³ (and 4.236067977499… = 1/Φ⁻³)). The logical congruency of Φ’s unique expressions of geometric::numeric logic, nature’s formal-structural dynamics (and the solar system, H₂O, DNA, etc.) verifies the enabling metalogical principles of being.

For instance, imagine the wholeness of cosmic unity as a line or time-line. Now, we
can divide it into 2 unequal segments so the larger segment = 1 and the smaller segment = 0.618033988... (φ, “phi”). If we then subdivide one of those segments in the same way, we can describe the relations of those segments as Φ to 1, or as 1 to φ, where the larger segment = 1 and the smaller segment = 0.618033988... (notice the expression of fractality, the principle of self-similarity enabled by relativity, symmetry, integrity, reciprocality, identity, etc.). That metatheorem is supported by the nature of Φ and the qualities and logical properties unique only to it (among the infinity of other numbers and ratios). For example, the actual triangular form of H₂O (at rest state) is identical to the triangle formed by joining any 3 adjacent vertices at the perimeter of a pentagon (or very nearly so). Those angular relations are ruled by Φ and φ. However, naturally, H₂O always bonds with at least one other mate, coupling strongly.

That form and structure appears to explain the fluid structural integrity and qualities of water. It is now known that the double helical strands of DNA’s atoms spiral around their central vortex (re: πD) with a twist of 36° (forming a double pentagonal, decagonal cross-section). Now, recall that DNA floats or swims in a broth, simmering in all the frequencies of our cells’ subfields, within our bodily subfield, in the Earthly and Solar subfields of the cosmos. Also recall that, the sub-elemental level of energy, form, structure, and functioning enables, empowers, sustains, and affects all the levels, forms, and modes of being. Even if ambient conditions (turbulence, etc.) make the angles and values differ a little (from Golden Ratio), the nature of Φ:1 and its natural relativity remain essential and durable.

Detailing all the many amazing correspondences of Φ and the morphic relational dynamics of the solar system (and the rest of being’s nature) would be too lengthy for this explanatory definition. Yet, recalling the numeric logic helps. For example, summing the values and results of operations with the powers and reciprocals of Φ and φ demonstrate the a priori nature of numeric logic and the natural principles enabling it. The fact that the numeric value of Φ^φ is logically equivalent to 1/Φ^{-n} verifies the basis of holonomic number theory, trigonometry, reciprocity, relativity, integrity, identity, and equality.

Φ’s unique identity and qualities also makes it, in principle, validate the functional logic of maths in general, its enabling principles, and the primal metalogical principles of being (its nature). So, the nature of the ratio we label with Φ makes it an incommensurable, irreducible, incontrovertible expression of nature’s creative, morphic, structural, and functional principles.

Primals: Primality is a principle that exists within and far beyond maths. Calling natural whole numbers divisible only by their own value and 1 “prime” is overly simplistic and confusing. Primal numbers N_p (or p_n or n_p) are those positive naturally whole numbers that express the primal integrity of unique numeric identity, individuality, and unity.

The most primitive numeric expressions of positive primality are symbolized by 1 and 2 and 3. Yet, uniquely, 0 expresses neutral numeric primality. For example:

0 ÷ 0 = 0 and 0 × 0 = 0 and 0 + 0 = 0 and 0 − 0 = 0
None of the results of those equations are either positive or negative, because the logical negativity of 0 is neutral. That makes 0 a uniquely singular expression of primal integrity and nonbeing (nothingness). So, together, nonbeing and its primary logical complement, unity (or 1), express the primality of 2 (the numeric symbol of primal duality). Original primality and unity are expressed by the complementary nonduality of action and stasis, change and constancy, form and formlessness, or truth and falsehood (reality and unreality). So, we can use 1 and 0 to symbolize all primordial existential couplets or any other dyadic phenomenon.

The numeric primality of 2 also reflects actual duality in unity expressed in DNA-RNA, cell division, sex, birth, and all the other relative polarities of being, including that of presence and awareness, body, and mind. Clearly, all subject-object phenomena express dyadic primal relativity of identity and duality (or infinity). The nondual ‘self-other’ relation, simply symbolized with 2, also represents the logical nonduality of symmetry and asymmetry, simplicity and complexity, singularity and multiplicity, unity and totality. Other than 0, 1, 2, and 3 are the primals most expressive of purely primitive, numeric primality.

That can be realized after recognizing the nature of triadic primality as a potential of the nature and presence of duality and dyadic primality. The primary expression of diversity and multiplicity is symbolized by 2. Yet, where there are 2 objects or events, in principle, there must also be 3, virtually, at least by logical implication.

For example, the primary expression of complexity is intrinsic to 3, which we can see in the presence and relationship of 0 and 1 and 2, and all other expressions of predominant triality, trinity, and triadic primality. The primal presence and effects of 2ness and duality infuse and inform the logical backbone and results of work with numbers. Thus, duality and trality are intrinsic to the primal pairs (‘twin primes’). So, all primals greater than 5 (in progression \( n + 1 \rightarrow \infty \)) come before and/or after a multiple of 6. So, the best definitions of primals (\( n_p > 5 \)) are:

\[
N_p \text{ are whole number products of } 1 \times n_p \text{ if } n_p = 5n + 1 \text{ or } 6n + 1. \text{ The set theoretic definition is: } \exists n_p > 5 \in [N_p] \ni p \neq n_p = 6n + 1 \text{ if (and only if) the only factors of } n_p \text{ are } p, 1.
\]

**Composite numbers:** The oddly named ‘composites’ (\( C_n \) or \( n_C \)) express numeric nonprimality and complexity. They can symbolize all composite phenomena of logical relativity. However, all numbers are composed with other numbers, most simply by adding 1 to any other number.

So, all the relations, functions, processes, entities, identities, and activities of all domains and levels of being can be symbolized and related to nonprime numbers with appropriate attributes, forms, structure, functional potentials, and properties. That is so because all phenomena are both unique and relatively dependent upon something else. Essentially, the cosmos-as-a-whole (AKA being), is the original, perfectly prime phenomenon. Hence, the nonprimals can express formal and structural symmetries and complementary logical polarities and relations relative to the logically relative asymmetry of unity and duality (and the primitive primals, 1 and 2 and 3, and so forth).

So, if we could keep adding 1 to each \( n > 3 \) forever, an infinity of \( n_c \rightarrow \infty \) will display
increasing intrinsic and extrinsic complexity, symmetry, complementarity, and divisibility, all increasing proportionally. For analyzing numbers, number theory, numeric metatheory, or $\mathfrak{R}$, and RH, investigating and understanding the natural nonprimal numbers is critically essential.

After all, without composite non-primality, numeric primality and primal numbers would be impossible. So, nonprimal numeric logic is as essential to fundamental metamaths as the primal numbers. Ramanujan’s works, among others, prove that truth.

Nöetic: Mental and virtual phenomena and concepts are nöetic, nonphysical yet actual phenomena. The principles of maths and natural metalogic are the subtlest and most potent constituents of the nöosphere. The realm of mentality, metalogic, and cognitive phenomena contains and enables all subsidiary domains of logic, concepts, and discourse.

So, some mental phenomena and conceptions of maths and metamaths are less subtle and mostly less potent than elemental principles of nöetic meta-logic. From the perspective of natural logic, the nöetic, semiotic, and somatic orders of reality exist in dynamic dyadic and triadic relationship, subsets of the macrocosmic nature of being. For example, nöetic, semiotic, and somatic principles enable the potentials of the principles and properties of mental, vocal/verbal, and biophysical actualities of being. Thus, we can intuit or realize and/or see the intrinsic ultra-virtual, virtual, and extrinsic forms and orders of being, logic, and interaction.

In other words, physical embodiments, actual and virtual expressions of being are integral, interdependent, interactive aspects of universal intelligence. Hence, natural nöetic principles enable science, maths, and metamaths, enabling and verifying their existence.

Neophobia: All chronic or recurrent irrational fears are phobias. The most irrational phobia is chronic fear of the new, because each moment of being is new. As most of us know, with the tiniest fractions of duration we can call moments, all physical things and beings constantly change. All its ever-changing things and events change the whole universe and everything in its vast yet momentary presence.

Each moment, however brief, all things and events exist in a new form and way, whether we realize that or not. Yet, scientists and mathematicians are human animals, most less than perfectly rational, at best. Therefore, most of us resist new ideas and theories that seem to threaten our conceptions of reality, normality, and acceptability.

Xenophobia: Chronic irrational fear of the alien (or the strange) usually occurs in combination with neophobia. The more different or unusual or unexpected something seems, the more alien and frightening it seems to xenophobiacs. So, the disorder involves irrational fear and loathing of the new, the unknown, and the unknowable. Xenophobia is a major hindrance, impeding and/or preventing the evolution of science, maths, society, and civilization.

MacDonaldization: The pandemic commodification of everything driven by consumerist commodification of everything, maintains pervasive neurolinguistic
programming (via normalized mass-deception AKA education and advertising). It also enforces the increasingly competitive commercialization of science and technology R&D. That led to systematic subversion and siloization of specialists. So, calling academic mass-production the “MacDonaldization” of education is increasingly appropriate.

**Ego:** Ontology and psychology, among other sciences, were side-tracked (or worse) by mass-confusion about ego, among other things. Buckminster Fuller’s insight seems most helpful for modern civilization. He saw ego as a function of the universe that enables different points of view.

So, though that may seem too simple, it enables detangling reality from the fog of vague notions, opinions, and shibboleths obscuring society’s psychic air. However, seemingly, most of us have no ego problems as babies. Socialization processes then induce and reinforce confusion about the difference between identity and habits of thought, perception, reaction, and social roles.

That usually leads to the huge variety of problems that plague human civilizations. Now, in Español (Spanish), the meaning of “ego” is self. Yet, as the Buddha realized, being confused about self, ego, personality, society, and the nature of reality causes more than problems. It tends to trap us in cycles of gradually accelerating spirals of fear, hope, suffering, worse confusion, increasing disappointment, and more unsatisfactory experience, emotional stagnation or worse. The earlier sages of ancient India saw the same thing, normal socialization causing delusional belief in a false self-world construct.

The Bible says Jesus saw normal people as spiritually dead sleep walkers, who blindly follow blind leaders into a dark, bottomless pit. Clearly, from Fuller’s perspective—ego is a function of mind, enabling awareness, individual perception, and consciousness—we can find the way out of the dark fog of confusion, into the light of understanding. Yet, the Buddha saw that the way is neither easy nor difficult.

If retraining the mind and freeing the ego was easy, the world may have been a Green heaven on Earth before the birth of Jesus. If it were too difficult, nobody could get free, and we might have self-extincted already. According to the old masters, curing ego’s addiction to confusion, delusion, and illusion just takes steady intent, real commitment, trust, and diligent persistence.

Of course, those are the requirements for great success in science, the arts, business, sports, and relationships. So, gaining progressively greater understanding of ego, mind, mentality, personality, and the other principles of being is essential to real progress. That makes a realistic definition and good understanding of what ego is essential to holontology.

---

**S.2 RESULTS**

**The Problem:** George Orwell noticed that “it’s very hard to explain something to someone paid not to understand it.” Einstein found that it’s also almost impossible to get them to quit ignoring it. This “it” is a new ontology of maths, science, reality, and the proofs of solutions for some difficult, long unsolved problems.

The root of the problem involves the long lack of adequate theory, metatheory, and vocabulary for adequate thinkability, understanding, and communication. Of course,
most of us want to ignore new knowledge and facts out of fear (of embarrassment, etc.).

Hence, the solution requires quantities of absolute proofs and convincing supporting examples. So, these results include meta-proofs, proofs, and examples from astronomy, astrophysics, physics, organic chemistry, genetics, maths, set and number theory. The Solution: Most of the solution was presented in earlier papers (supported by this one). Of course, if you read the definitions of key terms, you know that they provide some of the solution. Yet, much more support is shown in theorems and metatheorems, proofs, graphics, and other examples of realities.

Altogether, they enable more understanding of the whole problem and solution, the next paradigm of science and maths. So, if (and as) you continue, bear in mind that paradoxes and anomalies are psychosocial-linguistic problems, not accidental problems of an illogical cosmos. For example,

Metatheorem 0: ∴ B ≡ U_R ∃ {P_mm} ⊃ {G} ⊎ {N} ∴ {P_U ⋀ P_EN} ∈ {P_mm} ∈ B ■

Translation: Because being is identical to the universal unity of reality, there are elemental metalogical principles (of being/reality), the enabling super-set of the sets of principles of geometric logic united with numeric logic. Therefore, the set of all logical classes of universal principles and geometric::numeric principles is a double subset of the elemental principles of being. QED.

In other words, being is the universal whole of all that exists. So, its enabling principles exist. They are also intrinsic to and sustain the integrity of all the subsidiary principles enabling and sustaining the multi-set union of the principles of geometric and numeric logic. Of course, as shown below, we can now see that geometry, numbers, and maths are as interdependent as the enabling metalogical principles of being. Disproving that would disprove the reality and validity of being, mind, and logic. So, metatheorem 0 provides its own meta-proof and integral verification.

Naturally, understanding and fully accepting that is easier with “physical” examples. So, consider the images in figure 1 (a, b, & c), below. No element could be more valuable or important to life than carbon (6C). Diamond seems most highly valued, and graphene now makes graphite seem much more important than before. Yet, the diagrams of a few more complex molecules (fig. 1c) can tell us much more about carbon’s relationship with life, geometry, maths, and numbers.

Figure 1 (a & b) – caption, credit & link

For example, per the current system, the “atomic weight” (and basic mass numbers, relative to hydrogen) make 6C number 6 on the chart of physical elements. Allegedly, it can also have 6 electrons. Hence, diamond, its densest crystal-structure is cubic (with 6 faces), and its simplest molecular form (C6) is a single hexagon, graphite (fig. 1a). Clearly, as shown in fig. 1c, hydrocarbon and carbohydrate molecules—from the tetrahedral form of methane to the long “chains” of oils and sugars—are perfect examples of the intrinsic geometric logic that makes carbon the 4th most abundant element in the universe. What
they only imply is why nearly 10 million carbon compounds exist here (a large majority of Earthly chemicals). Those may be a small fraction of possible carbon compounds. Of course, without realizing or accepting the reality and potency of the enabling principles of being, understanding the cosmic importance of the nature and structural properties of carbon was impossible.

For a better example of the nature of \( \text{C}_6 \) and \( \text{C}^{12} \) — and their structural properties, potentials, and relationship with geometry, maths, and numeric logic — consider the realities of \( \text{C}_6^{20} \), and fullerenes shown in fig. 2 a & b, below. RBfullerene (\( \text{C}_{60} \)) is especially significant for several reasons. One reason seems under-appreciated, \( \text{C}_{60} \) seems empty.

Its form is a truncated icosahedron (a soccer-ball-like regular polygon), twenty hexagonal carbon “rings” and 12 pentagonal spaces. Evidently, those pentagonal windows make \( \text{C}_{60} \) a likely candidate for future nanotechnologies. Though it also exists as a natural component of cosmic nebulae, its structural logic directly relates \( \text{C}_{60} \) to numeric logic and holonomic number theory.

Clearly, the angles required for the existence and structural integrity of \( \text{C}_6 \) and \( \text{C}_{60} \) tell us that nature and life have much more to show us than current SM QM and number theory. For example, the 60° and 72° angles, \( 20 = 5 \times 2^2 \) and \( 12 = 2^2 \times 3 \) only seem coincidental accidents of nature. Still, it may seem trivial that \( 6 = 3 \times 2 \) and \( 5 = 3 + 2 \) or that the digital “roots” of 20 and 12 are 2 and 3.

For example — using summary digital reduction (SDR) of the digits of the integers of intrinsic angles — their digital identifiers \( d_i \) (sums, primitive roots), and the SDR sum of all the hexagons and pentagons give us a final seed \( d_i \) (of \( \text{C}_{60} \)). Hence, for a hexagon, mod-10 trig gives us \( 6(60) \); and \( 6 + 0 = d_i \) 6, then SDR of 360 gives a final \( d_i \) of 9. Now, doing SDR for the \( d_i \) of 20 hexagons gives us 180, and \( 1 + 8 + 0 = 9 \). For pentagons we have 5 angles of \( 72^\circ \) and \( (7 + 2) = 9 \). So, again, we find a \( d_i \) of 9. Then, for 12 pentagons, SDR gives us an intermediate sum of 108 and, again, \( 1 + 8 + 0 = a d_i \) of 9.

So, using base-10 numbers and SDR, \( 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 \). So, the seed \( d_i \) of \( \text{C}_{60} \) is 9. That seems perfectly appropriate for the 2 groups of regular polygons made by and for such elegant atomic polyhedra. Yet (as shown below), those results are also caused and ensured by the decimal logic of mod-10. Still, using SDR and mod-6 or mod-60 and mod-20, to analyze the geometry of \( \text{C}_{60} \) reveals much more obvious numeric structural logic and
proportional relativity (with trigonometric realities). For example, with mod-6 and mod-60 numbers, SDR always gives us a seed $d_1$ of 6, not 9. So, we should ask what that shows us and why.

As shown with Moessner’s analytic extension of Pascal’s triangle of numbers, using base-10 numbers for any structural/relation analysis will always favor 9, $9n$, 3, 6, and $6n$, because of ordinality and the numeric logic of 9 mod-10. Yet, remember that 10 is the first order expansion (magnitude) of 1 (and unity). Now, in trig, the unit circle, hexagons, and geometric logic, using base-6, base-60, or base-$6n$ numbers favors expressions of hexality, naturally. Hence, the structural and functional relativity of $5n$ and $6n$, though not always obvious, is clearly a natural necessity of being.

So, SDR using base-36 for pentagons shows us that an interior angle’s intermediate $d_i$ value is 19, and $1 + 9 = 10$, giving a $d_i$ of 1. So, for $C_{60}$ pentagons, $d_i$ is 5, but for all 12, we find an intermediate sum of 60, and a group $d_i$ of 6. Of course, 60 in mod-36 is 1O, but its SDR $d_i$ value is 6, so a hexagon’s $d_i$ is $9 (3 + 6)$. Then for the group of 20, SDR gives us a final $d_i$ of 9; and $6 + 9 = 15 = 1 + 5 = $ seed $d_i$ 6.

In fact, because of the ensemble of enabling principles, using any base-$6n$ numbers for finding the seed $d_i$ of $C_{60}$ will probably give us a 6. That may make the logic seem schizoid or bipolar, but the 2 different $d_i$ of $C_{60}$ are showing us the different potentials of the 2 modes of numeric semiotics involved. So, 1 is the $d_i$ (primitive root) of 10 and powers of 10, and we see that 6 and $6n$ are intrinsic to cosmic geometry and numeric structural integrity, especially structures with integral triality, triangularity, hexality, hexagonality, and their 3D embodiments.

If that that seems dubious, you can do SDR with base-20 numbers, but remember, $72^\circ$ and $3C^\circ$ are just different symbols for an angle. Also, SDR can only reduce numbers to a $d_i$ of less than 10. So, the final seed $d_i$ of $C_{60}$ using SDR with any base-10n numbers will be 9, because 9 rules the primitives and triangular logic. In other words, because any $9n$’s $d_i$ is 9—and the sum of angles in a triangle, square/rectangle, pentagon, or hexagon, and the $360^\circ$ circle all have a base-10 $d_i$ of 9—using base 20 just doubles intermediate values (to $9n$), leaving a $d_i$ of 9.

Thus, $C_{60}$ and SDR can tell us as much about the logic and metalogical nature of numbers and geometry as they do about nature’s structural integrity. It also validates the logically proportional equivalence of numeric logic and enabling geometric principles. That also verifies this expansion of number theory (etc.).

Now, honoring out carbon, hexality, and 6 is not meant to demote the importance of duality, triality, quadrality, tetrality, and pentality. Their priority is equally essential to form, structure, and their functional potentials. Naturally, 2 and 3 and triangles and all they enable are intimately related to hexality, 6, $6n$, 5, and pentality, even to tetrality and tetrahedral crystals. In fact, as we see in $C_{60}$ and DNA-RNA (etc.), pentagons are as important to the geometry of being and intelligence as hexagons, triangles, tetrahedrons,
cubes, and spheres.

In fact, Phi and the Fibonacci sequences prove the morphological and structural necessity of pentality and its intrinsic principles, angles, relations, and functional properties. Thus, we have countless quantities of natural examples in the realms of plants and animals. So, we can believe in nature’s integrity and trust its logical and metalogical principles (that enable and sustain carbon, DNA, maths, geometry, numbers, semiotics, and life).

As shown more clearly below, none of the structural and functional logic of being and numbers are illogical accidents. Beehives, snowflakes, carbon, and its molecular structures provide physical proof of metalogical principles that enable and sustain all geometric structures (and nature’s love of hexality). So, C₆₀ confirms proof that all primal numbers \( p > 3 = 6n - 1 \) or \( 6n + 1 \), and why all primal couplets of sets \( \{p_1, 6n, p_2\}, (p_1 + p_2) = 12n \) \((2 \times 6n)\). However, if this still seems insufficient for absolute certainty about metatheorem 0, the following examples may help. First, consider another metaproof.

**Metatheorem 1:**

\[
\exists \exists [[B] \cup [P_{ml}]] \supset \exists \exists \{c\} \Lambda \{C_6\} \Lambda \{C_{12}\} \in \{[B] \cup [P_{ml}]\} \ldots
\]

\[
\exists \exists \{[2n, 3n, 4n, 5n, 6n, 12n] \cup [p_1, 6n, p_2]\} \in \{[G] \cup [N]\} \in U_R \text{ and }
\]

\[
[T_{T0}] \Lambda [T_{T1}] = T \blacktriangleleft
\]

Translation: Because the reality of being and its elemental enabling principles makes it a super-set of the multi-set union of geometric and numeric logics, therefore, the existing forms and structures of carbon and its molecular compounds \( \{C_m\} \) are actual elements of being, enabled by its elemental metalogical principles. So, therefore, the existing sets of interrelated multiples (of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12) and of primal couplets (centered on multiples of 6) are a double subset of geometric-numeric logic, elements of universal reality. Thus (as sets of true statements and valid meta-tautologies, based on realities), metatheorem 0 and metatheorem 1 are equally true. QED.

Now, clearly, believing that the vast prevalence of 6, 6ₙ, hexagonality, hexality, and all its morphological and structural relations (in both its physical and virtual/numeric modes) is coincidental and supernaturally accidental and/or illogical would require ignoring the true nature of a) form, b) structure, c) functions, d) relativity, and e) being (and its nature). Of course, that would be foolish, unrealistic, and unscientific. For example, as shown in the following proofs, being’s microcosmic and macrocosmic phenomena embody and/or express their unique ensembles (sets) of enabling principles. So, we are living proof.

For example, without all the principles of form (the elemental metalogical principle), there would be no shapes, no forms/modes of energy, no physical elements, no bodies, planets, stars, galaxies, no identities or visible things and places. Yet, they all exist. Naturally, structure (the enabling metalogical principle) and form are inseparable, interactive, and interdependent. So, all forms—whether physical or mental or whatever—are enabled by their characteristic ensemble of structural principles: such as integrity, durability, and strength (etc.). So, structure also enables the principles, properties, and potentials of functionality (the metalogical principle). Of course, without principles of functionality—
activity, motility, causality, etc.—there could be no energy, no motion, no change, no light, no cosmos, no life, and no subsidiary principles of being: physicality, mentality, visibility, and sexuality (etc.). Functionality also enables the principles, properties, and potentials of relativity (including logic, symmetry, reciprocality, reciprocity, relationship, empathy, and communication (etc.). So, the principles that enable being’s universal nature are what enable, empower, and sustain all phenomena.

Thanks to Richard Feynman—and the folks who found his “lost lecture” (and made all the records available), and to Grant ? (for the excellent graphic proofs)—we can now see that macro-scale proof of nature’s intrinsic principles enabling and empowering planetary orbital rotation, solar systems, galaxies (etc.), and the logic and semiotics enabling maths, thinking, communicating, and understanding the discoveries. They also let us see the relationship of logic and enabling metalogical principles of cosmic rotational mechanics and trigonometric operations making the realities apparent.

For example, consider the images and explanations below:

Figures 3, a, b, ? &...? + titles, caption, credits & link

Now, before stating the meta-proof implicit in the graphic proof of Feynman’s proof, it helps to recall that Saturn is the 6th planet beyond our star; also that it has 6 plasma vortices in hexagonal arrangements at both ends of its “North-South” axis. That helps us ask and consider why, and why there are huge differences between Earth’s “polar” regions. The reason is partly because the sun is moving along with the galaxy’s sub-field of cosmic energy at approximately 250/kps (about 560,000 miles/hour). So, despite the typical lack of attention to that environmental reality, both Earth and Saturn have geometric and energetic forward and rearward properties and conditions. Therefore, Earth’s northern, Arctic region is warming at over 2 times the equatorial rate, while Antarctica warms at ±3 times the equatorial rate. The relevance of these facts will be shown later, re: relativities of physical, structural, functional, and geometric: numeric principles.

Now, showing that the realities of the nature of “physical” cosmic geometry and functions also enable the nature of the mathematical, trigonometric, and graphical results should be more convincing. After all, the purpose of scientific proofs is showing the reliability of our ideas, beliefs, and theories, then enjoying the satisfaction of certainty. So, although the proofs provided by Feynman and Grant ? seem unimpeachable, for the sake of optimal clarity and certainty, another meta-proof may suffice.

**Metatheorem 2:**

\[ \exists \{B \land U_R \} \cup \{P_{mle}\} \vdash \{Q_{EED} \land Q_{MED} \land P_{FM} \land F_{EM} \} \supset \{E_{med}\} \land F_{EM} \}

\[ \vdash \{B \land U_R \} \cup \{P_{mle}\} \land G \cup \{N\} \supset \{E_{med}\} \land F_{EM} \}\in U_R \text{ and}

\[ \vdash \{T_{M0}\} \land \{T_{M1}\} \land \{T_{M2}\} = T \]

**Translation:** Because of the actual unity of being and universal reality enables a multi-set union with its elemental enabling (metalogical) principles, therefore, the super-set (of sets of actual realities) of quantum electrodynamics, quantum mechanics, quantum hydrodynamics, plasma fluid mechanics, and fluid mechanics enable the nature of
magneto-dielectric energy phenomena intrinsic to its field of electro-magnetic effects. Therefore, being’s universal reality, its elemental metalogical principles, and their intrinsic geometric-numeric logics, are the super-set that enable, sustain, and empower its nature, energy, modes, and potentials (of all its realities). Therefore, as in \([T_{MI}]\), this set of metatheorems is equally true. QED.

Naturally, watching excellent videos is better than seeing a few 2D images and thinking about words and theory. Yet, seeing excellent 2D representations—that show how and why the real-world 3D proofs and numeric logic are intimately interrelated—makes the realities more easily provable and understandable.

For example, in many episodes of the “Mathologer” video series, Polster & Ross provide excellent examples of how and why we can use 2D graphics to discover and prove the validity of numeric logic and operations of seemingly mysterious maths (etc.). Consider the graphics in figures ?, ?, and ?, below; or better yet, use the links to watch the episodes, then read what follows. First—while thinking about the images, their meanings, implications, and their sets (ensembles) of enabling principles—recall and relate the images and physical evidence presented above (and below).

Now, here it seems helpful to recall that the ancient Mayan astronomy was intimately connected to their maths and number system. It was based on our 20 fingers and toes, making cosmic mechanics (etc.) and structural logic somewhat more obvious (and easier to work out). For example, doing trigonometry (trig) in mod-6 maths and finding the digital roots (the digital identifier, \(d_i\)) of the angles and their sums—with SDR—for the hexagons and pentagons of nature’s geometry, the \(d_i\) is 6. Of course, the basic form of carbon makes it the 6th element, \(6\)C. Cosmic metamorphological-structural logic also makes carbon’s simplest crystal and its most geometrically significant form \(C_6\) (graphite) and \(C_{60}\) (buckminsterfullerene). It also helps to notice that the mod-60 numeric logic of ancient Mesopotamia also enabled more elegant trig. Also, using SDR and mod-60 (or mod-20 or mod-6), the \(d_i\) of hexagons and pentagons is 6. So, we have 4 sets of 5 bodily digits (4 subsets of \(5 = 20\), for a \(d_i\) of 2)—or 4 super-sets of 5 digital sets with 3 bone subsets gives us \(5(3) = 15\), for \(d_i\) of 6, and \(4(6) = 24\), and \(2 + 4\) also gives us a \(d_i\) of 6.

All that basic number theory might seem silly, if not for the graphics and proofs by Polster & Ross, and that the Mayans’ mapping of the orbit of Mars was not outdone until the 20th century. Their knowledge of the orbital motions of Mercury, Venus, Luna (the moon), Jupiter, and Saturn was also nearly perfect, without telescopes, computers, and zeros. It may also help to recall that 4 thousand years ago, Mesopotamian planning, construction, and hydraulic engineering required trigonometry, without zeros. About the same time, Egyptian genius enabled design and construction to nearly 1 centimeter precision, and geometry relating pi and Phi (the Golden Ratio) to the great pyramid’s base and height.

About a thousand years later, a Vedic Sage of great genius realized the symbolic value of 0 (zero) for maths, big numbers, and conceiving of astronomical quantities, and equally
vast cycles of existence (kalpas). There may also be more ancient sources of logical wonders and connections.

For example, about 2600 years ago, Lao Tzi included a reference to a more ancient time when—instead of writing—people used only knotted cords for records and accounting. Yet, that may not mean that the Incas’ sophisticated “kipu” system came from ancient Asian explorers. Cromagnon cave paintings at Lasceaux, France, and the Ishango Bone display sophisticated results of semiotics (symbolic communication), archiving, logical thinking, and number theory that began more than 22,000 years before the present (BP). However, the mummies found near the pyramids at Tucumbe, Peru (dated at 2500 BP) and in the Gobi Desert, Mongolia (dated at ±1000 BP) indicate a very long period of earlier development and intercontinental trade routes. Remember, those mummies were corpses of very tall people, with Euro-Caucasoid features, fair skin, some with freckles, and blonde, brown, or red hair, either curly or fine and straight; and some were over 6 feet tall (even ±7 feet, ±3.1 meters). The Gobi mummies also had clothing and jewelry from all over their ancient world (including Africa).

So, the passions—for exploring, observing, understanding, and preserving knowledge (of the ways, forms, and modes of being and its nature)—are clearly very ancient. Just as clearly, however it arose, the results prove that the potentials were intrinsic to our nature.

For example, Da’Vinci called this use of logical intelligence “connexione”—connecting the dots (relevant points of interest). He used it for more effective discovery, invention, and engineering (etc.). However, Polster & ? were not trying to provide optimum proof of better number theory and metamathematics (metamaths). Yet, as shown below, the physical and logical expressions of hexality are critically to holonomic number theory and maths in general.

The images (in figs. 3, a, b, ?...), and the video, should seem intimately related to Sanderson’s video on Feynman’s proof of orbital mechanics and the integral geometry. It would be almost impossible to find a better visual proof of the relativity of cosmic geometry and mechanics and the semiotic geometry and mechanics shown in both videos. What was clearly not obvious to Polster, Ross, Sanderson, and millions of others before, is the interdependent relationship of numbers, geometric:numeric logic, cosmic geometry, and the necessity of metalogical principles enabling the totality of reality, the cosmos. That will be detailed more fully in the Discussion section, with an analysis of the relativity of carbon, structural logic, numbers, and Riemann’s zeta function.

Now, before considering the next example and proof (of logical, metalogical, and actual interdependence), it may help to contemplate another metaproof, below.

**Metatheorem 3:** \( \forall \{ U_R \land B \} \exists \{ L_U \land \{ L_{M} \land \{ L_{S} \land \{ L_{I} \} \} \} \supset \{ G \} \cup \{ N \} \}
\( \forall \{ L_{M} \land \{ L_{S} \} \land \{ L_{I} \} \} \supset \{ T_{M} \} \cup \{ G \} \cup \{ N \} \land \{ 6n \rightarrow \infty \} \land \{ 0 \rightarrow \infty \} \} \in U_R \land \{ T_{M0} \land \{ T_{M1} \} \land \{ T_{M2} \} \land \{ T_{M3} \} \} = T \)
Because of universal realities and being’s elemental metalogical principles, existing sets (ensembles) of logical principles of unity, physicality, mentality, semiotics, and illusion/imagination are a super-set of the inseparable unity of geometric and numeric logic systems. Therefore, logical ensembles of mentality and semiotics and imagination can be considered a super-set of the united sets of a) the logical elements of truth, and b) geometric:numeric logics, and c) the infinity of expressions of hexality and d) the infinity of expressions of emptiness (and/or absence of reality). So, they are all elements of being’s universal reality (the cosmos). Therefore, this metaproof is also true and validly self-verifying. QED.

Clearly, the existence of imagination and illusion enable creativity, discovery, intuition, realization, potential confusion, delusion, deception, new advantages, and life enhancing experience. However, without a logical basis for distinguishing the differences between logical integrity and illogic or illusion, we have no way to evaluate the effectiveness or defectiveness of a theory or a whole domain of scientific praxis (and its ruling paradigm).

So, \{T_{M3}\} shows us nature’s integral ensembles of subsidiary principles that let us use and understand or misunderstand (or misinterpret) the expressions of intrinsic geometry and numeric logic. Mentality, semiosis, and illusion let us imagine unseen realities and know of truths, geometry, numbers, maths, the structural nature of virtual and actual realities. So, we can learn the nature of illusion, delusion, and confusion. Of course, nature also lets us ignore or deny any differences between a) reality and illusion, b) logic and illogic, and c) between understanding and confusion (or worse).

Obviously, that metatheorem accounts for the multi-pandemic disconnect with universal reality automatically maintained by “native” languages, normal societies, subcultures, cliques, cults, special interest groups, and their subliminal paradigms. Yet, relativities, relationships, and functionalities of numbers and their enabling principles visibly prove and verify their reality and potency.

Hopefully, the images below (and the linked videos)—and the proofs (enabled by Polster, Ross, and their predecessors)—inspire greater certainty and full satisfaction.

Figures 4, a, b, &...? + titles, caption, credits & link

So, by now, those graphics (and the videos) should be seen as self-evident verification of the elements, theorems, and metatheorems proving and verifying the natural principles that enable physicality, mentality, and all the other phenomena they enable and sustain. Still, the graphics, proofs, and explanations enable and call for another metatheorem of holonomic meta-ontology.

**Metatheorem 4:**

\[
\exists \exists \{[L_u]\wedge[L_r]\wedge[L_m]\wedge[L_3]\wedge[L_{r'}] \wedge [G \equiv N] \wedge [U_R] \wedge [E_i] \wedge [P_{mu}] \}
\]

\[
\vdash [B \wedge [E_i] \wedge [P_{mu}]] \Rightarrow [T_L] \wedge [G \equiv N] \wedge [6n \to \infty] \wedge [L_{N_i} \to \infty] \in \{U_R\} \text{ and }
\]

\[
\vdash [T_{M0}] \wedge [T_{M1}] \wedge [T_{M2}] \wedge [T_{M3}] \wedge [T_{M4}] = T \Rightarrow RH = T \]

Translation: Because the existing ensemble (set) of logical principles of unity, physicality, mentality, semiotics, and illusion/imagination enable phenomena, experience, communication, and change, they correspond to geometric:numeric logic united by (and with) all phenomena (universal reality), united by/with the intrinsic energy (of being). Therefore, the (macro-cosmos) of being and its intrinsic energy, united and enabled by its elemental metalogical principles, is the enabling super-set of the multi-set of a) logical elements of realities (truths) uniting and enabling b) the actual equivalence of geometric and numeric logic systems, and c) their structural potentials \( \{6n \to \infty\} \) of geometry and numbers, and d) the logical-functional potentials \( \{L_{N} \to \infty\} \) of numbers and maths. So, that multi-set and its subsets are elements of universal reality. Thus, thus that meta-proof and the four preceding metatheorems are equally valid. Therefore, Riemann’s hypothesis, RH, is true and reliably verified. QED.

Obviously, those theorems, facts, and realities are verified by the relationship of geometry, maths, numbers, physicality, and mentality (etc.) that they define and describe. It should be apparent that all the graphics and videos verify the proof. Of course, the verification of RH could seem debatable (or worse). Yet, the core issue and root of the problem always revolved around uncertainties caused by misunderstanding of the nature of Riemann’s use of his zeta function \( \Re(z) \) and the graph of symbolic zeros on the line at 1/2. That was caused by the misunderstandings of the nature of the maths and principles enabling \( \Re(z) \) (the required operations) and the results. The problem was suspecting unreliable maths and logic without finding sufficient reasons (for proof or disproof).

This meta-proof proves why \( \Re(z) \) and its results are reliable, no matter what value is used as the critical variable \((s)\). This paper also proves the validity of the earlier results (re: RH, etc.) showing why the other, technical proofs were valid, and why hundreds of other papers (related to RH and his zeta function) were also valid. Naturally, the proofs and meta-proofs presented in earlier papers also verify these results. Yet, more general metatheorems \((T_{M5} \& T_{M6})\) provide all-inclusive metaproof.

**Metatheorem 5:**
\[
\begin{align*}
\exists \{B\} \land E_{i} \cup \{P_{mle}\} & \Rightarrow \{G \equiv N \cup E_{i} \land \{U_{R}\}\} : \\
\therefore \{T_{e}\} \cup \{G \equiv N\} & \equiv \{B\} \Rightarrow \{L_{l}\} \land \{L_{r}\} \land \{L_{s}\} \land \{L_{l}\} \in \{U_{R}\} \\
\therefore \{U_{R}\} & \Rightarrow \{T_{e}\} \cup \{T_{M5}\} \land \{T_{M5}\} = T \]
\]

**Metatheorem 6:**
\[
\begin{align*}
\exists \{B^{\infty}\} \land \{E^{\infty}\} \cup \{P_{mle}\} & \Rightarrow \{I^{\infty}\} \cup \{E_{i}\} \land \{L_{l}\} \land \{L_{s}\}\} : \\
\therefore \{B\} \equiv \{U_{R}\}\}^{\infty} & \Rightarrow \{I^{\infty}\} \cup \{E_{i}\}\}^{\infty} \Rightarrow \{L_{l}\}^{\infty} \land \{L_{r}\}^{\infty} \newline
\therefore \{L_{l}\} \cup \{L_{r}\}\}^{\infty} & \Rightarrow \{T_{M5}\} \land \{T_{M5}\} = T \]
\]

Translation \((T_{M3})\): Because the existing ensemble (set) of being and its energy phenomena are intrinsically united with enabling metalogical principles, they constitute the super-set of geometric:numeric principles uniting reality and universal energy phenomena. Thus, because the multi-set of a) logical elements of truth unite b) geometric and numeric phenomena, they correspond to being (actuality, the cosmos), the super-set of all its logical and metalogical principles, properties, and potentials (the dynamic elements of universal
Therefore, universal reality is a super-set of the logical elements of reality (truth) uniting the sets of logical elements and theorems enabling metatheorems 4 and 5, making them equally true. QED.

Translation (T₆₆): Because the natural infinities of being and energy are united by their elemental metalogical principles make them the super-set of intelligence (and the power of identity) united with energetic phenomena, and the enabling principles of mentality and semiosis. Therefore, because being is strictly equivalent to universal reality, they are the super-set of the infinities of intelligent identities and energetic phenomena. Thus, the infinities of being are strictly equivalent to the realities of life empowered by identity. That makes them elements of universal reality’s infinity. So, the infinities of the multi-set union of life and intelligence are strictly equivalent to universal reality. Of course, that makes them the metalogical super-set of this metatheorem (T₆₅) and (T₆₆), thus proving them true. QED.

Obviously, the 6th and 7th metatheorems verify the logic and metalogical principles that enable being, energy, and the geometric and numeric principles enabling their expressions and embodiments. Thus, {T₆₅} defines, describes, and confirms the reality of nature of being, proving and verifying metalogical causality and its own logical integrity (with valid meta-tautology). Also, being based upon the metalogical principles and realities that enable and sustain maths—not simply upon its concepts, axioms, rules, and systematic logic—{T₆₅} defines and verifies its nature and potentials without violating either TUT or GIT. It also proves why logical and operational reversibility verify valid functionality (of maths, etc.).

The endnotes provide more support, notes, and references. The next section also provides more detailed commentary and predictions that enable new research and verifications.

Endnotes
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3
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24 It helps to remember that the galaxy’s whole subfield of energy—stars, plasmas, gas, dust and, possibly, even its invisible subfield of hyper-plasma (“dark” energy/matter or “electronic fluid”—spins at the same velocity, from the central axis to the furthest fringe of its double spiral vortex.
S.3 DISCUSSION

The further a mathematical theory is developed, the more harmoniously and uniformly does its construction proceed, and unsuspected relations are disclosed between hitherto separated branches of the science. – David Hilbert

It would be interesting to compile the long list of known consequences (many of which are quite indirect) of GRH and GLH. At the top of the list would be the prime number theorem with a sharp remainder term, the connection going back to Riemann’s paper. He gives a formula for the number of primes less than \( X \) from which the prime number theorem would follow if one knew some deeper information about the zeroes of \( \zeta \). – Peter Sarnak

Sarnak’s musings\(^1\) seem appropriate for a discussion about the information provided in the results of this project. The italicized phrase emphasizes the heart of this approach to proving RH and the enabling principles of maths (etc.). Riemann’s focus on determining “the number of primes less than \( X \)” is an example of the wrong approach. Hence, he never got close to enough information about zero and his zeros to understand them (and the other elements enabling his zeta function’s potentials, and his famous graph).

Hilbert’s statement\(^2\) on the nature and benefits of developing good theory is true of any science, yet ironic. He considered RH the most important open problem (of maths) and inspired the Clay Institute’s “Millennial Challenge” prize program.\(^3\) Yet, Hilbert’s work on a basic metatheory of maths and logic\(^4\) declined into an increasingly debatable fog of confusion and factional rivalries. It remained unfinished and succeeded by a somewhat less illogical system of set theory.\(^5\) That was one of the major motivators of this work.

Of course, the videos, proofs, deeper insights, and realizations that enabled these results were unavailable to earlier investigators. Otherwise, they may have used the evidence of astronomy, organic chemistry, and Moessner’s work (among others) to finish Hilbert’s project and prove RH (etc.). However, the “deeper information” Riemann and others missed is in the depths of the domain of numeric structural logic and meta-semiotics.

For, clearly, the key datum is: Riemann’s zeros are symbols of relative absence. So, they symbolize and approximate the absence of nonprimals \( n \), the primal gaps in \( \{S_{n\to\infty}\} \).\(^6\) Yet, understanding that, and perfectly proving or disproving RH requires understanding the metalogical nature of 0, 1, 2, 1/2, unity, duality, hexality, reality, and the basis of maths and metamaths. Understanding all that was not Riemann’s intent.\(^7\)

In fact, unless I am mistaken, few if any other students of maths and metamaths took a sufficiently integrative, interdisciplinary approach to deepest levels of principles enabling and sustaining the reliability of maths, geometry, trigonometry, numbers, and reality in general. However, as the graphics, videos, proofs, and examples reveal—with self-evident clarity—being’s structural principles and [its] nature’s preference for reliable metalogical order and constancy has been “hidden in plain sight” for more than a few centuries.\(^8\)
For example, it seems extremely strange that Moesnner’s discoveries were not found 2 or 3 millennia earlier. Pythagorus, Euclid, or Plato were closer to the roots of numeric logic. Yet, their sociocultural paradigm and religio-philosophical ideas and linguistic limitations prevented thinking about the intrinsic principles that enable numbers and geometry. So, apparently, the same deficiencies kept Moessner from fully appreciating his discovery of the nature of numeric logic. Indeed, otherwise, the results of this project would be part of the basis of holonomic number theory and metatheory developed long ago, by others.

However, that counter-example supports and verifies this metatheory. As also shown by the Mathologer graphics, Moesnner’s results provide perfect support for proof of the numeric logic making $6n$ the central focal point (or mother) of primal couplets (fraternal twins), in all sets $\{p_1, 6n, p_2\}$. Likewise, the constancy of quintillions of “Goldbach primes” (and all others) being partnered with a $6n$ seems a rather large hint (of causal principles).

Yet, thanks to the Mathologers and their brilliant predecessors, another example proves the point. The graphics and proofs of the geometric results of doing circular “times tables” (to various numeric limits, using mod-$n$), the Mandelbrot sets, and cardioids of light (in coffee cups) are clearly visible proof of previously unrecognizable common causes in the metalogical heart of nature, geometry, and maths.

So, as also proved in the paper on RH and metamaths (etc.), recognizability, thinkability, acceptability, and provability are intimately related. Still, that sixth metatheorem ($T_{MS}$) could seem as doubtable as falsifiable. So, using Euclid’s approach (proof by contradicting illogic), we can consider a disproof:

**Rebuttal:** IFF $\{T_{MS}\}$ is true, then $\{|T_{M0}| \land |T_{M1}| \land |T_{M2}| \land |T_{M3}| \land |T_{M4}|\}$ may be true. Yet, if all elements of $\{T_{MS}\}$ are not true, the related metatheorems and elements may be untrue. Thus, to prove $\{T_{MS}\}$ untrue, we need only one example of illogical contradiction.

For example, the key claim and weak link seems to be the claim of proof and truth based on the existence and reliability of enabling metalogical principles of being (reality, causality, physicality, mentality, etc.). Yet, Kurt Godel’s proof of his incompleteness theorem (GIT) and Tarski’s well-proven undefinability theorem (TUT) prove that the logical nature and potentials of an axiomatic system cannot be proved self-consistent and logically complete within its own context (with its own terms and definitions).

So, how could $\{|T_{M0}| \land |T_{M1}| \land |T_{M2}| \land |T_{M3}| \land |T_{M4}|\}$ being a super-set of $\{T_{MS}\}$ make either it or RH certainly true?

**Response:** First, both GIT and TUT address only theoretical systems of logic based on axioms, rules, and subsidiary operational terms—like languages, maths, and geometry. In other words, axiomatic systems (especially “native” human languages) cannot be used to prove their own potentials or completely logical validity and consistency.

However, the metatheorems and logical elements of $\{T_{MS}\}$ are based on actual universal principles and realities. That puts them beyond the limits of artificial, logically incomplete or inconsistent systems and languages (etc.). Hence, they do not rely only on
axioms, artificial laws, rules of syntax, and procedural operators (as in Euclidian & Riemannian geometries, maths, and similar systems of theory).

So, the valid meta-tautologies of a) \( \{T_{M5}\} \) and \( \{T_{M6}\} \), b) metamaths, c) meta-ontology, and d) macro-ontology prove, define, and describe the nature of reality and subsidiary logics. QED.

For all the reasons given in the proofs of GIT and TUT, the principles and realities that enable and sustain maths were neither explained nor recognizable within its axiomatic context. Yet, holonomic metatheory can and does describe and explain the nature of the enabling geometric::numeric logic (discovered by Moessner and other investigators). In other words, the domain of discourse (and thought)—the paradigm and context of this holonomic metatheory—is universal, not simply a logical, axiomatic domain of practical maths (and subsidiary theory).

Of course, the nonphysical elemental principles that enable being are immune to forces that can cause change. Thus, as shown by \( \{T_{M6}\} \), the 7th meta-proof, we can be certain that this work is a reliable result of reliable causes, supported by the reliable constancy of the principles enabling and sustaining being, the cosmos, and the nature of reality (etc.). Now, with sufficient certainty, the predictive effectiveness—the other prime benefit of good theory and metatheory—can be considered, per the following predictions.

P.1: Conclusive, absolute meta-proof of RH now permits certainty of the validity of the hundreds of semi-proven theorems based on assumed reliability of \( \Re_{t}(1/2) \) and RH. So, all the related results and work based on those theorems will now progress, enabling further progress in the related R&D of physical science and technology.

P.2: Perfect proof of the metalogical relativity and reliability of a) geometry, b) numbers, c) geometric::numeric \( (G \equiv N) \), d) hexality and primality, etc., and e) the structural integrity, relations, and intrinsic functionality of \( 6n \backslash \{p, 6n, p^2\} \to \infty \land C \) (carbon) will be seen as verification of this work of proof, theory, and metatheory. That will enable completion of the foundations of number theory, maths in general, and STEM education (etc.). It also permits greater progress in crystallography, chemistry, materials science, energy science, nano-technology, astronomy, and computational simulation.

P.3: Acceptance and application of the results of this work will expedite more rapid progress in the R&D of superior communication and telecomputing technologies, to far beyond the capabilities of current and future development of IT hardware. It will also enable IT and Fintech infrastructure far more energy-efficient and secure than any other IT ecosystem upgrade (without the same advantages). In fact, the benefits to society and every economy of the world will be ongoing verification of the value of this work.

P.4: This work and the results will enable great progress in information theory, cognitive science, molecular-genetics R&D, biomedical R&D, and related informatics. That will also enable further verifications of the proofs and value of holonomic ontology and its metatheory. For example, it will be found that the natural metalogical principles that enable
these results, maths, geometry, carbon, and DNA+RNA (etc.) are what enabled the work and results of S. Ramanujan (enabled by revelations as he slept). Of course, it will then be understood that the natural metalogical principles of being that enable and sustain its expressions and embodiments of physicality, mentality, and semiotics were what enabled the dream that revealed the form and structure of DNA.

P.5: Acceptance and application of the new theorems, metatheory, and results of this work permits greater progress in the development of quantum physics by enabling R&D of quantum hydrodynamics, quantum fluid mechanics, hyper-plasma field mechanics, and better quantum electrodynamics. That will enable greater progress in astrophysics and astronomy while eliminating unnecessary anomalies, illogical hypotheses, and excess confusion (caused by deficient cosmology). Of course, that will allow much better energy science, R&D, and results.

P.6: Unless a sudden global catastrophe ends the world first, the progress, benefits, and economies enabled by this work and the results will foster and expedite rapid transition to a new era of civilization, supported by an increasingly rational sociocultural paradigm. One economic example of that will be the inclusion of ±4 billion more affluent participants (and stockholders) in the global market economy. That will permit appropriate response and rapid mass-mitigation of the world’s rapidly worsening multi-crises.

Naturally, all those predictions include an element of choice, the choice of human beings to accept reality and respond appropriately, or not to do so. Yet, negative choices, inaction, deficient initiatives, and commitment to unrealistic policies and defective theory will not invalidate the logic and metalogical integrity of valid proofs and realities. In fact, making less than optimal choices will probably cause more rapid mass-appreciation of superior options and opportunities.

So, this commentary concludes with the prediction implicit in the preceding sentence. ■
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